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CONSTITUTION
OF THK

Philadelphia Society
for

Alleviating
the Miseries of

Public Prisons,

When we consider that the obligations of benevolence which are

founded on the precepts and examples of the Author of Christianity,

are not canceled by the follies or crimes of our fellow creatures
;

and when we reflect upon the miseries which penury, hunger, cold,

unnecessary severity, unwholesome apartments, and guilt (the usual

attendants of prisons) involve with them, it becomes us to extend

our compassion to that part of mankind who are the subjects of those

miseries. By the aid of humanity, their undue and illegal suffer-

ings may be prevented ;
the links which should bind the whole

family of mankind together, under all circumstances, be preserved
unbroken

;
and such degrees and modes of punishment may be dis

covered and suggested, as may, instead of continuing habits of vice,

become the means of restoring our fellow creatures to virtue and

happiness. From a conviction of the truth and obligations of these

principles, the subscribers have associated themselves under the title

of "THE PHILADELPHIA SOCIETY FOR ALLEVIATING THK
" MISERIES OF PUBLIC PRISONS."
For effecting these purposes, they have adopted the following

CONSTITUTION :

ARTICLE I.

The officers of the Society shall consist of a President, two Vice-

Presidents, two Secretaries, a Treasurer, two Counsellors, and an

Acting Committee; all of whom shall be chosen at the Stated M
ing to be held in the First Month (January ) of each year, and shall

continue in office until their successors are elected
;
but in case an

election, from any cause, shall not be then held, it shall be the duty
of the President to call a Special Meeting of the Society within

thirty days, for the purpose of holding such election, of which at

least three days notice shall be given.

ARTICLE II.

The President shall preside in all meetings, and subscribe all

public acts of the Society, lie may call special meetings whenever
he may deem it expedient; and shall do so when requested in

writing by five members. In his absence, one of the Vice-Pi
dents may act in his place.

ARTICLE III.

The Secretaries shall keep fair records of the proceedings of the

Society, and shall conduct its correspondence.
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ROOMS OF THE

PHILADELPHIA SOCIETY
FOR

of

At a Stated Meeting of the Acting Committee of "THE PHILA-

DELPHIA SOCIETY FOR ALLEVIATING THE MISERIES OF PUBLIC

PRISONS," held on the evening of the Twelfth Month (December)

1 7th, 1872, the Editorial Board (appointed to take charge of the

Journal and papers, and the Annual Report), consisting of JOSEPH

R. CHANDLER, JAMES J. BARCLAY, A. JACKSON OURT, M. D.,

CHARLES ELLIS, and REV. E. R. BEADLE, D. D., presented the

draft of the Annual Report, which being read by the Chairman,

was approved by the Committee, and directed to be laid before

the ensuing meeting of the Society.

At a special meeting of the Society, held Twelfth Month ipth,

1872, the Report was presented by the Chairman of the Editorial

Board, considered and approved, and referred to the Committee

who prepared it, to have one thousand copies printed, with authority

to make such alterations and additions as they may think proper.

The Report to be signed by the President and Secretary.

JOHN J. LYTLE,

Secretary.
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CHAPTER I.

THE close of another year brings with it the duty of

accounting for the use of the employed time, and for

the exercise of the responsibilities devolved. If wrong
still exists in the path which is prescribed for service,

for how much of that wrong are we accountable ? If

any good has been secured, how much commendation

may we receive for the achievement? If we have

failed to advance ; to what do we owe the failure ? If

we have made progress in the good work, what has

removed the impediment *that once hindered our

advance ?

It is a wise and a wholesome thought to make it a

duty to give periodical reports upon what has been

done. That seems the best way to make known what

has not been done. The sense of the duty of report-

ing, creates a sense of the importance of investigating

that there may be a knowledge of what has been

done.

Where the whole round of duties seems in each year

so like what was prescribed and done in a previous
2
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year, it may be thought difficult to give interest to any

report which may be so very much like its predecessors,

save only in dates and perhaps in a few names.

But the change of dates produces change of action,

and as we reach the public mind and impress it favor-

ably with our plans and motives of action, we find new

duties, and consequently an enlarged responsibility.

In one view our Society has made little advance in

the year now drawing to a close. We still seem deal-

ing with some abstract questions of social science, and

occupying ourselves at our meetings with reports upon
some action of committees, and the entertainment of

subjects propounded for investigation, or for recom-

mendation to the authorities of the State.

In another view, the Society shows itself active in

the consideration and development of principles that

lie at the root of prison discipline ; and, with what a

great statesman has called a "
masterly inactivity," it

awaits the action of the Commission of Public Chari-

ties, so that it may place itseJf in perfect accord with

that body in establishing plans of prison discipline,

which if new to the State authorities, have been consid-

ered in abstract by the Society.

The meetings of the Acting Committee have been

regularly held during the year. The excessive heat

drove from the city, in July and August, many of our
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members, and the regular assembly felt the loss of

their number a/id of their advice. But the return of

cool weather insured the presence of our active mem-

bers, and gives encouragement to those who look for-

ward to additional benefits to result from our labors.

Early in the year the Society was invited to have

itself represented in a Congress to be held in London,

in July, at which it was hoped that nearly all Christen-

dom would have a representation.

A knowledge of the wants of the world in the way
of Prison administration, led this Society to believe

that the International Congress would be productive of .

great good. And the Society seemed unwilling that

the deliberations of such an assembly should be with-

out the presentation of^xperience which nearly a hun-

dred years of active existence had secured to it. Nor
was the Society willing to be without the credit which

might result from labors so profitable as it was hoped
those of the Congress would prove.

So it was resolved that the Society should be repre-

sented in the London International Congress, and

Joseph R. Chandler, one of the Vice Presidents, was

elected a delegate, bearing with him the opinions and

views of the Society, as well as the authority by which

he was to represent those views.

The whole proceedings of that Congress, with the
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papers presented by its members, abstracts of argu-

ments upon questions at issue, will appear next Spring,

in a large volume. Meantime the delegate from this

Society, who had it in charge to visit various penal and

reformatory institutions, in Great Britain and on the

Continent, made report to the Society in October last,

of his labors in the Congress, and his inspection of

various institutions.

The Report of the Delegate was received, and for

the information of the members five hundred copies

were printed and circulated, and one thousand were

printed to correspond with the Journal, and embodied

in this number, under the title of " An Appendix" to

which the readers are referred.

It will be seen by statements in this Appendix, that

every part of Europe is awake to the importance of the

great question of prison discipline and, as connected

with that, and preceding it in time, and exceeding it in

importance, the plans and discipline of reformatories

are considered, and the attemj^s at execution watched

with great anxiety, and criticised with an earnestness

that shows how much higher prevention is estimated

than is cure.

It will be seen also that in England and on the Con-

tinent of Europe, the privileged classes seem to regard
it as a privilege to be called to assist in such a work as

prison improvement. Almost every branch of the

English aristocracy was represented in the Congress ;

and reports of various institutions show how efficient is

the zeal of the nobility in promoting the works of phil-

anthropy.
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One other thing was observable and most encour-

aging, not only were the nobility conspicuous in societies

for promoting virtue and comfort among the vicious

and the unfortunate, but they, and the wealthy of all

classes, were profuse in their contributions to the funds

necessary to the good work. Astonishment was

expressed by many who had not before had an oppor-

tunity of judging of such matters, that such immense

sums in the aggregate, and in many cases individually

large, were so easily raised upon propositions for

founding asylums, reformatories and other institutions

to assist in making human beings better and happier,

or saving them from the contagion of vice, before they
had obtained the age and judgment necessary to

preserve themselves from the danger of evil associa-

tions.

Countenance, patronage then, and money, are to be

had in England, where there is an object that appeals,

with apparent justice, for such contributions. And
while the immense number of societies, refuges, schools

and associations for good that reported to the London

Congress for examination, shows how copiously money
had been poured out for their establishment and main-

tenance, the Congress itself was a proof, a wonder-

ful proof of the liberality excited for its proper support,

which must have required a princely sum.
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By these references to the great liberality of the

English of all grades, we do not mean to say that much

liberality in the contribution of funds for the support

of philanthropic institutions is not found in this country.

We know it is, and all around us are evidences of the

glorious use of money honorably acquired and gen-

erously contributed. There are certain claims upon
the public, whose justice seems more apparent than

others, because the benefits more readily strike the

mind. It seems more appropriate to save from suffer-

ing the unfortunate than the guilty. All appear to feel

that institutions that take the suddenly wounded or

the helpless sick, are preferable to those that deal only

with persons who have brought their discomforts upon
themselves by vice and crime. And we should not

like to argue against such a comparative appreciation.

We thank God, indeed, that there is a spirit in our

citizens which admits that the claims of the unfortunate

virtuous are superior to those of the vicious. Long !

long may the people of our city and State the people
of ever)' city and State in the Union cherish such a

love for virtue in the abstract, and such a detestation

of vice and crime as will insure to the former encour-

agement and support, and provide for the latter hin-

drance and punishment.
But prisons may be made profitable to virtue

; and,

if so, then they are entitled to the consideration of
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those who love and cherish virtue. If there is more

joy in Heaven over one sinner that repenteth than

there is over ninety and nine just persons who need

no repentence, why may not that joy be attained on

earth ? We have certainly many who need repentance.

Society mourns its deprivation of beauty and strength,

enforced by the necessity of withdrawing from social

intercourse many whose gifts and attainments might
have made them public benefactors. They are not

dead, they are not irretrievably lost, they are within

the walls of a prison, and they are therefore within the

reach of the efforts of philanthropy. They are where

they can reflect, and therefore it may be hoped that

reflection, the casting back of their minds upon them-

selves will make them comprehend the cause of their

misery, while the gentle ministrations of the good will

induce them to avoid evil associations, and to repent

of and leave evil acts. Other places may serve for

school-rooms for these lessons but there seems no

house like a prison for enforcing thought, and no les-

sons like those of the Prison Visitor for awakening to

virtuous resolves. Then the ninety and nine just per-

sons whose condition awakened no new rejoicing in

Heaven may, of themselves, have a new delight when

the hundredth, the wretch, who had wandered, returns
;

who had fallen, arises ; who had sinned, repents.

Prisons, then, which are made for the guilty may be

used to make those guilty innocent, and some who have

refused the gentle lessons of domestic affections, who

have sneered at virtue and followed vice, endured

social ostracism, who have left the house of God
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unappalled by the terrors of the law, unchanged by the

persuasions of the Gospel, have felt that in prison there

was no motive for deception and no outward support
for bad pretensions, and they have become wiser and

better men. They have left the cell with resolutions

better than those that they formed when they left their

homes, and have acknowledged that a false pride sus-

tained them in wrong, while they were in the world, a

pride which they could not summon to their support in

the solitude of a prison.

The Apostles made many converts in prisons.

We wish there was no crime to make a prison neces-

sary. But, we thank God, that as prisons are used,

they have been made places of improvement as well

as detention of repentance as well as punishment.
And thus they have served an end which was scarcely

contemplated when they were first constructed.

We have less this year to report, as we have already

said, not only of our action upon things outside the

Society, but of the movement in other States. Massa-

chusetts has so completed her system of penal and

charitable responsibilities as to present almost a unit of

all her various prisons and philanthropic institutions.

No State in this country seems to equal the order which

Massachusetts has established and maintained, and that

admirable system of accountability and responsibility is
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the means by which continued improvements are pro-

posed, adopted, and carried out, From the State Prison

at Charlestown (the only Penitentiary as we in Penn-

sylvania use that word) down to the smaller associa-

tions for assisting the helpless infant
(if

that association

receive aid from the State) all are concatenated one

single chain of penal and charitable institutions and,

considering the existing and increasing number of

those institutions, we should almost be excused if we
called it "an endless chain."

The organization of the public institutions of Massa-

chusetts, under the Board of Public Charities, seems

approaching perfection, in all the great ends to which

we have referred. And care of the poor and the suf-

fering, the helpless "whole orphan," fatherless and

motherless, the "half orphan," with only one parent

alive, and that one poor the double orphan, with both

father and mother alive and vicious punishment to

the vicious and the criminal all appear to be wonder-

fully arranged and if not at a less expense in the

administration of all than elsewhere, at least with a

constant appeal to the public for admiration and ap-

proval of the economy of the leading penal institutions.

When this system shall have attained the end towards

which it seems approaching, we shall then look with

earnestness, and we doubt not with entire satisfaction,

for some little internal arrangement of the institution

by which morals shall be made to outweigh money,
and reformation be regarded as one great end of

punishment.
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New York is in a state of transition. It is not ad-

vancing. To an ordinary observer it is receding. We
think it is preparing to advance. The French have a

proverb
"
reculez pour mieux sauter" that is "go

back to jump better."

If New York can sacrifice party politics to conside-

rations of public benefit, that State will free her penal

institutions from the dead, the killing weight of officers

appointed with no regard to their fitness for the places

they are to fill only with regard to the places which

they have helped others to occupy. And then, perhaps,

she will have time to consider whether the reformation

of a convict is not a better return to the Common-

wealth for the cost of the Penitentiaries than a few dol-

lars diminished in the expenses of his support and

discipline.

There seems to be one prison in the State of New
York (there may be more) where politics have not been

allowed to influence the appointment of the principal

officer. And that is called a successful a model

prison. We allude to the County Prison, at Albany,
under General Pilsbury a proof of the vast import-
ance'of able administration. The State Prisons in New
York seem to languish in everything but occupants.
There is no deficiency in the gross number of prisoners >

but the amount of money made, or perhaps the amount
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of expenses diminished, has been the test of success in

too many of those institutions.

From reports received from various quarters we in-

fer that the penal institutions of New York will soon

be placed under a general regime, similar to those in

Massachusetts. If, with this change in the general

management of the institutions, there could be intro-

duced a general system of prison order and discipline,

careful separate confinement and individual dealing, all

would be well.

We may soon have 'means to give particular state-

ments of the situation and movements of prison affairs

in many of our States. If so, we shall use them for

some other part of the present Journal. Meantime we

may remark that we have occasion to note that many
States are inquiring what can be done to systematize

the administration and accountability of their penal and

charitable institutions. Such efforts are all in the right

direction, and are likely to succeed, if not hindered or

turned away by the desire, to see how much money can

be saved to the State, by the change to be wrought.
That is the rock upon which the shipwreck of prison

improvement is to be looked for, and the success of

one or two institutions, and the erroneous boasts of

some others, in the way of not only self-support, but of

large profits, are stimulating certain persons to labor
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in the direction of pecuniary profit, rather than moral

improvement.
Great danger may be apprehended from attempts to

place our penal institutions under the special influences

of a single religious denomination, or to appoint their

officers with the expectation of money making.
The habits of industry are not acquired by hard

driving under the contract system of labor in a prison.

And fear of God and love of man do not come from a

constrained attendance on religious services that are in

opposition to the creed and prejudices of the auditor.

The overworking of the prisoner makes him dislike

labor.

Compulsory devotional services breed dislike to the

worship, and are often productive of hypocrisy.

Freedom of religious opinion may and should be

vouchsafed even in prison.

The Commissioners of Public Charities for Pennsyl-
vania are moving onward in the work which they have

in hand. And we think they have shown wisdom

which those who are acquainted with the members knew
that they possessed, by such prudence in the adoption
of plans, as has enabled them to make all their schemes

work rather for general than for particular good.
The Commission of Massachusetts was, in regard to

time, far in advance of Pennsylvania, and from that
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cause was in advance of our Commission in the arrange-

ment and progress of its work.

But the Commissioners of Pennsylvania had obstruc-

tions which did not impede the progress of those of

Massachusetts.

Pennsylvania is, geographically,^, large State, nume-

rically it is a great State, and it has, be it said with all

becoming deference, certain local peculiarities and

attachments (we do not say hostilities) that have until

lately hindered efforts towards union of purpose and

action throughout the Commonwealth. With this may
be cited, perhaps, as a cause, certainly as an agent,

separate national" origin and resulting habits. Rail-

roads have opened up Pennsylvania to Pennsylvanians,

and we are become more homogeneous. Against all

these feelings the Commissioners of Public Charities

in Pennsylvania have had to operate, we do not say

contend, because the obstacle was not active.

Massachusetts, on the contrary, is one great Boston.

A common origin, a common feeling, a common edu-

cation, and a common prejudice pervades the State,

from Cape Cod to Berkshire ;
and Boston is the centre.

It is true that the introduction of manufactures into

Massachusetts invited and brought thither a large and

growing population of another nationality. But they
came in such small numbers, though often, that they

were readily taken up into the general circulation of the

State system. And beside the home complacency of

Massachusetts is so strong and active that it would

neutralize, with little effervescence, a much larger

body of foreign ingredients than has yet been received.
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Massachusetts has been, and is, and is likely to be,

long may she be, Massachusetts with her system of

schools, 'charitable and penal institutions, but with a

growing modification of old idiosyncracies.

We feel it a duty to the Commissioners of State

Charities in this Commonwealth to say, that while we

approve of their plans, as far as we know ; we.know
that they are effecting the penal and charitable institu-

tions of every part of Pennsylvania, and, the circum-

stances of our people and of our institutions considered,

the Commission has made all appropriate haste, and is

now beginning to show the fruits of its judicious labor.

" Festina Lente
" make haste slowly is a capital

motto.

In all these matters Pennsylvania will act with pru-

dence, and those who act successfully for her must not

get too far ahead of the people.

But there is an office of our Society that is peculiar

to itself. This fs a Society for alleviating the miseries

of prisons, among other means, by direct action upon
the condition of the prisoner. It was the sufferings of

the prisoners in Philadelphia that called into exercise

the gentle humane feelings of the charitable of our city.

The great and the good of that time had not given

much attention to a system which involved the adminis-

tration of penal affairs in a State. They began by
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alleviating the miseries, and ameliorating the condi-

tion of individual prisoners. And they did their work

well. They saw in the city the offender against the

laws driven forth into the street by officers, who

chained them and taxed them, and exacted their sweat,

as a punishment, and with a publicity that doubled the

suffering, while it effectually excluded all idea, of im-

provement. Probably no such idea ever entered the

head of the law-makers or the law-administrators.

We cannot follow the progress of the alleviation

then began. It is sufficient for the present to say that

all the improvement in the condition of prisoners, and

in the administration of our prisons, so marked and so

obvious now, have resulted from that commencement,
carried on in the true spirit of philanthropy. And We,

its members, owe it to our position to see that the

work is not hindered.

The home work of the Society is confided to the

care of two committees. To one is given the Phila-

delphia County Prison
;
to the other the Eastern Peni-

tentiary, as fields for labor. And individuals of each

committee are assigned to particular galleries and cells.

Each individual reporting to his committee once a

month, and each committee reporting monthly to the

Acting Committee ot\the Society, and the Acting Com-
mittee reporting quarterly to the Society.
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The visits to this prison are about 850 a year; much

the largest portion of them to the female side, where

there are of all kinds of offenders only about one hun-

dred inmates.

In addition to the visits of the member appointed to

the Female Department visits that number about eleven

a week in which most of the prisoners are seen sev-

eral times each day, there are several ladies who come

to the Prison .every week and enter the cells, endeav-

ing to lead the prisoners to good resolves, and those

endeavors have proved in many instances to have been

si/ccessful. The religious denominational attachments

of the prisoner are consulted by those visitors, and a

proper delicacy exercised in presenting instruction.

We have to regret a want of additional numbers for

visiting the male convicts, and the male prisoners gen-

erally. We know the good works done by the persist-

ent labors of those who represent the Society in these

visits, but their labors should be lightened, and their

hopes increased, by additional co-workers. Let us

hope that a field so promising of rich harvest will be

fully supplied with laborers.

Mr. Mullin, the efficient agent, continues his service

in the channel in which he has so long moved; deepen-

ing them by labors and extending his usefulness
; by
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earning and deserving extended confidence. We shall

not be able to give as full a statement of Mr. Mullen's

usefulness as we could wish. From his monthly re-

ports to the committee we extract a few cases that

show the direction and success of his labors, though

they fail to give any just idea of their amount.

EXTRACTS FROM MR. MULLEN'S REPORTS.

NUMBER i Was that of a woman who had been tried, convicted

and sentenced, by Judge Allison, to an imprisonment of four

months, upon the charge of being a common scold. She got her-

self into the difficulty by quarrelling with a neighbor about their

children, who had been fighting. She contended that her neigh-

bor's child was in fault, while the neighbor contended that the

prisoner's child was in fault. Each of these disputants used their

tongues very freely at the time of the quarrel, and this neighbor
woman sued and succeeded in convicting the prisoner. She was

taken to prison with her infant in her arms, and was separated from

her four other children, who were left at home uncared for
;
one

of whom was lying very low with the scarlet fever, and suffering

for the want of a mother's care. The prisoner's husband was

employed in the interior of this State, by the Pennsylvania Rail-

road Company, and was informed of the distressed condition of

his family, and was sent for to see to his children. He begged of

your Agent to intercede in behalf, of his wife and family, and to

inform the Court of their distressed condition. The Agent com-

plied with the request, saw Judge Allison, and got him to instruct

the Agent to see the Clerk of the Court, and have her brought from

the prison to the Court again ;
at which time her sentence was

reconsidered, and she was released from prison and permitted to

return to her home and take charge of her afflicted family. This

was done without costs, either to the prisoner or her husband, who

was permitted to return to his employment in the interior of the

State. He was truly grateful for the timely interference of the

Agent, and Mr. Charles Mann, Solicitor for the Guardians of the

3
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Poor, who assisted the Agent in effecting this poor woman's release.

The prisoner sincerely repented of whatever she may have said or

done that was offensive to her neighbor ; wept freely, and received

good advice from Judge Allison, who spoke feelingly to her of the

condition of her family, and advised her to avoid getting into the

difficulty again.

NUMBER 2 Was also the case of a woman and her baby. She

was accused of the larceny of two rings from two different persons,

neither of which was she guilty. The Agent, feeling satisfied that

she was innocent of these charges, gave special attention to her

case; and, upon an investigation, ascertained that it was one of

great oppression. Her prosecutrix was a woman who kept a board-

ing house, and was in the habit of employing servants to do her

work, for which services she would manage to avoid paying them.

She would either quarrel with and discharge them, without paying

them what she owed them, and let them sue her for the money, or

do as she did in the case of this prisoner, who was her servant,

accuse them of stealing something they did not steal, when she was

asked to pay them for their services. This, the prosecutrix did in

this case, by accusing the prisoner of stealing a ring, which she

said belonged to her daughter ; and, in order to give color to this

statement, the prosecutrix said that the prisoner had previously

stolen a ring from a colored woman, whose name she gave. When
the colored woman was seen, she denied ever having suspected or

accused the prisoner of taking a ring, or anything else from her.

When the Agent supplied the prisoner with counsel, and had the

case properly explained to a jury, she was honorably acquitted, and

taken charge of by the Agent, who procured for her a railroad

ticket to take her and her child to her friends in Pottsville, for

which she expressed her grateful thanks.

NUMBER 3 Was that of a woman who 'had been wrongfully

imprisoned upon the charge of keeping a disorderly house. She

had been notified to appear at a certain time, at the Central Station,

as a witness in a larceny case ; and, with the hope of preventing
her from testifying in behalf of the Commonwealth, this false

charge was brought against her, upon which she was imprisoned.
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The Agent interfered in her behalf, the magistrate was seen, and

she was released in time to give her testimony in the larceny case.

NUMBER 4 Was an important case. It was that of a sailor who
was a stranger in our city. He came here in a vessel, and received

an honorable discharge and his pay, which he sent to his family,

consisting of a wife and two children, who lived in Newark, N. J.

He neglected to retain out of his earnings sufficient money for his

immediate use, and had been careless about this, as he had engaged
to sail on another vessel the next day, in which he expected to get

advance money. In the meantime he became intoxicated, went

into a restaurant and procured thirty cents worth of refreshments,

for which he was unable to pay, and he was imprisoned upon the

charge of constructive larceny. The Agent saw the prosecutor,

got his consent to the release of the prisoner, and he was discharged

by the Court, and an opportunity afforded him to ship again and

labor for the support of his family.

NUMBER 5 Was the case of a German, of good character, whose

occupation was that of a blacksmith. He was tried, convicted and

sentenced, by Judge Peirce, to an imprisonment of one year, for

the alleged larceny of five dollars ($5). The Judge, not feeling

satisfied with what had been testified against the prisoner, requested

the Agent to thoroughly investigate the case, and ascertain the

prisoner's previous character, and the character of the witness who
testified against him. The investigation showed that he was an

honest, industrious, hard-working man, and had a sick wife depend-

ing upon him for support. His employer believed him to be

innocent, and was anxious to have him released from prison, and

said he would give him employment again. The prisoner got into

the difficulty by going into a restaurant, where he was persuaded to

drink until he became intoxicated ;
at which time a woman, who

was present, said that *^he had robbed her of five dollars ($5)."

The persons who were present, and her neighbors, gave this woman
a bad character, and said that "she was not worthy of belief, and

they were sure she had no five dollars to be robbed of." The Agent

ascertained, upon inquiry, that this woman's associates were low
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characters. When the Agent made these facts known to Judge

Peirce, he consented to have the sentence of the prisoner recon-

sidered, and to let him be released from prison. Mr. Kinike and

Alderman Becker went to the residence of Judge Peirce, and

received the order for the prisoner's final discharge, which saved

him from a year's imprisonment.

NUMBER 6 Was that of a German accused of arson. The Agent

supplied him with counsel and saw that his witnesses were brought

into Court, when it was shown that the fire was the result of an

accident, occasioned by his letting a coal oil lamp fall among some

clothing, which set fire to the property. Having been ably defended

by counsel, he was acquitted, but was held to bail in consequence of

his intemperate habits. He had a family depending upon him

for support. His trade was that of a shoemaker, and being an

expert workman, he could make good wages if he would only keep

sober.

NUMBER 7 Was the case of an intelligent young man who was

respectably connected. He was passing through our city from New
York to Baltimore, and stepped into a hat store to purchase a cap ;

and while he was in conversation with the boy in charge of the

store in reference to the price of the article he wished to purchase,

another person came in and stole two caps, valued at six dollars

($6), and escaped with the property. The prisoner was at once

suspected of being an accomplice of the thief, and was arrested

and imprisoned. As he said he was innocent, and did not know

the person who committed the theft, a telegram was at once sent to

his father, in New York, who immediately came to this city with

letters of recommendation as to character, from clergymen, Judges,

Custom House officers, merchants and others, who certified to his

good standing in society, as a Christian man, and a prominent

church official, and whose statement could be relied upon. The

father stated that,
"

it was impossible for his son to be guilty of the

charge he was accused of; that he had been carefully educated, and

had a good character ; that previous to his son's leaving New York

he (the father) had given him fifty dollars $50), and sent him to
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Baltimore to visit a relative ; and thought it could not be possible,

in so short a time, he could have gotten into bad company, and

been induced to be an accessory to the stealing of the caps. Deeply

sympathising with this venerable father in his distressed condition

arid anxiety to have his son released, the Agent took charge of the

case, and accompanied the father of the young man to the prose-

cutor, and to the Alderman, and saw that both of these parties

united in recommending a nolle prosequi, which was cheerfully

signed by them, at the request of the Agent : they being perfectly

satisfied of the innocence of the young man. The prosecutor then

accompanied the Agent, and the father of the prisoner, to the

Court, when the case was fully explained to the satisfaction of Judge
Peirce and District Attorney Mann, who both consented that a

nolleprosequi should be entered. The prisoner was then honorably

discharged by the Court, and taken by his father back to New York,

all of which was accomplished within a few hours after the Agent
had taken charge of the case.

NUMBER 8 Was the case of a man who was innocent of what he

was accused of, which was that of being accessory to a case of homi-

cide. The Agent supplied him with counsel, and had him brought

up to Court on a writ of habeas corpus, and discharged. The prin-

cipal in the case had been tried and convicted of manslaughter.

The prisoner was arrested and imprisoned because he was near to

the scene enacted which caused the death of a man, and was sus-

pected of being connected with the case, but he had not participated

in the affair, as was shown in Court.

NUMBER 9 Was that of a woman who was imprisoned by her

drunken husband, because she had threatened to prosecute him for

his ill treatment to her. To prevent her from doing this, he im-

prisoned her for threats. The Agent obtained her discharge from

the Court, with the consent of Judge Peirce, who took the Agent

for bail.

NUMBER 10 Was also the case of a woman imprisoned for
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threats. She had a quarrel with a woman who lived in the same

house with her, and who had her imprisoned upon the charge of

threatening. As she was the mother of four small children, one of

them a babe at the breast which caused her to suffer for want of

the infant to relieve her and all of them needed a mother's care,

the Agent obtained her discharge from the Court, with the consent

of District Attorney Mann, who took the Agent for bail.

NUMBER 1 1 Was a case of great cruelty on the part of a drunken

woman, who went into the house of her brother-in-law, at a time

when his wife and child were lying very low with the small-pox.

They were being kindly cared for by a Sister of Charity,' who had

benevolently offered her services to nurse them. The drunken

woman assaulted and abused the Sister of Charity, and ordered her

out of the house. When this much had been done, the husband in-

terfered and put the drunken woman out of the house, at which

time she fell upon the pavement and hurt herself. She then had

this man taken from his home (where his services were so much re-

quired to see after his sick family) and imprisoned upon the charge

of assault and battery. The Agent called on the prosecutor, at her

residence, the next day, when she was sober, and informed her of

the mischief she had done, and asked for the release of the prisoner.

She seemed to be heartily ashamed of her improper conduct, and

readily consented to the release of the prisoner, whose family she

expressed great sympathy for. Her husband accompanied the Agent
to the Alderman's office, paid the costs, and asked for the prison-

er's release. He was at once discharged from prison, and returned

to his home to take charge of his afflicted family.

NUMBER 12 Was that of a poor colored girl, who was committed

to prison upon a sheriff's writ, charging her with trespass, which

mainly consisted in her using abusive language toward another

colored woman (an old jail-bird) who was the prisoner's prosecutor.

This prosecutor had previously sued her before an Alderman, with

a hope of getting satisfaction. The prisoner paid the costs and the

case was settled. This was no sooner done than the prosecutor
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employed counsel, and had the girl imprisoned upon a sheriff's writ,

issued from the Supreme Court. After this had been done, the

Agent went to the counsel employed by the prosecutor, and got his

consent that the Agent should be taken for bail, and the prisoner

discharged, with a promise from the counsel that the prisoner should

not be further prosecuted. In this way the poor girl was released

through the interference of the Agent ; all of which was done with-

out costs.

NUMBER 13 Was that of a boy about seventeen years of age, who
had been tried and convicted upon the charge of the larceny of

some cans of peas. At the request of Judge Allison, the Agent in-

vestigated the case after his conviction, which showed that the youth
did not steal the articles for which he was convicted, but that they

had been given to him by his employer (a disreputable character) to

carry to his house. When the Agent informed Judge Allison of this

fact, the Judge set aside the verdict, and instructed the Clerk of the

Court to give the Agent a discharge for the boy, upon the condition

that the Agent would take charge of him, and give him a ticket to

New York, he being a stranger in this city. The request of the

Judge was complied with by the Agent, who sent the boy to his

parents in New York.

NUMBER 14 Was the case of a man who was a stranger in our

city, and was committed to prison upon the charge of breach of the

peace, by fighting. He had been knocked down in the street and

robbed of seven dollars ($7), and while he was endeavoring to de-

fend himself against the robber, who escaped, he (himself) was ar-

rested by an officer and imprisoned upon the above charge. The

Agent went to the Alderman, explained his case, and had him at

once released from prison.

NUMBER 15 Was that of a man who was committed to prison

upon the charge of forgery. The Agent supplied him with counsel

and had his case brought before the Court on a writ of habeas cor-

pus. He was discharged upon the .suggestion of District Attorney
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Mann, who asked the Court to take the Agent for bail, as the prose-

cutor had declined to prosecute, and failed to appear when notified

to do so. The prisoner was not guilty of the charge of forgery, as

he could neither read nor write. There was a small amount of

money due his cousin, whose name was precisely the same as that of

the prisoner, and some one who knew all the facts in the case, forged

the order and drew the money. As the prisoner's name was the

same as the person to whom the money was due, the prosecutor sus-

pected the prisoner of forging the order, which he could not do,

because he could neither read nor write. The case, through this

interference of the Agent, was abandoned by the Commonwealth,
and the prisoner was released.

The number of persons released from prison

through the interference of the Agent, within eleven

months of the year 1872, was 2,279.

Amount saved in board, by the releasement of the

above number of persons from prison, during eleven

months -of the year 1872, was $12,884 4-
Amount saved from the ignoring of their cases, in

the eleven months of 1872, was - $16,522 75

12,844 4

Total saving for eleven months, in 1872, $29,367 15

The Committee of our Society for the Eastern Peni-

tentiary, make reports of their labors that show zeal

and perseverance. The Penitentiary is a much more

agreeable field of labor than is found at the County
Prison. The changes are much rarer, owing to the

greater length of the sentences. And the duty of visit-
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ing cells that contain only one prisoner each is incom-

parably more pleasant than attending cells where two

or more persons give unpleasantness to the atmosphere,
and where very little can be hoped from ministrations

which, however acceptable to one of the tenants of the

cell, are likely to cause the other to ridicule his decent

companion out of the good resolves adopted by the

efforts of the visitor.

The Rev. Mr. Diver is still retained as the Agent of

our Society in the Penitentiary, and wre subjoin a few

of his statements of labors :

PHILADELPHIA, December 16, 1872.

The Agent for the benefit of Discharged Prisoners at the Eastern

State Penitentiary, respectfully submits what can be but a mere allu-

sion to the varied duties in which his time, sympathies and energies

are fully employed.

During the year now closing one hundred and eighty (180) pris-

oners have each one received the particular care needed, as those

who were leaving the place of their confinement to again encounter

the snares that beset them on every hand. Many of them have

needed some suitable clothing*, and, in some instances, an entire

outfit from head to feet. Your Agent has made it an object, when

the prisoner has near family connections in the city or near vicinity,

to visit them, and where they are able to furnish the needed help,

have secured their aid. In this particular work your Agent has had

many blessings invoked upon him, and as expression of regard has

been not only invited but pressed with great importunity, to partake

of wine, brandy, or whiskey, and not choosing either, has been told

then you surely will take a drink of "
gin," as if the creature "gin"

was harmless. In other cases the parents have shown a willingness

to aid in devising for the future good of some wayward son. A
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father has offered, and been willing to place any means necessary,

in the hands of your Agent, to aid in the best way for his son, but

it has been sadly true in some cases, all means have failed.

The cases this past year have been rare where prisoners have

been so entirely destitute as to be wholly on the care of your

Agent.

It has been an object to wake up the energies and spirit to help

themselves, of those discharged and whose associations and family

connections are in the city. THIS your Agent has found to be of great

importance, for there is a class of mind so slow and sluggish, that

the possessors are willing to be the recipients of other willing hands

than their own, but in all cases we have endeavored to bring them

up to a higher and better standard in industry and morals.

There are cases where some who were aided are pursuing a course

of honorable employment are still persevering. One case we

designate as R. D., was entirely dependent on our aid secured em-

ployment paid back the money he had received, and is going on

prosperously.

Another case we designate as R. F., in whom we took great in-

terest, is restored to his wife and family. He, by the aid of his wife,

who is indeed a help-meet for him, is doing a good business in a

store that permits the energies of both.

Some whom we have aided, on account of various changes, get lost

in the mass, but, now and then, in an unexpected way, we are re-

joiced to recognize one and another honorably employed.

There is a large and important train of agencies connected with

one particular sphere of your Agent's duties that of arranging for,

and in person getting away at once from the city, and putting them

on the way to their families and homes, not only in our own State,

but to distant parts of our country. Your Agent is now in corres-

pondence in behalf of one whose family is in another State, and has

relatives in office at the National Capitol. This particular aid is

rendered to the early youth, and the old man, past his threescore

years.

Instance the history of a week now passing. The writer addresses

your Agent :
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"WHEELING, West Va.

"Much Respected Friend You will pardon me for delay, not

feeling very well. Am happy now to inform you that I reached

home safe and sound, found my dear wife and children all well,

and I need not tell you the joy of my heart thus to find them, for

which I truly thank my God. You will now accept of my renewed

thanks, with my wife's highest regards for your Christian kindness

toward me. With the blessing of God I will begin anew, both with

respect to my present and future well being," &c., &c.

This man's wife, though poor, had sent him twenty dollars, just

before his discharge, which, with the ten dollars received from the

State, your Agent went with him and procured a good and cheap
outfit of clothing found him a travelling bag, and other necessary

articles stuck by him in his wavering about going home had him

secure a cheap passage direct to his home, and, in a word, "put
him through /" Another writes :

Lycoming County, Pa.

(After addressing your Agent, he says :)

"I set myself to write to you, as I promised, and I do it with

great joy, for I cannot pay you for your kindness to me. I got

home on Monday evening, and, thank God, I found my wife and

children very well, though very poor. I have found some friends

that has not forgot me, and I hope by the help of the Lord, to

gain my friends back by my good conduct. I have found some of

my old whiskey friends, but I don't want such friends any more. I

have been asked to take a drink of the old stuff, but I told them, in

plain words, that I had been to "school" and my schoolmaster had

learned me better. Mr. Diver, pray for me, that God may bless

me, anfl keep me out of bad company. The times are very poor,

and I am poor, but, thank God, the Rev. Dr. P. will help me up a

little, until I can get work, &c., &c., &c.

"M. P. P."

Of this case your Agent is very much encouraged, he is a bright,

intelligent man, and one whom we think not merely reformed but
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savingly converted to God. We hope to hear good news of him in

time to come.

We had the pleasure of receiving a great many warm expressions

of thankfulness from an old man near his three score and ten years.

His time expired on Sabbath last, waited until Monday. Your

Agent supplied him with clothing, and had him very comfortably

provided for, took him to the railroad depot and put him in charge

of a conductor, who agreed to see him safe on. He goes up to

near Elmira, New York ; has spent the last ten years of his life in

the Penitentiary, and well did he remark to your Agent, at the

depot, "This seems like a new world to me."

It would seem almost incredible, except to one familiar with the

facts, to know the dangers to which some are exposed on their dis-

charge from prison, who have never been perhaps in this city before

being brought here. In some way some convict belonging to this city,

whose term has expired, is lying in wait for some youth whose time

is to expire after his. Your Agent has had to encounter such, and

his victim saved, and when hearing, after this, in a letter this youth

saying, "I am home safe," and in closing his letter says, "I must

hasten to a close, for there is a prayer meeting to-night in my
. father's house," he cannot but feel it has been a great thing to have

seen after his getting safe on his way home. In some cases where

no one has been lying in wait, a discharged prisoner has had in his

possession specific directions where to come in the city. Such has

been shown to your Agent, and he knows, from the locality

described, that it is the way to death and hell.

Whilst the particular duties of caring for "Discharged Prisoners"

is looked carefully after, we are thrown into acquaintance with

some in all the varied stages of time, and in different ways, are

enabled to minister to their good, so that the Society, through its

Agent, is imparting influences for good every day. In all this it

is operating for the good of those who ultimately reach the period

of departure. Some there are whose terms of imprisonment will

continue long after your Agent will have been consigned to the resting

place of all living and his labors here have ceased.

The Agent cites an instance which is only one of the multiform
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ways in which he may exert an influence for good and impart hap-

piness to the sad and sorrowing. The case is that of a man from

one of the counties in the Eastern District of Pennsylvania. His

wife is a lady of education and refinement, teaching school at

present in another State. She has not now for the three years past

of his being in prison been able to visit him, hoping in the mean-

while for his pardon. With no friends in this city, when your

Agent, was informed of her intentions, invited her to his own

family. She thus writes.

' '-----
, Dec. 187

C. F. DIVER:

"Esteemed Sir In reply to your very kind epistle of the

date, I would state, with Divine permission, I will leave here on

Christmas day, by
---

. After your kindness to write

full directions, I can find my way--- . I am greatly

indebted to you and your dear wife for the invitation extended,

and if I am spared to reach the city safely I will gladly accept the

same. May the Lord crown your la.bor of love and mercy in

striving to heal the wounds of the broken hearted and fatherless.

It will be a truly sad visit for me-- . I fear my dear

husband has consumption. I thought I must see him during the

holidays, if possible. Sad to meet, but sadder still to part under

existing circumstances- . Oh ! pray for us, kind sir, that we

may be supported under it."

The five hundred copies each month of the year of "
Everybody's

Paper" have been received and regularly distributed. It is very

much prized by most of the prisoners, and by some carefully pre-

served, so that they have complete numbers for the year.
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As it is in the labors of Special Agents that our

Society has distinguished itself, and accomplished so

large an amount of good in the direction taken at its

institution, we think it well to make particular notice

of the character and amount of the work done in the

name of the Society, or more properly in the name

and cause of humanity.
The Rev. Charles Diver is the Agent for the Peni-

tentiary, and is in constant understanding with those

members of the Acting Committee (of which he also

is one) that are assigned to duties at the Penitentiary.

Mr. Diver makes himself acquainted with each con-

vict, and especially with those who are approaching
the termination of their sentences. As a philanthro-

pist, he has sought to make them comprehend their

duties and abilities to improve; and, as a Christian

Minister he has, where his services would be accept-

able, dealt with the convict on spiritual subjects. He
has acquired a knowledge of the man's social and

domestic concerns, and is familiar with his capabilities

for business of any kind, and his preference for the

particular branch.

When the convict is to be released and when he has

received from the Penitentiary the sum allowed to a

discharged prisoner, Mr. Diver takes him in special

charge. If the man is to stay in the city, work is pro-
cured for him, and for a time a kind of surveillance
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that encourages good thought and action and rewards

them also, is exercised. He is sustained and encour-

aged, and in every proper way aided.

If the convict has a family or friends out of the city

with whom he may find a home, Mr. Diver conducts

him to them and sees that he is provided for till he can

provide for himself.

If the convict has a trade, or is equal to some other

employment, and does not desire to remain in the city

nor to return to former associates, Mr. Diver makes

inquiry for a location and accompanies the departing

prisoner to the place arranged for, and maintains a

correspondence with him till he seems entirely settled

and in a position to avoid the temptations that ever

beset him, and to rise above them if they approach.

This, in all its details, is employment for all the time

of the Agent, and is attended with expense as well as

labor.

The expenses and how they are to be met are mat-

ters for grave consideration. Our hands have of late

been much strengthened by a appropriation in our

behalf by the Legislature. Upon that subject we shall

speak at large in another part of the Journal, and we
invite thereto the attention of our readers.

Mr. Wm. J. Mullen, the Agent of the Society for

the County Prison, has a class of labor quite different

and much varied from those of the Agent for the Peni-

tentiary.

Mr. Mullen has to look out for the interests and

comforts of all classes in the prison, and hence he has

some labors quite similar to those of Mr. Diver.
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Advising discharged convicts and aidingthem to leave the

city, or assisting them to find employment in the city.

But his great work is with the untried prisoners, seek-

ing to settle the difficulties that have led to their arrest.

Healing breaches in families that have resulted in

placing father or mother in prison ; soothing asperities

among kindred and neighbors ; appearing as a friend

and adviser to friendless prisoners, and presenting the

case with newly found testimony or extenuating cir-

cumstances to the Court, and in a thousand ways, and

by wonderful industry doing good to the suffering

without injuring others.

Such an Agent is the great means of success in that

direction, and the Society looks with satisfaction at the

vast aggregate of good that has resulted from the

faithful labors of its Agents.
It is a subject of self felicitation that the Agent for

the County Prison has, while in constant contact with

the officers of the law and in intercourse with the

Judges, maintained a character for propriety as well

as zeal, and while meddling with the condition of

offenders, has sustained himself in the good estimation

of the Courts and of the community. Men who think

lightly or think little of Mr. Mullen's labor till some

circumstance brings them into a necessity of profiting

thereby, confess at once the great usefulness of his

office. The Society, which has long known and em-

ployed his abilities, feels how much the success of those

labors depends upon the character, devotion and in-

tegrity of Mr. Mullen, who owes less to his office than

his office owes to him.
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The eye of the public is anxiously turned towards

the Convention now sitting in this city, to amend the

Constitution of the State, and from the character of

the members and the wants of the people, both (char-

acter and wants) well pronounced, it is to be expected
that much good will result. Supposing, as it seems to

be admitted, that altering the Constitution will greatly

affect the administration of the laws.

When the Convention met 'in Harrisburg to alter a

former Constitution, and produced the one which it is

now desired to have amended, Charles Chauncey, a

great and pure lawyer, and a good man, said on the

morning of the first meeting of that body :

"
I have within a few days read with unusual close-

n ness the Constitution of this State, and I profess my-
" self astonished at the wisdom and foresight of the
" men who prepared that instrument. It appears to

" me as near perfection as any human production I

" ever read, and I am prepared to vote to leave it

" where it stands, an excellent and sufficient fundamen-
"
tal law. I am ready to vote, and, if necessary, to

" move that the Convention adjourn, and ask the peo-
"
pie to be satisfied with what neither the people nor

4
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" their representatives are likely to improve. And if

" the instrument is once taken to pieces I do not hope
" that the wisdom of the Convention will ever be able
" to put it together again."

Mr. Chauncey was of opinion that all the wrong im-

puted to the prohibitions or permissions of the Consti-

tution could be corrected by simple legislation.

The Constitution was altered. % Greatly altered.

Especially was it changed in the chapter relating to the

Judiciary. The tenure of the Judges was changed ;

and, it is said, that about forty members of that Con-

vention, learned in the law, have had places since on the

Bench. Some, we know, deserved the place, and re-

tain it by their deserving.

The Constitution was changed, and partly on the

ground that the circumstances of the people change in

a quarter of a century ;
that a new organic law is ne-

cessary.

We stop not now to discuss that point. We have

only to say that the argument having been considered

valid in 1837, becomes almost imperative now. We
think that Mr. Chauncey was pretty nearly right ;

but

as, in consequence of the change which he deplored in

advance, it is now thought necessary to make the Con-

stitution take the place of statute law, it is probably

right to see how the alteration of the Constitution may
be made to take the place of some statutes, supply cer-

tain wants, and restrain certain excesses.

We believe that all that is needed could be accom-

plished by legislation. But since an appeal is made to

the Constitution we purpose alluding to one or two
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points which connect themselves with the objects and

labors of the Society.

FIRST, then as foremost in all consideration of pub-
lic good :

At present in this city one Alderman is allowed

to every ward, and another and another is authorized

with the increase of population, so that some of these

wards have, it is believed, three Aldermen. It would

work no evil to the community though there were

twenty ; provided, the possession of the office did not

seem to imply official labors. But the laws of the State

require an Alderman to have a room in which to hold

a court, and that implies rent
; holding himself in readi-

ness for any calls upon Aldermanic functions, implies an

inability to prosecute other labor. And it is scarcely

supposable that men who can sustain themselves and

families without business of any kind will seek the

office of Alderman. An Alderman seeks his office as

a means of living. He is compelled to incur certain

expense in addition to family support, and he must

therefore look to his office. The law allows certain fees

and costs for certain labors.

Now every business man seeks to enlarge his busi-

ness. It is a legitimate exercise of his talents in a mer-

chant or a mechanic, or an artist to seek to augment
his income by adding to his business. An Alderman

takes his office for the profit which it may yield. Is it

reasonable to suppose that he is not going to make the

most of his position ? Is it not likely that he will hear
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all cases that come to his bench
;
and if officers bring

before him offenders, or quarrelsome individuals bring

their neighbors before him, is it not likely that he will

hear the case and receive what the* law allows as fees

and costs ? Others do it. Why should not he ?

We do not say that it is right for an Alderman to

encourage litigation or promote arrests for the sake of

the fees and costs. But we do say that when he is

compelled to incur the expense of room rent, and to

devote his time to awaiting or acting on cases, and for

all that the law allows no salary, it is not strange that

he should compensate himself with the fees and costs

which the law does allow. And, what is more, it is not

very strange that he should be looking around to see

how he may make the legal income of his Judiciary po-

sition pay as well as did his former more mechanical

pursuit.

The Aldermen are condemned for doing too much.

But they must work or they will get no pay.

The remedy is easy, and at hand. Let the Alder-

men be appointed for their abilities to discharge the

duties of their office, and not for their inabilities to dis-

charge the duties of any other place. And let them

receive an annual compensation, like the Judges of the

Courts, and there will be very few complaints.

The Alderman should have a good salary, and not

be allowed a single dollar a year as avails of office or

fees or costs.

Of course we do not think it necessary that there

should be so many Aldermen as we have ; not neces-

sary, indeed, that there should be any Aldermen. We
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want police magistrates, they may be thus denominated,
or they may retain the name of Aldermen.

Some advocate another " Police Court or Session."

We have tried that, and it did not work very well.

The County Court is quite competent to all the du-

ties that it now assumes.

The powers of a Police Magistrate may be enlarged,
but we ought not to multiply Courts.

This matter of the Aldermen or Police Magistrates
has special concern for our city.

The subject of the pardoning power is now occupy-

ing the attention of citizens in almost every part of

the State. Officers of this Society have received let-

ters from gentlemen connected with the administration

of prisons, and with societies that interest themselves

with the subject of prison discipline, and the condition

of discharged prisoners. All of them asking opinions

or suggesting amendments to the Constitution affecting

the pardoning power.
It is generally assumed that the pardoning power

will be taken from the Executive of the State, or, at

least, divided between him and some other function-

aries. We do not know that such will be the case, but

certainly public opinion, as expressed through the or-

dinary channels, seems to leave little doubt of some

change ;
and hence it seems eminently proper for those

who feel the importance of the power, and the neces-

sity of judicial exercise thereof, to be prepared to ex-
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press some views which will show the opinion of

experienced men; and these may be entitled to at-

tention at least, if not their adoption, by the Conven-

tion.

The Pardoning Power is by the present Constitution

of the State placed, or rather retained, in the hands of

the Executive. There it ought to. be placed. The na-

ture and character of the office of Governor of the

Commonwealth seem to include the idea, and the ex-

perience of the world is in favor of such a disposition

of the power.

But, unfortunately, an idea has obtained in many of

the States that the pardoning power has been abused

by the Executive, and the current of justice
" turned

awry" to satisfy personal feelings, repay personal ob-

ligations, or promote party objects ; or,
" worse than

all, and most to be deplored," to gratify a cursed thirst

for money.
For these causes, in many of the States, the pardon-

ing power has been taken from the Executive, and

divided among various parties, of which often the

Executive is one.

To prevent such a disgrace, and to remove cause for

imputation of such motives, it seems resolved that the

Constitution shall be so modified that pardon for offend-

ers, whether convicted or awaiting trial, shall no longer
rest with the Governor.

We think that if the Governor of this State, and any
of his predecessors, were of the Convention, and were

to vote from a sense of the difficulties they had en-

countered in dispensing
" Executive clemency," they
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would certainly give their voice to the removal of that

great and onerous responsibility from the Executive.

But the question is not of personal convenience. It

is one of general interest, and it must be carefully
considered :

FIRST Is there a necessity for any change ?

*

SECOND What should that change be ?

We have already said that the pardoning power is a

prescriptive prerogative of the Executive
;
and under

forms of Government different from ours no transfer

of that power would be considered possible.

In a Government by the people such a transfer

would foe consistent with the theory of the Govern-

ment, as it is now with the practice of many of our

States
;
there can be no dpubt that the people, by their

representatives, specially authorized, may place the

pardoning power in any body of citizens, or in any one

citizen.

But a change so radical seems to need, if not argu-

ment, at least the benefit of explanation.

For a long time there has been an uneasiness in the

public mind relative to the exercise of the pardoning

power, which has been invoked for almost every kind

of person, convicted of almost every kind of offence.

And to take the matter in its lightest shade it would

appear that in many cases the Executive of a State as

large as Pennsylvania would not have available means

to make himself acquainted with the circumstances of
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all those convicts in whose behalf a pardon is solicited.

Nor with the motives of those who press the demand
for pardon; nor the character, or interest in, or want

of acquaintance with, the convict, of those who sign the

petition.

Beside that argument another presents itself of still

greater applicability, viz.: The pressure upon the time

and care of the Governor which the consideratioft of

these numerous petitions must cause, to the injury,

perhaps, of business which concerns the good of the

Commonwealth. This great pressure of the multiplied

petitioners, it is said, has lead to the pardon of persons
who had not a single claim upon Executive clemency ;

while pardons have been withheld from well deserving

prisoners ;
so that the granting and the withholding

of pardons have lead to imputations of motives inju-

rious to the State, by weakening public confidence in

the Executive.

Here then are some of the necessities, as it is

thought, for a change. Others could be adduced.

. The next consideration " What should the change
be?"

If the pardoning power is taken from the Executive

where should it be placed?
A visit was recently made to the Workhouse in

Claremont, Allegheny county, Pennsylvania, by a large
number of distinguished citizens, authorities of the

county, and members elect of the Constitutional Con-

vention. In the course of an exceedingly pertinent

speech of welcome to the visitors, Mr. White, the

Chairman of the Board of Managers, said :
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" To the members present of the Constitutional
"
Convention, we have to say, that the pardoning power

" of the Executive is the great evil of the day, although
" we are satisfied that our present Governor has exer-
" cised this prerogative as wisely and with as much care,
" and more carefully than others. The Managers be-
"
lieve, however, that the evil should be corrected. We

" believe that the only true course in reformation is to
"
place the pardon in the hands of the prisoner, and for

" him to work it out, by the reformation of bad habits,
"
sufficient evidence of moral improvement, and by be-

"
ing industrious, to learn a trade or occupation, that

" when discharged he may make a livelihood for himself
" and family. By such a course only is to be his re-

"
prieve, nor can he lessen the term of his sentence

" otherwise."

As this contains a distinct proposition on the subject

which we are discussing, and as it is not the first time

that we have seen it presented, we will give a few mo-

ments to a consideration of it, coming as it does from

so respectable authority.

Undoubtedly it would be an excellent thing to have

the convict "work out his own release." And so, in

some degree, he does, under the Commutation Act,

though not, we admit, to the extent which Mr. White

proposes. But the pardoning power is not placed in

the Governor's hands, nor in any other hands, merely
to release a prisoner because his friends wish him par-

doned, nor even because he has served long enough.
Other motives are sometimes pleaded by applicants,

and assigned by the Executive ;
and those motives
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could not be pleaded nor assigned if the plan of Mr.

White* should be adopted.
When the sentence follows a conviction, upon posi-

tive proof, and there is no "after discovered testimony,"

and nothing is presented to shake confidence in the

justice of the verdict, and the correctness of the sen-

tence, then a man might be made to work out his re-

lease by good conduct, attention to work, and to the

general requirements of the prison. And no necessity

would exist for a pardoning power. But suppose a

man, arrested upon a charge, brought before Court

and tried, pronounced guilty, and sentenced to three

years imprisonment ; and, at the end of two months

the prosecutor himself should become satisfied that he

had been deceived, and that the prisoner was entirely

innocent, and he should proclaim his new conviction.

What is to be done with such a man ? There is (ac-

cording to Mr. White's plan) lodged in no man, nor

body of men, the power to grant to him a pardon ;
so he

must tarry in prison, and "work out" his release. He
does not want a trade, perhaps he has a good trade,

and only needs liberty to exercise it
;
he does not need

reformation ;
he never was bad; he did not commit the

crime for which he is in prison, and had no intention of

doing it.

Is there to be no power to release that man ?

It will not do to say that "
this is an extreme case ;"

it may arise, and therefore should be provided against.

* Mr. White will excuse us for using his name we find it in the published proceedings of n

meeting, and the subject is so important as to justify personal reference.
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IT DID ARISE and as a pardoning power existed the

correction was made by the exercise of Executive jus-

tice.

The writer of this paper has been so situated as to

see the terrible danger of dispensing entirely with the

pardoning power, as he has been able by his situation

to note some of the evil of injudicious pardons ; and to

know fully the immense good that has resulted from a

timely judicious response to proper applications for

pardons.
The pardoning power must be perpetuated some-

where.

We have expressed our opinion that the pardoning

power is properly a prerogative of the Executive, and

some who have an opinion that it should remain tlrere

say that the abuse of that power does not justify a

removal of it.

We have suffered what is called an abuse of Alder-

manic power to lead us to recommend a transfer of

that power. We might add that the necessity for a

change in the Police Magistracy of our city is one that

arises out of a new condition of the city. We have out-

grown the proportions that were satisfied with the old

race of Aldermen appointed as an honorary distinction

for social and civic worth, and generally for business

success. We therefore are not disposed to be inatten-

tive to the force of the argument resting on flagrant

abuse.

But if there must be a pardoning power, and the

people (the source of all power) decide that it shall

not be exercised entirely by the Executive, who shall
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supply the place of the Governor, or who shall assist

him in his place?

In the State of New Jersey there exists a Pardoning

Council, composed of several officers in connection

with the Governor, we think, and that mode is said to

work well. And the New Jersey method is strongly

urged by many persons in this city.

We are not about to advocate or to oppose the New

Jersey system we are not, indeed, about to propose

any plan ;
but there are certain points which we should

think ought to be avoided.

The appointment of a Board or Commission, as in

New Jersey, to act on applications for pardon supposes,

of course, a selection, and the members will naturally

be taken from different parts of the State, and if the

meetings of that Board are to be sufficiently frequent

to meet the requirements of the cases, the members

must encounter both cost and inconvenience.

If the meetings of the Board should not be frequent

in consequence of the cost and inconvenience which

the members would have to incur, that infrequency

would greatly hinder the usefulness of the Board. If

the cost of attendance should be drawn from the funds

of the State, then the expense of the Commission

would be a strong objection to its establishment or

continuance.

In New Jersey, where this kind of Commission is

popular, the geographical limits of the State allow of

frequent meetings of the members.

Some of the State officers might be made ex-officio
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members of the Board of Pardons, and probably
would be.

There should be certain prerequisites to a pardon.

Every application should be attended by evidence that

the public had been notified of the intention to solicit

the pardon ;
the opinion of some of those who tried

he case, and, if the convict had been for three mon ths

in prison, then the opinion of the Board of Inspectors
should be obtained.

Proceeding upon the grounds that there must be a

Board of Pardons, we have suggested that it must be

so composed as to render 'easy, regular and frequent

meetings. That Board would, of course, adopt rules

that would hedge about the measure with all possible

securities, and when those prerequisites are decided

on, there should be no clemency on a single point.

If a Commission is to be appointed, it should be so

composed that its members could be easily assembled.

The necessities for a pardon have often as close a

relation to time as to the act and person. Bis dat qui

cito dat.

This article is not written to express an opinion upon
the question of pardon at issue, but rather to show

that there are difficulties in the path. This Society has

expressed its views of the necessity of some change
of the depositary of the pardoning power, and that

change must almost of necessity require a " Board
"
or

Council. How that shall be composed we have sug-

gested rather negatively than positively. But prudence
and experience must dictate.
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The Society, at an extra meeting in December,

received from a special committee a report of a Memo-
rial to the Constitutional Convention, which was unani-

mously adopted, with instructions that it be signed by
the officers of the Society and transmitted to the Con-

vention.

To the Convention elected to Propose Amendments to the

Constitution of Pennsylvania :

'The Memorial of the Philadelphia Society for Alle-

viating the Miseries of Public Prisons, respectfully

showeth :

That the attention of the Society has been called to

the subject of the pardoning power as exercised in

Pennsylvania, and the conclusion to which the Society

has arrived is, that being vested in the Executive alone,

it is vested in the worst possible manner, the respon-

sibility thrown upon the Executive being burdensome

to him, and frequently exposing him to unjust suspi-

cions, and that the secrecy of the motive for granting

pardons is bad for the criminal and injurious to the

public morals.

That, having reached this point, the Society under-

took to ascertain upon what systems the pardoning

power was exercised in several of our sister States,

and that having received this information, they prefer
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the system practised in New Jersey to those in use in

the other States from which they have heard.

The State of New Jersey vests the pardoning power
in a Board composed of the Governor, the Chancellor

and the Judges of the Supreme Court, a Board which

affects no secrecy as to its transactions, but keeps minutes

of its proceedings.
The Society would, therefore, recommend to the

Convention to follow this pattern as closely as may be,

by constituting the Governor of the State and the

Judges of the Supreme Court a Board to whom, and

to whom alone, the pardoning power shall be entrusted.
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" The Society for Alleviating the Miseries of Public

Prisons" has expended considerable sums of money in

assisting convicts who have served out their terms or

sentences, and have satisfied the Agents and Commit-

tee of the Society that they intend to redeem the time

which they have lost, by devoting themselves to indus-

try and propriety. Such persons need encouragement,

they need the watchful, friendly care of those who have

seen them struggling to conquer bad habits and a sel-

fish pride. They need more they greatly need a

helping hand and for that hand to be helping it must

not be empty. It is not enough to say
" Be ye warmed

and be ye clothed." But heat and clothing must be at

first supplied some standing point must be furnished,

that the object of solicitude may make a hopeful effort.

He has powers within him but they were perverted by

vice, and they have suffered by inaction in prison.

They must be called up, and the first effort aided. The

pump that stands even in a good depth of water is often

found useless till more water is poured into it, to give

efficacy to its boxes and valves so the human facul-

ties, which lose immediate efficacy from want of regu-
lar exercise, need some corresponding appliance to

restore their usefulness to their possessor and to others.
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In both objects of the comparison, it is the general as well

as the individual interest that is served. The ex-con-

vict is worse than the dried pump, b'ecause he may, and

perhaps without aid must, become injurious to the com-

munity the dried pump may be only worthless.

This Society has a very small fund, the annual in-

terest of which is applicable to the wants of discharged

prisoners. Such wants really exceed annually the

whole amount of the principal and interest of that fund,

and ex-convicts have been known to drift away from a

partially established good position, from want of means

necessary to the maintenance of that position. Private

liberality has been taxed, but that is not sufficient at

any time, nor is it always reliable. It is worthy of no-

tice that most of the small fund which this Society pos-
sesses was derived from bequests of those who had

been acting as members of the Committee of the So-

ciety in the prisons, endeavoring to induce the con-

victs to adopt good resolutions, and then assisting them

to carry into effect those resolutions when they had

served out their time.

These benefactors knew the wants of the convicts

knew the purity of the intentions of many of them,

comprehended perfectly the difficulties and dangers
that beset the released convict, and hence they felt it a

beautiful disposition of their means to make them sub-

servient to such a work of Christian benevolence.

These sums are bequests gifts made or confirmed near

the close of life, when the faculties are exercised with

plans of good to others, which are adopted with the

consciousness of the awful responsibilities of the hour.
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Men who had seen the value of prison ministration

men who had had large experience of the danger of

leaving the discharged convict to himself and his

former associates men who had seen in their poor
clients the evil of vice and crimes, and had encouraged
and assisted efforts to avoid their repetition such men
closed their lives and entered eternity in the practice

or approval of such a disposition of their honestly ac-

quired means, as would assist the unfortunate to sur-

mount misfortune, and aid the victim of early tempta-

tion, in efforts to rise above the enticements of vice.

These sums are sacred to this Society not merely by
the holy uses to which they are consecrated, but also

and especially by the awful circumstances in which they

were devoted. It seems as if such gifts of the dying
are proofs to man of the intention in which they are

made, and appeals to God as to the merit of the cause

to which they are dedicated. But these small sums

are wholly inadequate to the good purposes for which

they are needed, and the Society is unable to meet the

demands to which it is exposed.
Private assistance and a part of the small annual dues

of the members enable the Society to do immense good
at the "

County Prison," where close personal attention

on the part of its Committee, and great economy by its

Agent, insure considerable help to discharged prison-

ers. And for these no appeal is now made. The city

or the citizens must, for the present, aid the Society.

But there is a great interest at stake in the Eastern

Penitentiary, in this city, in which are nearly a thousand
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persons, from most of the eastern counties of Pennsyl-

vania. What shall be done for them ?

Let us see what has been done, and how it has been

done. For years and years the Committee men of this

Society gave their time to the reformation of the con-

victs in that Penitentiary, and spent the small sums

available from our poor treasury, to help the discharged
convict. But month after month the ex-convict was

seen starving back into the ranks of crime, repulsed

by the good, and coaxed and encouraged by the bad.

Many, indeed, were saved, but a much larger number

returned to their wallowing in the mire of vice.

Two years ago the Legislature of this State made an

appropriation of three thousand dollars, to assist the

Society in its good work of aiding convicts from the

Eastern Penitentiary.

Such a sum of money was an encouragement of rare

influence. The Society at once made special arrange-
ments for a judicious use of the fund. No generality

was contemplated, but every dollar was to be particu-

larly applied, and closely accounted for. No excess of

liberality was to be sanctioned, and no one to be dis-

tinguished by any partiality in the use of means in-

tended for all.

Measures were at once adopted to meet the liberal

intentions of the Legislature in a manner that should

show the advantage of the long experience which our

Society has had, and the economy which its limited

means had enforced upon it.

The Rev. Charles F. Diver, long one of the attentive

devoted visitors to the Penitentiary, in the name of this
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Society, was specially employed to carry out the inten-

tion of the donor of the fund. He was to be assisted

by the advice and concurrent action of members of this

Society who had long and intimate acquaintance with

the work.

The Agent gave himself exclusively to the work

of his appointment, made himself acquainted with

every convict
;
ascertained his history. By frequent

conversation, and the evidence of deep sympathy, he

enabled himself to judge of the capabilities for good of

each of his clients. And when the termination of the

sentence of any one of them arrived, Mr. Diver was

prepared with some offer of employment (for any one

that needed
it),

and often he placed the discharged man
at some decent and profitable employment, as soon as

he had changed his convict suit for that of the busy
world. Men have been taken or sent to places where

an opening presented, and have at once entered upon
work that ensured support to their re-collected family,

and brought respectability to themselves.

Mr. Diver's relations with the discharged convicts

do not close with their establishment. He hears from

them in their resumed relations with society, and he

rejoices with them in their success
;
and encourages

them to the endurance of certain unavoidable evils,

and the exercise of patience and perseverance in their

good work.

Deeply ! deeply interesting to every philanthropist,

to every citizen of our State, must be the report of

that Agent of our Society in the uses of the State ap-

propriation.
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But that appropriation was not renewed by the last

Legislature, and the benefits must cease, unless a spirit

of true benevolence and State pride should induce a

further appropriation. The cities and counties will, of

course, take care of their own institutions. The State

has but two Penitentiaries, and the experience of both

shows that their best work is scarcely completed with-

out some means to aid the reformed convict in estab-

lishing his reformation.

Men may disagree about the exact amount of penalty
to be inflicted by the Courts upon certain offenders ;

they may disagree as the form and construction of

Prisons and Penitentiaries
; they may disagree widely

as to the system upon which the penal institutions are

to be conducted. But there can scarcely be a dissen-

tient opinion upon a proposition that the punishment
of the convict should lead to reformation

; and, that be-

ing established, it follows, of course, that permanency
is the true test of improvement.
We hope, then, that the Representatives of the peo-

ple of this State will consider the solemn duty and

the vast importance of liberal provision of means to

assist the discharged convict in fulfilling his good
resolutions.

And we feel confident that a little inquiry will satisfy

any one that money appropriated to the aid of dis-

charged prisoners, applied as this Society applied the

recent appropriation, will be among the most beneficial

of all legislative appropriations.

We do not speak of legislative grants to aid the

Society in its work of Penitentiary reform. We refer
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to it as a legitimate action for the Representatives of

the people, looking to the good of the public institu-

tion.

Money has been, and we hope will continue to be,

appropriated by the Legislature to assist various

Charitable Institutions those for the Insane, the Blind,

and the Reformatories of various kinds. And in these

donations the General Assembly of the Commonwealth
show a parental care for the people to aid and assist

efforts to prevent evil, moral and physical, and to do

good. We do not agree with those who think and say,

or say without thinking, that the Convention should so

model the new Constitution as to prevent the. Legisla-

ture from dispensing money in any such direction. We
think that the State Government should seek to do the

greatest good to the greatest number.

But even if such a view, as we dissent from above,

should prevail, and the prohibition mentioned be gen-

erally approved, it ought not to affect the appropriation

which we solicit, to enable this Society to accomplish,

to finish up, the work of reformation begun in the

Penitentiaries of the State. The resolve to do good is

most gratifying, but the accomplishment of that resolve

by the discharged prisoner is what concerns society.

The Penitentiary is not a private institution. It is

not a place established by individual or social charity,

or any combination of religious bodies. It is a State

institution. It is established and maintained by the

State for the punishment of criminals, and for their re-

formation. The work, then, of securing that reformation
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is a legitimate branch of the duties of the power that

provided for the institution.

If any should say that an appropriation for the pur-

pose of aiding discharged convicts in the way which

has been done by this Society in the use of the funds

a few years since appropriated, would be aid to a private

charity we answer, that it is no more a private aid

than is the salary to the " Moral Instructor
"

of the

Penitentiary.

It is, indeed, making that salary profitable to the

State ; giving permanent efficacy to all his labors
; and,

let us add, giving true and permanent efficacy to the

labors of all the moral instructors who voluntarily visit

the prisoners and seek to reform them, and make them

useful citizens. For it will be understood that while

entire satisfaction is felt with the tone, temper, and lib-

eral instruction of the Moral Instructor of the Eastern

Penitentiary, there is work for numerous visitors to the

cells of the convicts
;
and those visitors make them-

selves more useful to some of their clients, owing to

close affinity of creed and other circumstances, than the

Moral Instructor can hope to be, devoted and useful as

he is.

These visitors are additional moral instructors, whose

voluntary labor has no other compensation than that

which results from a sense of duty discharged, and a

proof that their efforts to improve the convict have been

successful. To second their efforts then, to assist to

perpetuate the good result of the labor of these men,

and of the Moral Instructor, seems to us as good a
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disposition of the public funds as the payment of any
officer to detain the prisoners.

We respectfully present these views, and hope that

the Legislature of the State will enable the Peni-

tentiary to complete that good work by allowing means

to assist the discharged convict.



CHAPTER IV.

Having in view the admirable system of penal and

charitable responsibility which has been established in

Massachusetts, and the total want of any organization

in Pennsylvania which would ensure responsibility and

enforce a general and harmonious order in the admin-

istration of Prisons and Charitable Institutions aided by
the State, this Society some years since established

a sort of mission by which inquiry into the character

and management of the Prisons and Almshouses of

the present Counties of Pennsylvania were made and

answers obtained, giving much exact information

touching certain of them, and showing that the less

that was known of some others the more limited

would be the discredit which their management re-

flected.

Our readers will probably remember that Mr. Jere-

miah Willett and the late Mr. Philip Physic Randolph
were engaged in that good work, and that a proper use

of the information which they furnished enabled this

Society to lay before the Legislature of this State the

strongest argument in favor of "A Commission" that

should have charge of a subject so important to all as

the Penal and Charitable Institutions of the State.
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In due time the Legislature, moved by the Governor,

took the matter in hand, and authorized the establish-

ment of a Commission which should have the general

supervision of all the Penal Institutions in the State,

the Penitentiaries, and the County Prisons, and also of all

the Charitable or Philanthropic Institutions that re-

ceived aid from the Commonwealth.

This Commission is advancing in usefulness, and in

the estimation of the people ;
and an act of Assembly

commands all these Penal and Charitable Establish-

ments to place themselves in direct communication

with the Commission, and to make their reports to it

instead of to the Legislature. Quarterly accounts are

now required, and the number of points upon which

direct information is demanded has been greatly aug-
mented.

It will be seen that the intention of the Commission

is to use their power to obtain the greatest amount of

real information as to the administration of the affairs

of our Prisons and other institutions included in their

care, and to make that information subservient to the

work of improving those that fall behind, by the reports

of those who come up to the highest requirements.

The Commission, of course, means to use the power

delegated to it, of demanding reports from Prisons to

the Commission rather than to the Legislature, as a

general improvement of all the institutions reporting,

and placing all under one special rule, as they will be

under one system of responsibility.

The danger of this forced conformity may be appre-

hended in an interference with personal efforts in
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Prisons more favorably situated for voluntary moral

and religious aid. But that danger is not so great as

some have thought. Take the character of any de-

nomination that has the strictest and most thorough

plan of discipline, and while all, perhaps, come up to

the full requirements of the letter of the rule, some

evince a spirit far in advance of others, and exceed

others in proportion, as there is operative in them a

personal desire to promote the great object of the re-

ligious combination.

So in Prisons, in States where the Legislature has

placed all the Penal Institutions under one general

government, and made all accountable to one body or

board, that seems to have prescribed the utmost exer-

tions in each "direction," and provided apparently for

all the wants, moral and religious, of the prisoners,

there are found persons making a more profitable ap-

plication of rules, and giving to general plans such a

particular application as shall place it far, very far,

in advance of all others in the good wrought among
individual prisoners.

Rightly administered (and we see no reason to fear

that the affairs committed to the hands of the Pennsyl-
vania Commission of Public Charities will not be

rightly administered), the authority of the Commission

must produce immense good to the Penal Institutions

of the State
;
and we hail with pleasure every advance

which that body makes in the path which it has taken,

and which it is opening and extending.

There is in the movement of the Commission a

gratifying evidence of prudence. The great work and
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the abundant fruits of which it is capable have not in-

duced in that body any of that haste which would be

dangerous to its usefulness. Ours is a large State,

composed of communities of varied tastes and differ-

ent predelictions. Jealousy of the movement of

reformers is rather a feature in the character of our

people, and he who hopes to achieve any considerable

good among them must consult not only the wants, but

the weakness of the various portions.

Prudence, therefore, and caution are necessary to the

success of the great work submitted to the Commission;
and prudence and wisdom have been manifested in the

plans of the Commission, who seem to have considered

it important to prepare the people for a change, of

which, indeed, many of them know nothing of the ne-

cessity, and therefore may be unwilling to sanction the

means.

Festina Lente is an excellent motto in dealing with

great changes in a large population. One half the

failures of all attempts at improving the condition of

society comes from a want ofjudgment in the prepara-

tion, and a want of caution in presenting the means.

In all such movements, whether for public or, individual

benefit, the feelings, condition, and even the prejudices

of the beneficiaries, must be consulted, and time must

be allowed.

We regard it as a triumph of sound philanthropy

that the State of Pennsylvania has placed its Penal

and Charitable Establishments in special charge, and

we have reason to believe that much of the good an-

ticipated and promised, when the Legislature was
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urged to this measure, will be realized. Meantime
" the Commission of State Charities" has labor in view,

and will find that beside all the taxes which it has to

consider when it proposes aid to institutions, it has to

contemplate a tax upon its patience that will be

onerous.

We have stated that the example of Massachusetts,

with regard to the responsibility and direction of Penal

and Charitable Institutions, has been followed in this

State as far as the creation of a Board of State Chari-

ties. That Board in this State will, of course, be com-

pelled to accommodate the administration of their

authority to the circumstances of the people of Penn-

sylvania.

Abroad, changes are going on. In Great Britain the

direction of the Prisons is left in the hands of the

Secretary of Home Affairs, and hence there is an ab-

sence of special consideration, which is one of the

great advantages of having a special department.
There is not, it would seem, any notable negligence in

doing what is prescribed, but there may be an absence

of efforts to advance the work, and by procuring new

prescriptions.

In France the Minister of the Interior is charged
with the general care of the Prisons, and the Prefets of

the several political divisions of the nation have imme-

diate care in their own locality.

In Germany the whole question of Prisons has been

necessarily most ably discussed, and the consideration

of the subject of a separate department occupied the

Parliament in a long debate, in which many of the
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Deputies took an active part, and their speeches showed

that they had studied the subject on which they were

speaking, and comprehended the want and the cost.

We translate the closing paragraph of the report of

proceedings in the German Parliament on this particu-

lar branch of the subject :

" When the discussion was closed the President
"
put to vote the question of the order of the day,

" which was, 'The Chamber invited the Government of
" the King to institute a General Direction, single and
"
independent, for all the Prisons.'

'

The proposition was carried by a large majority !

So it is seen that the subject of Prison management
is every where gaining consideration, and its import-

ance is recognized in the establishment of indepen-
dent departments for the proper management of

Prisons and Charities.

Of course we cannot in this country have a " Na-

tional Department" that shall have the direction of the

general business of Prisons, and receive all returns

from each Penal and Charitable Institution. The

Federal character of our Union renders that impossi-

ble
;
but every State may have the advantage of such

a branch of government, and by giving a new import-
ance to such subjects secure a closer administration of

the affairs of each Prison to the benefit of the convicts,

and through them to the benefit of society.

Men ordinarily consult the value of a single dollar

as a means of augmenting their general wealth.

How few think of the value of a single individual to

society.
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"A dollar gone," said the close calculator as he dis-

covered a misapplication of that small sum, "a dollar

gone and interest forever."

Yet society sees, day by day, abstracted from its

ranks an individual capable of immense good if his

powers were rightly directed. He is thrust into prison

and left to reflect upon what he has lost, and knowing
that there are some redeeming circumstances even in

the very crime for which he suffers, he nourishes ven-

geance against those who have deprived him of the

benefit of those circumstances, and lacking the coun-

tenance and the consolation and the encouragement of

others, he sinks down overwhelmed, less, perhaps, by
a sense of his own misdeeds than by their consequence.

Society sees this, it takes note for a little time that

a man is lost, but it soon forgets the abstraction, and

never says, "a man lost, with the loss of his great ca-

pabilities forever."

Let us hope that the movement in the form of a

Commission of State Charities, which we have had so

much pleasure in noticing in this State, because it is

our State, and which we record with so much gratifica-

tion in Germany, because the Germans are human be-

ings, will be accelerated and extended, till philanthropy
shall have done its perfect work as it regards Prisons.



CHAPTER V.

A considerable portion of our Journal this year is

occupied with discussions in reference to the systems
of imprisonment that appeal through their advocates to

public consideration, while those advocates seek to in-

fluence public discussion in their behalf, by a presentation

of the benefits which the use of such systems have pro-

duced, or of which they are capable.

There seems to be four classes or systems in use.

FIRST. The old system, if that may be called a sys-

tem, which is wholly unsystematic. This is chiefly in

use in the interior of old States, and in certain parts

of new States. It consists merely in a building, usually

the worst looking in the county, and the most destitute

of all appliances for the merest ordinarywants of human

beings, with halls or yards for assembling of all ages,

character and color, and both sexes, during the day, and

cells for general occupation at night, generally with the

separation of sex.

In these " Houses of pain
"
the guilty are placed, so

that the time for which they are sentenced may be de-

ducted from the general devotion of their lives to

pnblic mischief and crime. And that deduction is

all that such imprisonment ensures
;
and even the
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withholding the felon from public depredation so long is

not always productive of the little good derivable from

so many months imprisonment. No one expects any

improvement in a prisoner from such discipline. The

only good deducible from such imprisonment is the

chance that the convict may not outlive his sentence.

If he should survive it, he returns to Society whetted

to new tricks of his art, or spurred on by bad passions
to revenge himself upon Society for what such im-

prisonment has never led him to believe was the best

sentence. The bad convict is not made better by bad

imprisonment. There is no repentance induced. Re-

lease affords opportunity for improvement in crime.

Death alone saves the community.
SECOND. A system practised much in this country,

and in Europe ;
viz.: that of congregate by day, and

separate confinement at night.

Here two or three advantages over the first system
are found

;
indeed there ought to be and there may be

more, for the first is immitigably bad.

The advantages of the second over the best kind of

the first, is in the separation of prisoners by night.

When opportunity for thought and reflection is secured

what has been done in the past may be reviewed and

repented of what has been said in the immediate

present in the day just closed, may be weighed and

applied for improvement.
We will not now speak of the disgusting thought of

several men of bad habits being shut up every night

in a small cell decency, propriety, all protest against

it. Another advantage of this second system over the
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first is that it is usually administered by persons in

charge of the convict, and that labor is ensured. But

the association by day usually effaces the record of those

good resolves that the solitude of the night has sug-

gested. Something also may be gained to the institu-

tion by the labor performed in the day time.

The THIRD system is that of Separate Confinement,

by which is understood an entire separation of all con-

victs from all other convicts, from the moment they
enter the outer door of the prison till they be dis-

charged, and that separation in prison is to work, and

it has gloriously worked out consequent separation

when the time of the sentence is complete. Thought,

reflection, resolve, come to the convict from this isola-

tion, or rather this separation, from all other convicts
;

that thought, that reflection, that resolve, is encouraged
and strengthened by those who daily visit his cell

with official punctuality, or in loving regard for his

future. He forms no bad acquaintances in the prison,

and he strengthens a growing attachment to the good.

This, with more amplification, is the Pennsylvania

system.

The FOURTH system is what^ is called the mixed, or

the Irish system, which, to a convict of five years, gives
a severe total separation of one or two years to make
the convict form good resolves

;
then allows another

portion for associate labor in some large prison, and

then, all things going well, he is permitted to go out

to work, and, finally, he is sent forth with a "
ticket,"

which, should he be recognized as an old offender, will

serve to save him from arrest something like the mark
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set upon Cain not to mark his innocence, only to

certify to his inviolability.

The fourth system has many friends, and at one time

was becoming so popular in Europe, even on the Con-

tinent, as to have advocates of a prompt adoption, es-

pecially, as it is stated in its favor, that its beneficial

operation upon convicts may be noted by the diminished

number of recidives (those who are recommitted).

Firmly fixed in our opinion as to the benefit of the

third (the separate) system by recent opportunity,

amply improved, of witnessing the operation of all of

the systems mentioned, and especially by conversation

with those who comprehend the capabilities of the

various systems, we, nevertheless, are anxious that our

readers should judge of the comparative merits of the

second, third, and fourth systems. The first system has

no merit, it is a beastly, cruel misuse of judicial power,
most injudiciously applied.

The SECOND system, that of congregate labor by

day and entire separation at night, derives all its

benefit as a system from the night separation ;
the

congregate part, the day labor, is like that of the first

system. It has no chance of doing good beyond what

the first has. It is then the separate part of the system
that gives it a claim to approval as" tending to improve
the convict.

The THIRD system, (the separate), is the standard

by which we are judging of the others.

The FOURTH system, the mixed or Irish system, com-

mences with entire separation, quite too severely

applied, but still used as the true and only means of
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initiation ; that, indeed, upon which the whole system
turns. Its next stage is associated labor; that is to

say, it is believed that so salutary is the separate sys-

tem that one-quarter or one-half the time of the whole

sentence spent therein, will fit the convict for associa-

tion with the bad it will operate as a disinfectant.

The rest of the system is all increasingly associate.

Let us look to the effect claimed as the advantage

resulting from the mixed system and the "ticket-of-

leave
"

liberation.

The non return of the released convicts. That cer-

tainly looks well. We need not say that if such a

naked fact could be asserted of the penitentiaries of

this country, it would constitute an argument in favor

of the system and the administration. Excepting, per-

haps, in Delaware. Why do not these "ticket-of-leave"

convicts return ? Are they reformed ? Are they taken

up into the wholesome circulation of Society? Are

their crimes and convictions forgiven and forgotten ?

Those reformed convicts are the depredators upon the

careless, confiding, people of our country. They are

not found in Ireland, where the police know and watch

them, they are disturbing our community and crowd-

ing our prisons and penitentiaries.

The fourth system seems to have no merit that it

does not derive from us, and while it frees Ireland from

the felons who live there or go thither, it, in the same

degree, adds to the criminal population of the United

States.

The second system has the advantage over the first

by keeping the convicts separate at night. A great
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advantage certainly, but then if night separation works

so much good, if the danger from evil association is

diminished in some considerable degree by keeping
the convicts separate one-half the time, how much
more will that danger be diminished by keeping them

all the time apart.

We hear this partial separation lauded as greatly

promotive of moral safety. If we hear that a person
is afflicted with a severe, a contagious disease, we
think it best to confine all intercourse with him to those

who, of necessity, have the care of him, and no one

thinks that he or others will be improved by associa-

tion. All that the first named system, that of congre-

gate imprisonment, can admit of good must be drawn

from some partial use of the third, the separate system.

All that the second system has specially good is

what it owes to the third system from separate confine-

ment at night.

All that the fourth, the mixed system, has as a sys-

tem it derives from what it borrows in its commence-

ment from the third, the separate system.

Yet any one of these systems may be made useful

by careful administration. Any one but the first

may be made more beneficial than any other by close

adherence to rules and constant individual considera-

tion.

We have said that we believe in and advocate the
"
Pennsylvania System," because that system frees the

convict from bad association and brings him into daily

communication with those who seek his good.
We labor then in that system, and we desire its
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establishment throughout the country, and especially

throughout this State.

But we repeat the remark which in former years we
have made : That whatever may be the system, or

whatever may be its administration, we labor on
;

if we
cannot improve many by improving the system, we
will try at least to improve some. The better the sys-

tem the less difficulty in working out the good of many
prisoners. The worse the system the more necessity

for working for the good of those whom we can reach.



CHAPTER VI.

TREATMENT OF CONVICTS.

We have not received our customary files of Prison

and Charity Reports from England (this year), of the

condition, administration, and statistics of penal houses,

and we should have been without any official informa-

tion on such subjects were it not for the kindness of a

friend in London, who has, in transmitting to us a copy
of a paper of that city containing an admirable contri-

bution from his own pen, put us i-n possession of some

statistics relative to pauperism in England that are not

without interest on this side the water.

Mr. William Tallack, known in England and this

country as an earnest advocate for improvement in the

administration of penal institutions, has furnished the

London Globe with a carefully prepared article on con-

vict life in England, in which he illustrates by results

the effect of congregate labor as practised in penal es-

tablishments in England upon the minds and bodies of

the convicts. The paper is founded on the official re-

ports of the English convict prisons for 1872.

Among the penal institutions of England is men-

tioned with special emphasis for its terrible effects upon
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the convicts, the " Chatham Dock "
establishment,

which is referred to in the "
Appendix

"
of this year's

Journal. The surgeon's report of that " out of door
"

prison, states that of one thousand six hundred and

ninety-two convicts, one thousand seven hundred and

twenty-five have been admitted to the hospital in the

course of the year more than one hundred per cent.

And many of that number have suffered from abscesses,

and that evil has increased in one year from one hun-

dred and fifty-three to tw6 hundred and seventy, and

ulcers from ninety-eight to two hundred and forty-

seven.

But this is not the worst part of it. Such is the cruel

character of the work and the mode of enforcing it,

that in order to save themselves from the exposure
and physical injury of congregate labor, many of the

prisoners have injured themselves so severely that they

could not work. Seventeen (17) purposely fractured

their arms or legs, and twenty-four (24) inflicted wounds

on their bodies.

The surgeon, continuing his report, says :

" Concus-

sions from accident as well as wilful injuries have in-

creased from three hundred and sixteen to four hun-

dred and eighty-seven in the year (out of one thousand

six hundred and ninety-two convicts). The self-inju-

ries are usually inflicted by placing the left arm under

the wheels of the wagons or engines, generally render-

ing amputation necessary. Some of the prisoners des-

troyed their lives.

At the Portsmouth Convict Prison the same kind of

trouble exists. Men seek to avoid a protracted life of
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wasting labors by resorting to a temporary suffering

that will effectually separate them from those who must

endure till a slower death arrives.

Mr. Tallack has the following judicious remark.

After asking the aid of philanthropists and publicists to

awaken the public mind to this terrible state of prison

suffering, under the Congregate System, he adds :

"
It is, however, not at all likely that the condition of

" convict prisons will be satisfactory, until systematic
"
provision is permitted and secured for the regular visi-

" tation of their inmates by judicious and philanthropic

"persons. Large masses of prisoners cannot be pro-
"
perly cared for as to their morals in their inspection by

" a few individual chaplains, or the occasional visits of

"one or two directors."
\

Mr. Tallack is a friend and advocate of the Pennsyl-

vania system, but he is the friend and advocate of that

administration, regular or voluntary, which will pro-

duce the most good to the prisoner.

The Commission of State Charities of Pennsylvania

has under care the philanthropic as well as the penal

institutions, and this Society, when it commissioned

some of its number to inquire into the condition of the

prisons of the State, directed them at the same time to

make themselves acquainted with the administration of

the almshouses, and the "
poor laws

"
generally of the

Commonwealth, expressing by this combination of
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labors their views of the relations between pauperism
and crime, but especially their feeling- towards all who,

from any cause, are deprived of the liberty of managing
their own affairs, either by crime, sickness, insanity, or

pauperism.
We therefore notice with interest a report of the

proceedings of a " Conference of the Chairmen and

Vice Chairmen of the Boards of Guardians of many
cities and counties in England."

It is evident that the number of those who applied

for aid, in-door and out-of-door, in the districts repre-

sented, was much smaller in 1872 than in 1871.

The statements of the speaker, derived from official

reports, include all England.
In 1870 there were nine hundred and thirty-eight

thousand paupers. In midsummer, 1871, there were

nine hundred and twenty-four thousand, and in 1872,

there were eight hundred and thirty-two thousand.

Showing a decrease of ten per cent, in one year and

in midsummer, 1872, the number was eight hundred

and two thousand. And in London, on the first of

January, 1867, there were eighteen hundred and eighty-

two vagrants, which in 1872 were reduced to eight

hundred and twenty-eight.

Vagrancy in England seems to indicate a depend-
ance upon public charity The laws of England have

been improved, but the Chairman of the meeting said

it was not so much the improvement of the laws, as the

improvement in the administration of those laws, that

had produced the diminution in the number of vagrants
who depended upon public aid.
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The meeting seemed to be of opinion that one of

the great evils in England was that of out-door relief.

And it appeared that pauperism was promoted by the

extensive out-of-door relief that had been prevalent in

many parishes. It was said that there were more than

four millions pounds sterling ($20,000,000) a year spent
in England in public out-door charity, chargeable to the

tax income.

The difference in different parishes and counties be-

tween out-door and in-door relief compared was won-

derful. In London, on the first of January, the propor-
tion of out-door to in-door relief was as five to one

;

in Dover eight to one, while in Lancashire it was three

to one. In many Unions it was one to one
;
in Llanelly

it was thirty-one to one.

On the first of January, 1872, there were in England
and Wales three hundred and sixty-seven thousand

four hundred and one able-bodied, or families of able-

bodied persons, out-door paupers, returned on account

of inability to find work. There were fifty-one thou-

sand five hundred and sixty-one children of adult males

receiving out-door relief, and one hundred and fifty-

four thousand seven hundred children of widows, and

sixty thousand widows receiving out-door relief. An
idea was adopted that the Guardians of the Poor

should put into execution the law authorizing them to

compel these children to receive education as well as

alms relief. This is dealing with pauperism with a pre-

ventive power that must be felt in future criminal sta-

tistics, if the compulsory education include religion.



CHAPTER VII.

NOTICE* OF MR. VAUX's REPORT.

We have read with pleasure a part of a review of

the Forty-second Report of the Eastern Penitentiary

of this State, which is contained in the Fifth Number
of the REVISTA DE DISCIPLINE CARCERARIA, now pub-
lished at Rome, Italy. We regret that the Fourth

Number, containing the beginning of this particular

paper, has not reached us.

The editor, Signer Martino Bettrani-Scalia, justly

imputes the authorship of the "
Report

"
to Richard

Vaux, whom he denominates " one of the most eminent

"expositors of prison discipline that the United States

"can boast."

A very full and fair abstract of that report is given,

though the editor seems occasionally to be "staggered
"

by certain comparisons which Mr. Vaux makes between

the statistics of the Eastern Penitentiary and those of

some other State Prisons, and with a "
confronting

"
of

the official statistics, of a similiar kind, from Charles-

town, Massachusetts, with those of the Eastern Peni-

tentiary of Pennsylvania, Signor Bettrani-Scalia, a little

startled at results, says :
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" We make no observation upon the exposition
"made by the Signer Vaux. The authority of his
" name is such as not to permit a doubt upon the data
"
to which he refers, and we agree in the opinion which

" he expresess, that it is only when all the information
" and figures regarding the administration of the pris-
" ons shall have been presented and tabulated at a
" central office, that the Legislature shall know what the
"
public good requires at its hand in regard to the ad-

" ministration of prisons."

Of course, in considering Mr. Vaux's report, the

Italian editor is chiefly occupied with the idea of the

"separate system," and he stumbles upon the state-

ment of the fact (for the prison reports here are facts)

that at one time there were six hundred and thirty-

eight convicts in the Eastern Penitentiary and only five

hundred and sixty cells, and he seems to be puzzled to

know how a separate system could be tested by such

an instance, and he copies an article, prepared by an

advocate of the congregate system, which expresses a

belief that no separate system can be regarded as ex-

isting where such a state is found, as more prisoners

than cells.

It is evident that the author of the extract, as well

as the Italian editor, neglects the fact that the coupling
of prisoners in a few cells, under such circumstances

as existed at the close of our late war, does not effect

the system, it only interferes with the administration

just so far as that doubling extends, and the argument
for the value of the separate system is strengthened
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by a comparison of those prisoners separately con-

fined, with those who are placed two in one cell.

It is difficult for the editor in Rome to comprehend
all the circumstances that influence prison administra-

tion in this country, and especially is he liable to great

mistakes, sagacious, industrious, and candid as he is,

from want of a comprehension of the effects of State

powers and State prejudices, which influence all matters

submitted to State Legislation.

While the Italian editor is presenting the state-

ments of Mr. Vaux, relative to the superior working
of the separate system in the Eastern Penitentiary as

compared with the statement of some in other States,

where the congregate system prevails, he is startled by
the Report from the Western Penitentiary of Pennsyl-

vania, which has been allowed to change its system
from the separate to the congregate, and he thinks that

the change suggests an argument against the separate

or cellular system.

We have no time now to refer particularly to the

matter
;
but the editor should have inquired whether

there may not be a difference in the construction of

cells in the two establishments
; whether, as it is known

that the separate system requires more individual min-

istration and closer relations with each prisoner, there

may not have been some want of that care which is

absolutely necessary to insure success. It is easier to

govern and direct five hundred men in a mass, or in

sections, than it is to do it individually, though not to

the same advantage.

Special talents for government (we do not say
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superior] are required for the cellular system that are

not requisite in the congregate system. And where

the moral improvement of the prisoner is a prime con-

sideration, there must be a special administration, which

is not quite necessary in a prison where money-making
is the first idea and a self-supporting prison the second.

We are not now disposed to institute any compari-
son between two existing institutions. It appears to

us that good administration is distinguishable in the

two Penitentiaries of our State, and is superior to sys-

tem, though administration may be more productive, as

the system is better.

We think that any failure in the separate system is

due to a want of administrative power in that direction,

as we believe that the present eminent success of that

system in the Eastern Penitentiary is partly due to the

particular administration which that institution now has.

But that administration could not be equally successful

under a congregate, or mixed system;
The Italian, is not yet an advocate of the separate

system as a whole
;
but it is worthy of remark, that the

details of that system appear to meet his approval.

The sole separate system has little favor with him, from

the argument that it keeps the convicts separate from

the bad influence of each other, while the argument of

a New York Commissioner against prison-shops is

highly approved, because it shows the danger of allow-

ing offenders to associate together ! ! !

When the Editor of the Revista shall have had and

used an opportunity of visiting the Eastern Penitentiary

in this city, some of his doubts will be removed. He
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has no prejudice (in the ordinary sense of that word),
but he is only emerging from the peculiar atmosphere
of the Italian prison doctrine. He will see clearly before

long. His mission now is,
"
prison arrangement for the

"
nation." That being settled, he will continue his great

work, the consideration of individual improvement.
We regret that we have not space to admit of some

considerable translation from the recent number of the

Revista, a periodical which we place at the head of the

list of such works. We know of none equal to it.

It is not alone the responsibility of all the prisons

in a nation or State to one common head that consti-

tutes unification of the penal institutions. In Italy, so

complete is the arrangement, so entirely is all under

one regime, that we find in the proceedings of the

central authority records of the transfer of keepers of

one prison to some similar position in another penal
establishment at a considerable distance. For ex-

ample : we find in the list of more than a hundred

charges, in the month of September, for the Italian

prisons, the following, which illustrates the character of

the arrangement: "Guiseppe Franceschino, an under-
"
keeper of the Second Class in the Prison of Salerno,

"
is transferred to the Prison of Palermo." Here is a

Third Class keeper sent more than one hundred

miles, and from the main land to an island.

" Marco Codibo, head warden of the First Class in the
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Prison of Reggio Calabria, transferred to the Prison of

Parma
;
this is from the south to the north of Italy,

and all of the numerous changes show how completely

Italy has been united. The above instances show how

thoroughly the system of prison discipline operates in

Italy with regard to the civil officers of the institutions.

But another table exhibits the movements in the Sana-

tary and Religious parts of the administration. Thus,

Doctor Cesari Barsarili, appointed to the Sanatary
service in the Prisons of Pordenons.

John Baptist Marciangiole, appointed chaplain to the

Penitentiary in Salmona.

Angelo Biamento, vice director of the Second Class

in the Penal Colony of Gorgona, promoted to be a

vice director of the First Class.

Augusto Colatanti, appointed a daily clerk in the

Penitentiary of Civita Castillana.

The above citations show how completely the prison

affairs are under command, and these notices of changes
in appointments are as regular in Italy as are the

notices of changes and appointments in the Army or

Navy in this country.

Other movements of the authorities illustrate the.

mode of Prison Government. For example :

Pietro Bandisio, formerly a keeper in the Prison of

Nuoro, was, on the 4th of September, condemned by
the Court of Assizes of Nuoro, to ten years close con-

finement, on a conviction of aiding a convict to escape.
Gaetano Puxeddo, of the same prison, was convicted

of neglect of duty and sentenced to three months im-

prisonment.
7
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The records of the Director General of the Prisons

of Italy contain a complete history of all that relates

to the prisons, and all the transactions in the prisons of

the Kingdom. Some of these statements are curious,

and would be of special interest to prison directors and

inspectors. The extracts given above were translated

to show how minute, and we had almost said how per-

fect, is the prison system of Italy, in the way of govern-
ment.

There seems to exist in the prison establishment of

the Kingdom of Italy, a principle which has of late

been introduced, at least in theory, into the manage-
ment of the various departments of the United States

Government, viz. : The Civil Service Reform.

By one of the articles of a Royal Decree, officers of

prisons were to be promoted in grades, just as is done

in the military service of this country, and for a short

time that did pretty well, but it was found, with some

experience, that a man who made an exceedingly ser-

viceable officer of the Second Class, failed of success

in a higher grade, and so he had to be superseded.

The good of the institution being more to be consulted

than the interest of an individual.

We notice that while a man is bound to do, to sus-

tain the order of the prison, all that he can do, he is

sometimes punished for not doing what he cannot do.

Thus, for example, two men were dismissed from the

service on conviction of cowardice.

These cases we are sure would be impertinently cited

here if nothing more than the facts were considered ;

but those facts go to show how complete is the Prison
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System in Italy. Not only is every movement, re-

moval, and appointment of the personel of the prison

government recorded in the central office, but each

is published quarterly, and our extracts are from the

printed report received from Rome.

In the REVISTA DE DISCIPLINE CARCERARIA we find a

statement, by the two delegates from that country, of

what was said and done in the London Congress in

July last.

The statement seems to be very clear and candid,

not so long as that made by the representative of this

Society, but more confined to the proceedings of the

Congress. The Italian report says that the different

sections of the Congress were occupied the last two

days in presenting views upon the two systems of

prison discipline which, at present, divide public opin-

ion, viz.: that of continued separation, and the other,

mixed and gradual, like that of Ireland.

The report continues :

" In truth, a careful examina-
" tion of the principles upon which the two systems are
"
based, a close investigation of the results placed side

"
by side, would have enabled the members to form a

"judgment upon their relative merits, and to have
"
solved, in part, the problem ;

viz.: which of the two
" was entitled to the preference, and which would have
" the greatest number of competent partizans."
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In our opinion, that would have depended upon the

time when such a test would have been applied. On
the first week of the Congress, Ireland would have

outvoted Belgium by a great majority. At the time

to which the writer alludes that majority would have

been much diminished, and after a full exposition, which

did not take place in the Congress, the Belgian (the

Pennsylvania) System would have had a most decided

majority.

Take from the discussion the element of immediate

pecuniary profit, and give it a fair exposition of what

is to be understood by the prisoners not returning to

the Irish Penitentiaries, and Belgium would be almost

unanimously supported.
The opinion upon the plan of the Congress, which

the delegate from Philadelphia expresses in his report,

constituting the Appendix of this Journal, and his ap-

preciation of the future results of the action of the

Congress, are in entire harmony with that of the Italian

delegates. They notice the slight obstacle resulting

from the advance arrangement, and the inconvenience

following a neglect to confine the discussions to the

question propounded, though those propositions might
have been of a different kind. But they think, un-

doubtedly, that much consideration is due to the novelty

of the experiment, and that many came, not only with

well-formed opinions upon certain points, but also with

well-formed speeches, which found utterance even when

not entirely apposite to the question at issue,
" out

" of the abundance of the heart the mouth speaketh,"

and not always out of the requirements of the subject

presented for consideration.
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We have not seen the reports of any of the delegates
of Germany, Belgium, Russia, France, &c., &c.

They will be interesting, as they will be authoritative.

Efforts are being made by those who take an interest

in prison affairs in Italy, to have a penal colony estab-

lished at some distance from the Peninsula, and the

examples of other nations are cited, and the failures im-

puted to causes not likely to operate against the plans

of Italy.

A correspondent of the "
Revista," in an exceedingly

well written article, gives an account of some of the

English penal establishments, from which we translate

a single paragraph, with a view to a remark :

" The Penitentiary for women contained from seven
" hundred to eight hundred convicts, and two hundred

"children under the direction of a respectable lady.
" One of the small courts of this Penitentiary was des-
" tined for nurses. These two hundred children belong
" to the female convicts, who had been put at liberty by
" '

tickets-of-leave,' and who had found situations in the
"
neighboring city. They returned to the Penitentiary

" to give birth to children, and when they were delivered
"
they went back to their places only to return

"
again for the same purpose. Who were the fathers

" of these children nobody knew or cared. The colony
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"
regarded these children as a means of increasing the

" number of laborers."

We have looked upon the Congregate System as a

means of defeating wishes and efforts to improve the

character of the convicts, but it seems that its capa-

bilities have been so greatly enlarged, that the vice

which it naturally perpetuates is made to augment the

profits of the institution. The Penitentiary to which

reference is made is evidently
" a self-supporting estab-

lishment."

In the answers which the Representatives of Italy

gave to certain questions propounded for the Con-

gress, it is stated that two-fifths of the prisons of Italy

intimate that the Cellular System is preferable to any

other, while three-fifths of the prisons lead some to be-

lieve that the Mixed, or Auburn System, with certain

alterations, is preferred.

We notice, however, that a commission has been ap-

pointed to make an estimate of the cost of a new prison,

to be constructed in Padua, for the Separate System.
And as there are already two large prisons in Padua,

conducted on the Collective or Congregate System, it

is to be inferred that the Separate System is gaining
favor.

The Commission that makes the inquiry recom-

mends earnestly the adoption of their plan, "as se-

"
curing to the inmates their moral rights those of
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"decency and health," and the report to the "
Pfefetti"

thus concludes :

" You will, illustrious sir, cause your
" voice to be heard, to protect as much as possible the
" moral interests of a prisoner, which yields to no other
"
in high civilization and in a desire of good."
It should be observed by those who are using facts

upon which to form opinions, especially with regard to

a choice between the Separate and the Congregate

Systems, that while it is stated that only two-fifths of

the prisons of Italy are Cellular the others being

Congregate, in a greater or less degree the old

prisons are all Congregate, while the prisons newly
constructed supply all the two-fifths above noted.

The proportions will probably change before long, and

the Cellular prisons be in a majority.



CHAPTER VIII.

Though each one of the members of our Society has

been more exposed to death in the year that is past

than he was in the preceding year because each is

one year nearer to the close of his labors still we are

not called upon to record the death of any unusual

number. We miss from our Society the presence of

an old and most faithful member, MR. JAMES PETERS,

and we insert in the Journal a transcript of the pro-

ceedings of the Acting Committee with reference to his

death.

A Stated Meeting of the Acting Committee was held on Third

Month, twenty-first, 1872.

Vice President Jos. R. Chandler announced in feeling terms the

death of our late member, James Peters, long a member of this So-

ciety, a member of the Acting Committee, and of the Committee

on the Eastern Penitentiary.

Mr. Chandler referred to the unostentatious devotion of Mr.

Peters to the work of prison charity, his persistent and useful labors

in the cells, and his loving dealings with the inmates, by which

they were made to understand that though their own misconduct

had separated them from social intercourse, and deprived them of

the dearest right of man, yet not those consequences of crimes, not
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even the crimes themselves, whatever their enormity, separated

these persons from the sympathies of the good, or deprived them of

the ministration of consolation and monition to reformation of

those who had time to devote to the improvement of their fellow-

men, and had inclination to put that time to its highest and holiest

uses.

Mr. Peters' selection of the field of labors showed that while he

sought the glory of God, he sought it by means that were not likely

to bring to him the enlarged praise of man.

The prison walls, that shut out the observation of the world, shut

in from general observance, the servants of Christian Philanthropy,

who comprehend that the lesson of reproof and of encouragement
which they are to impart, would lose most of its efficacy if the

listening object was made to feel the presence of less interested

auditors.

And these homilies of love, of persuasion, are preached in the

cell of the convict that produce fruits rarely gathered from more

ambitious eiforts in the presence of a numerous audience.

In the congregation of himself and the separated convict, Mr.

Peters ministered with a zeal that would have done honor to a

Paul, and often with an eloquence that would have added credit to

Apollo not that we know the exact words of the preacher, not that

we can tell whether he exhorted in loud, commanding tones, or

persuaded with gentle voice we only know that the Christian phi-

lanthropist often entered the cell of the prisoner, and we have rea-

son to believe that after these oft repeated visitations, prisoners have

left their cells hopeful, promising, better men.

Extraordinary eloquence might have wrought this effect on more,
but not more effectively on one.

It is a just cause for felicitation that our Society has nurtured to

the work of goodness so many who seem more delighted with the

good result of their labors, than with the applause which such labors

deserve.

That it has contained men who were willing to exercise their

talents when only the good of the miserable could be a reward, rather

than to display their talents where the applause of the multitude

would repay their efforts.
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When the physician attempts the cure of the patient, he not only

investigates the nature of the disease, but he also inquires into the

abilities of the system to endure certain remedies.

So also the good prison visitor, the physician of morals, not only

tries to judge of the extent of the moral disease which he is to com-

bat, but he also seeks to ascertain to what kind of remedies the

patient would be most responsive.

There lies the art of the prison visitor to comprehend the

amount of disorder, to be able to know what of good is left, and to

have the address .to apply to the right part the certain remedy, and

to await the result with patience ; repeat the application and its

operation. He can do little good to the convict who has not ability

to study his character, and patience to apply and re-apply lessons

of love and reproof.

James Peters was directed to his prison labors by his ability to

judge ; or, more properly, his ability to judge the disease and apply
a remedy, came from his love of doing good, and the experience

gained by the indulgence of that beautiful affection. Naturally the

man who seeks to perform his good works beyond the observance of

the world, who places between his most beautiful act and the eye of

the world, the high, massive walls of the Penitentiary, is a modest

man
;
and those of us who remember our gray-l\eaded brother, who

gratified his innate sense of delicacy by taking his seat in the dis-

tant corner of the room, nearest the entrance, and listening to dis-

cussions without interfering with them, will recall to their memories

a modest man, whose life exemplified the best principles of our

Society, and whose special works showed how practical are all the

theories which Christian philanthropy propounds.

We shall see him no more, we shall no more learn from his ap-

proving smiles that our plans are in accordance with his action.

If James Peters was not so. great in his position in the world as to

command the admiration of the community at large, he was so good

in the discharge of the humble duties which he assumed, as to in-

sure and receive the thanks of the repentant convict, and the love

and admiration of this Society.

Therefore resolved, That this Society, entertaining a full appre-

ciation of the services of its late active and most useful member,
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James Peters, feels called upon to record in its minutes, at once, its

members' admiration of his devotion to the cause of the prisoner,

and their grief at the loss which the cause of humanity sustains in

his death, and that a copy of these proceedings, properly attested,

be transmitted to the family of the deceased.

The Great Reaper may be awaiting a fuller ripening,

that he may have a larger gathering for his sickle, and

it is, perhaps, true that we are all better suited to the

harvest than the garner.

We do not mean to attach an undue importance to

the labors' of our committee-men, nor to suppose that

more merit is to be accorded to their labors than to the

sacrifices of others, but we feel that an encouragement
to such work as they undertake is derivable from the

specialty of approval by the Teacher of Charity
" to

" those who visit the prisoner."

But we are not insensible of the great truth that the

merit of any act is derived from the motive.

But while many of our Society are constant in word

and work, going forth to their labor with an earnest-

ness of purpose that insures benefit to the object and

honor to our Society, there are others of them that do

not take so active a part in the service
; they have

means and opportunities for aiding the cause without

going to the penitentiaries and prisons. They devote

power and means peculiarly their own. They are not

sent on the charitable missions of the Society. They
rank with those of whom Milton speaks

"Some waiting serve."

They contribute that which strengthens contribution.
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Since, then, we have laid so few of our members on

the altar of duty, this year, we may refresh ourselves

with the odors of the good fame that follow the dead

of other years. We have extended labors which they

intensified, and followed and enlarged the good works

they gave for our example. We have sought to en-

large into a general system what they practised as indi-

viduals for individuals. We shall never exceed them

in that pure philanthropy which was evidenced in their

labor. We shall have done much if we multiply the

benefits which they conferred.

The treasures of our Society are the memories of

those who have passed the work down to us. Among
them were men whose purity of life and whose zeal for

the good of their fellow-men made the best fame of

our city, in their time
;
and when we count up the good

men which Philadelphia has produced, it is a source of

grateful pride to the present members of this Society
that they can say

" these men were our predecessors
" in the good work of alleviating the miseries ofprisons."

All of which is respectfully submitted.

JAMES J. BARCLAY,
President.

ATTEST,

JOHN J. LYTLE,

Secretary.







In Edition of MR. CHANDLER'S REPORT of his

mission to Europe was printed in October last, sufficiently

large, it was thought, to furnish all the members of the

Society with copies, and also to serve as an Appendix to

this Annual Report. The demand at that time trenched

so hard upon the Edition that many numbers of this

Report will be necessarily without the Appendix.
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REPORT.

To JAMES J. BARCLAY, PRESIDENT,

AND TO THE OTHER OFFICERS AND MEMBERS OF THE

"PHILADELPHIA SOCIETY FOR ALLEVIATING THE MISERIES OF PUBLIC

PRISONS."

THE
SOCIETY FOR ALLEVIATING THE MISERIES OF

PUBLIC PRISONS, could not be indifferent to the

intimation that an International Congress was about

to be held in London, to consider the subject of prisons

and their inmates, prison discipline and prison labor

and to obtain the experience of men whose situations

or pursuits should give consequence to their views

upon the great objects of imprisonment and the true

ends of separating man from man, and how that end

might be best obtained
;
nor could it neglect an invita-

tion to be represented in such a body ; provided that

with the invitation came the satisfactory assurance that

no merely personal view was a motive for the call, nor

that a desire to derive consequence to the originators

from the presence of those who should attend, was

discernable in the proceeding that led to the move-

ment.

It was not without a reference to all these things
that this Society resolved to share in the works and
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words of the Congress, and impart there some of its

own long experience and derive advantage from the

recitations of the experience and plans of others. So

one representative was sent with instructions to take

part in the deliberations of the Congress, and to inves-

tigate the mode of managing the public prisons, and of

forming and conducting the numerous reformatories

which distinguish Great Britain and France, and which

seem destined to influence the character of Peniten-

tiaries.

Entrusted with this important mission, I left the

Country on the fifteenth of June, and reached London

on the twenty-seventh. Though the Congress was

not to begin its Sessions until the third of July, I soon

found that the foresight of those who had moved in

the call for the meeting had led them to provide

subjects for discussion and to arrange those subjects so

that the whole great end of the Congress should not

be jeoparded by a waste of time upon minor topics,

or an unprofitable extent of discussion upon unimpor-
tant questions that must in trie end be settled by

experience.

It was late to prepare for such subjects as should be

presented by the Committee, but almost all who had

any practical or experimental knowledge of the admin-

istration of a prison, could scarcely fail to have an

opinion upon almost every question presented, though
that opinion may have and perhaps ought to have been

held with such a deference to the views of others as

would allow of effect from arguments deduced from

enlarged experience.
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Feeling that I was from various circumstances

pledged to a presentation and defence of the Separate

System of prison discipline, that is, the Pennsylvania

System, I prepared myself to represent the system to

the Congress, and to defend it to the members and to

others in more limited circles. And I felt less interest

in minor questions of discipline that were presented
and approved with skill and earnestness, because

understanding the workings of the Separate System,
I felt little interest in matters of detail, knowing as I

do that the importance of these must be measured by
the kind of system that should be adopted. Many,

very many points that were presented with earnestness,

and advocated with ability, owed any importance with

which they were invested to their relations with, and

dependence on, some system which in the end might
be declared inadmissable.

The legitimate object of consideration in the Con-

gress was prison discipline, as a part of social science,

and that was carefully considered, fully presented, and

ably discussed. But that consideration, and that full

discussion, showed that one could scarcely inquire into

the character of the prisoner, and the proper mode of

treating him, without considering some of his antece-

dents. The crime which made him a prisoner was

probably only the sequence of vice, and it must be dif-

ficult to deal with the convict with a view of improving
his character and conduct, without understanding, if

possible, what were the vices by which he fell into

crime ; and herein the science of Penitentiary discipline

connects itself with and becomes a part of social
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science, and that very "social evil," which moralists and

legislators seem to shrink from, as irrepressible, may
be brought into a full discussion, and the means of les-

sening it may command the attention of an interna-

tional Congress that, in its discussion of Penitentiary

systems may arrive at the conclusion that the repres-

sion of a vice that is a crime-cause is legitimately

connected with the action of those who would make the

punishment of crime a means of social good.
The whole proceedings of this Congress will be

set forth in a carefully prepared volume of probably

eight hundred or one thousand octavo pages, but

as such a work can scarcely be prepared by the

translation from Italian, French, and German, by
the copying out of lists, by the arrangement of the

matter the printing and binding before February
or March next, if then and that delay extended

in the United States by the time occupied in for-

warding the work to our country, and its distribu-

tion, I have thought it a duty4
to make a shorter state-

ment of what I heard, and saw, and said, in and of the

Congress, so that if nothing else should result, the in-

terest in the event will be kept up.

To those who sent me, I make now this report, rather

general than particular and others may also feel suf-

ficient interest in the matter to read about an assembly
whose deliberations cannot fail to be productive of con-

siderable* results less this year or the next, than in a

few years to come. Yet those results must still be

labored for cultivation follows the seed-time, and pa-

tience must precede the harvest.
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The day after my arrival in London, the twenty-eighth
of June, I proceeded to No. i Adam Street, Adelphi, the

rendezvous of the members, and reported myself. I

found that, agreeable to a previous understanding, cer-

tain delegates had come to London considerably in ad-

vance of the time fixed for the meeting of the

Congress, and an Executive Committee had been

formed, consisting of one member from every

nationality to be represented in the Congress.
This Committee had met daily, and would continue to

meet till the day fixed on for the meeting of Congress.
As this Executive Committee sat with closed doors,

and came out with closed mouths, as indeed seems ne-

cessary where it is desirable that deliberations should

not be disturbed by suggestions and criticisms, of

course nothing was known certainly of the plan, until

it should be laid before the Congress.
Most of the European delegates, aware of the mode

of proceedings, had acted upon the suggestion of the cir-

cular that called the Congress, and they had presented in

print, views, plans, schemes, and statements of Peniten-

tiary discipline or cognate matter. These, of course,

suggested subjects that should be discussed in the

Congress, and their authors were to present their views

in an opening speech.

Most of these theses were well written, and showed

in their authors a general knowledge of the subject, so

far as it is comprehended in their own countries. Cer-

tainly more attention has been given to the subject of

penal institutions on the Continent of Europe, and in

India, 'than has been supposed.
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The idea of reformation has had less hold on the

public mind than has that of vengeance, or even of

profit. One impediment to advance in prison discip-

line has been the structures used for prisons ; usually

they had been built for other purposes and even when

they were of recent construction, they seem to have

been built upon the calculation alone of detaining the

prisoner.

This General Committee, having arranged the busi-

ness, and the mode of conducting the business, of the

future Congress, and devolved further arrangements

upon an Executive Committee, especially the duty of

editing and printing the proceedings dissolved itself.

The sittings of the Congress were to be in the Hall

of the Middle Temple, and the Committee were to

hold their sessions in an adjoining room, called " the

Parliament," a splendid chamber, decorated with like-

nesses of Lord Chancellors who had been of that

"
Temple." This served as a library, too, and the de-

pository of the books, manuscripts, and curiosities of

the " Benchers" of the Middle Temple.
The Great Hall, in which the Congress was held,

was a very large room, with Gothic roof, the windows

emblazoned with the arms of the deceased members,
and the compartments of the high wainscoting filled

with the shields and armorial bearings of the more re-

cent dead. Busts of several Lord Chancellors were on

pedestals. The west end wall was covered with large,

full-length portraits of Charles I. and Charles II., and

some of the queens of the time some of them by Van

Dyke. These are said to be fine specimens of art.
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Charles II. is mounted, and the horse is remarkably
fine. The screen on the east end of the room was

wrought from wood taken from the ruined Armada of

Spain. The window bears the notice that it was put up
in the year 1 5 79. It is said that Shakespeare was wont to

read parts of his plays to Queen Elizabeth in this Hall.

On the evening of July 3, the members of the Con-

gress assembled in the Parliament room (or the Li-

brary) of this Temple, and were formally introduced to

the RT. HON. THE EARL OF CARNARVON, a great friend

of social science, and one who, as President, would,

from the dictates of the purest humanity, have shared

daily in the meeting of the Congress, had he not been

detained almost constantly in his chamber by severe

illness.

At fifteen minutes past eight o'clock, the Earl and

the Archbishop of Westminster (DR. MANNING) led the

way into the Great Hall, and the Earl then delivered

an opening address, of about one hour in length, to an

attentive and gratified audience, composed, as is usual

on such occasions, of a good proportion of ladies.

The address of the noble orator was one of those

close, compact productions, which contain the great

material, and leave to others the ornament. Every

paragraph was marked with good sense.

At the conclusion of the address, LORD HARROWBY

rose and bade the foreign delegates a hearty welcome

in well expressed thoughts, and offered a resolution ex-

pressive of that welcome from all classes of British sub-

jects connected with the Congress, to all members of

that Congress from other countries.
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SIR CHARLES ADDERLEY, M. P., seconded the motion

in some well conceived ideas well expressed.

The EARL OF CARNARVON then called on the BARON

VAN HOLZENDORFF, of Germany, who gracefully replied

to the welcome.

MR. CHANDLER, of Pennsylvania, was then called on

to speak on behalf of his countrymen.
On the fourth of July the business of the Congress

fairly commenced with the body sitting as a " Commit-

tee of the Whole." The subject of discussion was pre-

sented by the Executive Committee, and a person se-

lected to present it to the meeting, in a speech, and the

speech was at once translated to the audience
;
if made

in German, or French, or Italian, it was translated into

English. If made in English, it was given in French,

this caused delay, but it seemed to be necessary.

In these discussions some great and some small

points were presented. But while by previous arrange-

ment the presentation of subjects was in the hands of

the European delegates, chiefly those from the Conti-

nent, the want of a knowledge of the parliamentary

tactics so different on the Continent from those of the

United States, prevented many American delegates

from "
having the word," or "

getting the floor," so that,

though unable to give their own views, they had an op-

portunity to learn the views of others.

Several of these European delegates had evidently

studied with care the parts of the question which they

presented and discussed but it may be thought, and

it was remarked by some during the debate, or rather

the presentation of these several subjects, that their
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studies had been made in the light which alone their

own locality offered.

When a subject was presented, the Chairman ap-

pointed a "
Reporter," to take down the principal ideas

propounded, and also the remarks of those delegates
who obtained the floor. And these statements were

reserved to some subsequent day, and reported to the

Congress proper, and were again discussed and laid

aside as having been considered.

Unfortunately free and lengthened debate of any of

the subjects was quite impossible in the time allowed

for the session of the Congress.
Then to facilitate business, several sections sat at one

time in different halls. This enabled a greater debate,

but then those who most needed the instruction that was

to be offered in one section were, perhaps, busy in offer-

ing instruction on another subject in another hall. And
then many of these reports were never made to the

Congress. They were left with the Executive Com-
mittee and will appear, such as they are, in the printed

proceedings, though without the examination and cor-

rection of those whose remarks are reported. This is

almost a natural consequence of having so much im-

portant business crowded into a few days.
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PENAL LABOR.

On the subject of penal labor that is labor more

for punishment than for profit advocates were found

for the "
ball exercise," that is, carrying large cannon

balls rapidly from one point to another, a very severe

exercise with no moral or physical advantage to the

prisoner, and no pecuniary advantage to any one. This

method of discipline is practised in many prisons in

England.

CORPORAL PUNISHMENT.

On the question of corporal punishment, there

seemed to be many European delegates, mostly English,

who advocated the use of the whip, and who gave
instances of what was regarded as its improving qual-

ities.

Of course no vote was taken upon a question

whether the use of the whip ought to be allowed in

prisons, but had a motion to that effect been made and

brought to a vote, there can be little doubt that it

would have been carried in the affirmative; that is, the

Congress would have voted that the right use of cor-

poral punishment is necessary to the government of a

prison, and that right use included the right of the

whip, and this was advocated by members from both

sides of the Atlantic.
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It was evident, however, that the opinion was held

rather as the result of former practice. That with

some, the use of the whip was to be a "reserved right,"

and the whip itself was to be hung up in terrorem.

Such rights we know perish by non user, and are only

revived to gratify sudden passion. The whip is cer-

tainly becoming obsolete. Affection is banishing it

from families, and study from schools. Humanity has,

by destroying the whipping post, saved the back and

the self-respect of the human being; and the society

for preventing cruelty to animals is likely to make the

driving whip the only relic of the habits of other times,

kept rather for ornament than use.

And really, without any special enactment, it would

seem that no class of people would exercise the whip

excepting the worshipful fraternity of " wife beaters."

It was noticeable that the use of the whip to punish
offenses against the rules of the prison was advocated

by those who earnestly opposed the use of the whip to

punish a violation of the laws of the State. With them

a violation of the rights and interests of the whole

community deserves and is to secure less punishment
than a violation of the rules of the prison-house; the

dignity of the gaolor is superior to that of the State
;

and measuring crime by the punishment it received, a

felony against the peace and dignity of the Queen of

England, or against the authority of the people of

Pennsylvania is far less than impudence or disobedience

to a keeper of a county gaol.
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THE LADIES MEMBERS AND VISITORS.

The Congress had among- its members several

women, mostly from the United States, a few of them

had some acquaintance with a portion of the details of

prison and reformatory management. These latter,

by conversation with others, made known their views,

resulting from their acquaintance, less with the prin-

ciples of penal or reformatory institutions than with

the action of their division of a particular house. Such

conversation was useful
;

it made known to others the

character of their experience and, still more beneficial

in its results, it corrected in them the erroneous opin-

ions acquired in their limited circle of action. It is not

our own experience alone that teaches
;
we profit more

by the experience of others, carefully compared or

combined with our own views.

Those ladies who visited the Congress to make
known their own experience in the management of

penal institutions or reformatories, and to profit by the

experience of others, were useful to others and made
their membership useful to themselves.

There were some ladies who seemed to have visited

the Congress rather to display certain powers than to

advocate or oppose measures of prison concernment.

Their experience was not of the kind that could pro-

mote the objects of the Congress, and they perhaps
rather injured the branch of Social Science legitimately

under consideration.

But while, after these remarks, it might seem only
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just to make more distinct reference to those women
who took part in the action of the Congress, I shall

save time by condensing, and shall illustrate my own

view by taking a single woman as a representative of

all her sex who were serviceable in the Congress.

MISS MARY CARPENTER

Is known in India, in England, in Ireland, in Continen-

tal Europe, and in our own country, not so much by
her writings, which are considerable, as by her grand

conceptions of public good and the noble self-sacrifice

which she has made to insure the fulfillment of her

magnificent schemes.

But these schemes do not derive their considera-

tion from the establishment of any great plans of

her own invention to change the course of penal or

reformatory discipline. She studies to make useful the

means which she commands, and adopts the plans of

others if they are suited to the end she proposes, and

is apparently as much concerned to bestow praise upon
those whose system she admires, and perhaps partially

adopts, as she is to make those systems promotive of

the good of her beneficiaries.

Among the great works of Miss Carpenter may be

reckoned "THE RED LODGE GIRLS' REFORMATORY," an

institution which owes its existence and success to Miss

Carpenter. The grand old building is the gift of LADY

BYRON, the widow of the great poet, who, as is men-

tioned on a card, purchased the premises September,

1854, for the purpose of rescuing young girls from sin
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and misery, and bringing them back to paths of holi-

ness.

A proper description of this single work upon which

now Miss Carpenter seems to bestow her entire care

and her special affection, would demand the whole space

of a Report, and then leave us unacquainted with

its great capabilities ;
still more should we lack of the

full means of judging of the debt which woman, which

society, owes to Miss Carpenter, who is not only the

glory of her sex, but she is a most extensive public

benefactress, or rather she is the glory of her sex by

being such an extensive benefactress.

Let it be said of this institution that it receives young

girls of the most unfortunate condition, poor, neglected,

miserable, and often as vicious as their age permits,

rears them to virtue by kindness, and enables them to

earn a living by work by housework. They are never

allowed to hear any one disparage domestic labor, and

with them the wash-tub, the sad-iron, the broom, and

the duster are as honorable as the sewing needle and

thimble. Labor is a part of an education that includes

practical learning, piety, purity, industry. May the

spirit of pure philanthropy in our own city so train the

girls whom it gathers from the neglected and the

vicious classes as to make them respect domestic labor

as the means of true independence.
The girls trained in this school are sent out to

service, that is, as domestic servants, and they are in

demand.

I was sent by this Society to attend the International

Congress, and I did attend. I was absent from no
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session of that body, and when more than one section

was in session at one time, I was present at one of

them and shared in the duties of the time and place.

But I understood that my mission included not merely
the Congress of which I was to be a member, but the

Prisons and Reformatories, about which I was to inquire

and into whose organization and administration I was

to look.

VISITS TO PRISONS IN ENGLAND AND FRANCE.

Before I proceed to consider further the action of

the Congress, I will present my notes upon the Prisons

and Reformatories which I visited, as my comments

upon the movements in Congress are often connected

with, and arise out of my observations in the prisons.

I had received from the Secretary of Home Affairs

a permission to visit and examine closely the Prisons

of Great Britain and Ireland, with directions to the

Governors of these institutions to assist me in my
investigation. As I was known as an active member
of the Congress, I was not always called on to present
that document, but as a stranger, however interested

in prison matters, I could not have been admitted with-

out some such permission. As it was, I am bound to

bear testimony to the courtesy of the officials.
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PRISONS IN ENGLAND.

Rather by chance than calculation, I first visited the

old prison,

NEW GATE.

This gaol is famous in the annals of crime and its pun-

ishment, and remarkable as well for its strength as for

the number that have, in spite of that strength, contrived

to evade the ingenious contrivances to prevent escape.

Of this prison little need be said. It is an adaptation

of an old structure to modern ideas. Its narrow pas-

sages, short turns, and steep stairways, reminded one

of the experience of Jack Sheppard, while the names of

more recent offenders, scratched into the plastering of

the cells and corridors, showed the innate love of man
to be remembered. Scoundrels whose crimes might
have been forgotten, brought themselves and their

murders to recollection, by placing their inglorious

names where they woulcl of necessity be seen by those

who visit the place, and read by those who could

read.

This Prison was clean and there were certain ar-

rangements which distinguish most gaols of the kind,

which I may notice. Visitors to prisoners were seldom

admitted, even to see and converse with the untried,

and the attorney of the prisoner awaiting trial was not

permitted to approach his client nearer than six or

eight feet separated from him as all other visitors are,

by two wire screens. And a keeper or some other

officer always attends the visitation.
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" Do you" I asked of a keeper here " do you listen

to everything that is said by the prisoner and the

visitor?"

" Motives of kindness and delicacy often prevent me
from trying to hear what passes between them, espe-

cially if the visitor is a member of the prisoner's family ;

or if the question of his lawyer should seem to require

an answer that would involve a confession of guilt, I

try not to hear such matters."

Spirit of courtesy that finds exercise in the heart of

a gaoler of the New Gate Prison may thy influence

be felt, and thy instigation practised by those who make
the rules, as well as by those who administer them, in

every prison in the world !

As I left
" New Gate" I placed in the hand of my

official guide double the usual gratuity not because I

had so much to spare but because that hard hand

seemed to be the minister of a soft heart.

It is not alone those who came to a prison and minis-

ter to the sufferers there that show practical charity

but also and especially those whose residence there

teaches them to soften the severity of legal justice with

the sweetness of Christian amenities.

COLD-BATH-FIELDS PRISON.

I took occasion, at a proper time, when the Governor

was at leisure, to visit the Prison, or House of Correc-

tion in London, known as the COLD-BATH-FIELDS

PRISON. The Governor of this institution was an officer

of the British army, and had the bearing of a military
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man, as well in promptness as in courtesy. I had met

him at the sessions of the Congress, and was acquainted
with "his views of prison management and prison discip-

line. He received me courteously, and laying aside all

other matters, he declared himself quite at my disposal

till I had satisfied myself as to the condition and man-

agement of the prison.

The " COLD-BATH-FIELDS" was a city or county

prison, like that at Moyamensing ;
it was for males

only, and it contained from sixteen hundred to two

thousand prisoners, of almost all grades. And there

were about one hundred and fifty officers or employees.
In this Prison the Congregate System is chiefly em-

ployed, and the prisoners work together in gangs, over-

looked by one or more officers for each room or divi-

sion, and not one word is spoken by any prisoner, un-

less it be necessary to answer by monosyllables some

question of an officer, and those questions are rare.

The orders were given m as few words as possible, and

were obeyed without reply.

Each prisoner bore upon his back his registered

number, and the officers of the Prison all wore a hand-

some uniform, and badges of their particular rank ; an

excellent arrangement, assisting greatly in preserving
order among the prisoners, and respect among the

officials. The military character of the discipline, and

even of the etiquette of the prison was manifest. Great

precision of movement, exact occupation of prescribed

points for overlooking salutes on addressing a supe-
rior short, curt commands, and punctuality in the

fulfillment of general or particular orders.
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This Prison being for males only, there were certain

employments entirely feminine that were omitted
;
but

the work presented was not only done but was done

fully. One division of prisoners that I noticed was oc-

cupied in picking
" oakum." Each man received a cer-

tain amount (by exact weight) of junk of old, tarred

rope, and from that he was required to supply in a pre-

scribed time a certain amount of oakum. The product
is supplied to the shipyards of the Government, or

sold to private persons. These oakum-pickers sat on a

small stool all facing one way and immediately in

front of them stood, on an elevated bench, an officer in

full dress ;
his business seemed to be to see that they all

worked, and did not talk. And so far as I could see,

or learn from inquiry, not a word was spoken for days

by these prisoners. Yet it is evident that without

words, without the use of tongues, these men hold

communication with most miraculous organs. Their

looks sometimes become eloquent, and the eyes make

themselves understood when the tongue is chained by
command and watchfulness. Great varieties of work

are carried on by the large number of prisoners

here.

The tread-mill is in full operation, and serves as a

power in the mechanical parts. The officers of the

Prison thought the work pretty severe. I could not

learn from the prisoners their own views of the instru-

ment as a punishment, or a means of reformation. The

appearance of the wheel was repulsive, and the punish-

ment itself seemed cruel and crushing.

It is proper here to say that while the subject of flog-
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ging and the tread-wheel was under discussion in the

Congress, CAPTAIN COLVILLE, the Governor of this

Prison, said that " he had the largest tread-wheel in

" Great Britain in his Prison, but that he had never
" known any man to be the better for the infliction," and

in that idea, DR. MOUAT, Inspector of Prisons in India,

and SIR JOHN BOWRING, a Visiting Magistrate, fully con-

curred.

Provisions, ample and creditable, are made for Divine

worship. A large Chapel, with convenient seats, would

contain, and did contain, every Sunday, all the Protest-

ant convicts of the place, and a clergyman of the Es-

tablished Church was liberally paid for his individual

services.

There was also a Chapel sufficiently large for all the

Roman Catholic prisoners, whose spiritual wants were

supplied by a clergyman of their own creed, who has

constant access to his Chapel and his chambers, but, for

whose services the Goverment makes no remuneration.

This permission (but ufithout payment] of Catholic chap-

lains, is more or less enjoyed in all the prisons in Eng-
land, Wales, and Scotland. With a few exceptions,

which will be hereafter noticed, some secular instruction

is imparted by a regular school-master employed by
the Government.

The Governor of this Prison is a man of military

education, habits and experience, and though all the

good claimed from the employment in that position of

a military man may not be found, at least not acknow-

ledged by all, yet certainly order, proprieties of con-

dition, and promptness of obedience resulted from the
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enforcement of military rule, and the prevalence of

military habits.

In this Prison the mark system prevails, and the

prisoner had with him, that is, upon his dress, the evi-

dence of his conduct and bearing, by which he is to be

judged.
The cells are small, and are ventilated by holes in

the wall. The semi-circular window in the upper rear

part of the cell does not open. The corridors were of

five stories, but not much higher than those of the

County Prison in this city, where there are only three

stories, and each cell was low in the walls, and they are

smaller laterally and longitudinally. As they, the pri-

soners, are occupied in the working-halls during the

day, this lack of space in the cells is of less importance,

especially as the heat of London is much less than in

our climate.

This appears to me to be rather a comfortless Prison,

not from the administration of its affairs, but from its con-

struction and the necessities of the Congregate System.

Corporal punishment is permitted, and, I suppose,

sometimes practised.

TOTTINGHAM WESTMINSTER FEMALE PRISON.

Near Westminster Abbey there is a large
"
City or

County Prison," in which are incarcerated only females.

Between the high wall in the front of the establishment

and the central building there are extensive grounds,

beautiful with trees, grass plots, flower beds and foun-

tains. I visited the prison known as the Tottingham
Gaol on the seventeenth of July, and on presenting
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my pass from the Secretary of State, I was graciously

received by the Assistant Matron, and conducted

through the whole establishment. There were up-

wards of nine hundred prisoners in the gaol and they

are generally employed in making, mending and washing
the clothes of the inmates and those of the " Cold-

Bath-Field Prison" (males).

The Congregate System prevails here, 'and the

women work in squads, under the eye of a Warden
or Assistant Keeper, who requires of her charge per-

fect silence, unless an answer to some question of an

officer should be necessary, and that answer must be

as laconic as possible.

"And are you able," I asked of my conductress, "to

enforce this rule?"
"
Certainly. Do you see any one violating the

rule?"
"
No, I do not see any one talking, but I thought I

Iicard several voices as I passed the corridor."

" Did you ? It i very difficult to prevent talking

among women."
"
Yes, it must be."

"
Beg pardon," said the Assistant Matron,

"
I mean

among women who have, before conviction, been unused

to restrain their tongues."

The laundry was a large apartment, supplied with

the customary tubs, trays, drying places, and ironing

tables.

I saw several bands of women at work. One squad
was picking oakum a sort of employment not very

profitable in the United States, where machinery, moved
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by an insignificant power, turns out immense quantities

of oakum.

These prisoners all wear upon their right arm a

badge denoting their rank with regard to conduct, and

if any one of them forbears for three months any vio-

lation of rules, she earns for herself half a crown

about sixty-two cents.

While the prisoners usually labor in groups during
the day, they occupy separate cells at night. These

cells are small, low in the walls and about six by ten feet.

Like the new cells in other English Prisons, they are

ventilated by holes in the walls, and lighted by a small

window in the rear, which the prisoner is not allowed

.
to open under any circumstances.

The male officers of this Prison wear the handsome

uniform that is worn by men of the same rank in the

Cold-Bath-Field, New Gate and other Prisons for males.

I do not know that the handsome dress of the Matron

and Deputy Matron were according to regulation, nor

that it is
" de rigeur" that such officers of the Prisons

of England should be good looking and very lady-like

in their manners, but in these respects the Matron

and Deputy Matron of Tottingham Prison set good

examples.
There are two Chapels in this Prison, one for the

Protestants and one for the Catholics. The services in

the Protestant Chapel are conducted by a clergyman
of the Established Church, who is paid for all his ser-

vices, and those services, I was told, are abundant.

The Chapel was beautifully decorated, with seats for

those who watched over the services, in the disposition
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of which reference was had to rank. The auditory of

the Chapel was divided into three parts, for the three

ranks of Protestant prisoners.

There was a Catholic Chapel also, one of the hand-

somest and best furnished I ever saw in a prison. A
very beautifully decorated sanctuary contained a hand-

some altar and all the appliances for the public services

of the denomination that worships there. All the seats

are of rich walnut, and were abundant. At different

points along the walls are chairs, so elevated that the

feet of the occupants rest upon the benches of the

convict worshippers. These chairs are occupied by
the Wardens. The principal male officer in the prison

is a Catholic, and he has a special stall and is a conr

spicuous person in the Chapel. Mass is said every

morning, and Vespers are sung every Sunday and

other holiday afternoons, and there is preaching by the

priest.

The Episcopal clergyman is paid by the Government

for his services. 4 The Catholic priest receives no com-

pensation from the Government. There is now a bill

before Parliament requiring the services of a Catholic

priest in all the prisons, and proposing a fair compen-
sation therefor. The Catholic Archbishop is urging
the passage of the bill, even though the compensation
be refused. The kindest feelings seem to exist be-

tween the Episcopal and Catholic chaplains.

The whole number of prisoners here is about

nine hundred, of whom one hundred and fifty are

Catholics.

I felt much interest in the condition of the inmates
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of this prison, as all were females, but the answers to

inquiries which I was able to make did not leave upon

my mind an impression that much was done towards

the reformation and restoration of these unhappy
women beyond the faithful services of the two clergy-

men and care of the Matron and Deputy Matron
; both

of these ladies looked and spoke as if they were doing
all they could for the permanent benefit of those com-

mitted to their charge. But there is a voluntary, outside

aid necessary. The punishments of offenders against

the prison laws were the loss of mark of merit the

badge of demerit the dark cell, &c. One young
woman was undergoing the prescribed penalty of much

talking and some negligence, by knitting stockings in

a close cell, on a summer day, with anti-dyspeptic food.

Good order and great cleanliness marked this prison.

LIVERPOOL INSTITUTIONS.

After the examination of penal and charitable insti-

tutions in London and Paris, I visited Liverpool, where

two establishments claimed special notice, and received

careful examination. The first was the

LIVERPOOL BOROUGH PRISON, AT WALTON.

In fifteen minutes one is taken by railroad from the

depot in Liverpool to the prison at Walton, and the ride

through the suburbs of a thronging town is always
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pleasant to those who have pleasure in the evidences

and means of general prosperity.

The grounds on which this prison and its dependen-
cies are built are larger than any that I have ever seen

appropriated to such a purpose. The establishment

consisted of two large divisions one for females, the

other for males and, extending along the street were

handsome dwellings for all the officers of the prison,

the Governor, Deputy Governor, the two Chaplains,

and other officials. The prison proper had a castel-

lated look, while the dwelling houses, with handsome

front yards and large rear gardens, had the appearance
of the residences of well-to-do citizens, who made their

property subservient to the decorations of their town.

This prison, the Walton Gaol as it is called, contains

nearly one thousand prisoners of various classes and

different ages ;
about four hundred and fifty of these

inmates are females.

*

MALE DEPARTMENT.

I was introduced under favorable auspices, even

better than those that come from the permit of the

Secretary of State
;
and two officers were delegated

to conduct me through every part of the institution,

and explain to me the working of each division.

This prison was built for the Separate Confinement

of the prisoner, but without that forethought which

takes into consideration the rapid growth of crime in

such a population as is found in Liverpool, and such an

improvement in police business as is consequent upon
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increased experience and the multiplied means of re-

ceiving and detaining the offender. Hence the popu-
lation soon outgrew the space, and Congregate labor

took the place of cellular employment.
The corridors are four stories high, that is, there are

four ranges of cells, one above another, where I think

no more than three should have been placed. These

cells are eleven feet long and six feet wide, and twelve

feet high; they are of brick, not plastered, but smoothly

painted of a light fawn color
;
the floors are of slate,

as are the floors of the corridors above and below,

presenting a clean, smooth surface, such as is not formed

when boards, bricks or flat stones are used.

These cells, small as they are, are supplied with

water, means of ventilation, and water closets. There

is a small window in the upper part of the rear of the

cell, which admits light, but it cannot be opened. An

ingenious mode of signalling informs the keeper at

once that something is wanted, and of the cell to which

he is to go.

The spaces between the rows of cells is large, and

though there are four stories, yet this unusual width

and the light painting of the outer walls, the railings

and the cell doors, make the whole corridor very light.

Here, as in most of the new and newly repaired

Prisons of England, there are no bedsteads. The bed

or mattress itself is attached by hooks at each corner

to iron clamps with proper holes in the wall, and sus-

pended across the cell. The bed is taken down in the

morning and only put up at retiring time.

The prisoners are employed in various manufactures,
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in turning the tread-mill, by which water is pumped to

the top of the house and the loom for weaving cocoa nut

cloth is moved, in making shoes and boots, and, as the offi-

cer said, in picking Hokum. This weaving of cocoa nut

cloth is a work of considerable importance, the product
is required for the floors of omnibusses, street cars,

churches, &c. The yarns are imported from Brazil.

Boots and shoes are manufactured here, and all the

work of the prison is done by the convicts.

The tread-mill we have already said is operated here.

It is a disgrace to the* age.

There is in this Prison a large Chapel, in which male

and females worship, or into which they come to wor-

ship at the same time, without one of either sex being
seen by another of the opposite sex. This is done by

. assembling the males below and the females in a gal-

lery so large that while it permits the occupant of that

gallery to see and hear whatever is done or said by
the clergyman, it precludes the possibility of seeing
what is above or below any of the audience.

There is only one Chapel for both Protestants and

Catholics, but a movable altar and other matters are

supplied, so that the Catholic sanctuary is equipped
and arranged for worship in a few minutes after the

close of the Protestant worship.

The Protestant Chaplain receives ^450 or $2,250
for his services, a handsome house and garden, coals

and exemption from all taxation. The Catholic cler-

gyman has ^300 per annum and the use of an excel-

lent house and garden free, coals and exemption from

all taxation. These two clergymen labor with great
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zeal and in perfect harmony, and receive the highest

respect of the community. The neatness and great
order and cleanliness manifested in this Prison were

worthy of note.

FEMALE DEPARTMENT.

This part of the prison contained about half of the

prisoners, say four hundred and fifty. There is a

Matron, a young woman, and the whole appearance of

the place did credit to her supervision. The women
do the washing and general sewing of all the prisoners.

The washing-tubs were in small closets, so that the

prisoners could not converse with, nor see each other

while they were at work. This seemed to me of very
little consequence, as they could see each other after

work. It was the remains of a good system greatly

disturbed by having more prisoners than cells.

These women wore the marks earned by their con-

duct, but, like the men in the other part of this estab-

lishment, they contrived by association to diminish the

value of those marks, and to get into punishment.
There are two kinds of dark cells. One, half dark,

which is deserved by some minor infraction of rule
;

and we saw a young woman tasting of the bitter bread

of repentance in one of these cells. There was below

that deep of darkness, another deep into whose utter

darkness the greater offender was thrust, with little

food and no occupation.

This half mode of disciplining prisoners, that of par-

tial separation and partial congregation, was, as might
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be expected, productive of very little good. Repeated
commitments were had, and I could not learn that the

regular discipline of the Prison should be credited with

the reformation of convicts. The services of the Rev.

Mr. Carter, the Episcopal Chaplain, and those of the

Rev. James Nugent, the Roman Catholic Chaplain, con-

stant and zealous, must produce some good but the

system of congregate labor, the terrible infliction

of the tread-mill must prove great hindrances,

This is one of the best ordered and cleanest prisons

that I saw in Europe. There seemed to be an

admirable understanding among the officers and em-

ployees ; due respect in the ascending grade, and kind-

ness and courtesy towards all below.

In the yard of both departments of these Prisons,

there are paths laid out in concentric circles. Here,

the prisoners, under the close supervision of their res-

pective keepers, take their out-of-door exercise. They
walk steadily round, looking neither to the right hand

nor the left, preserving perfect silence in their gyra-
tions.

REFORMATORIES.

England abounds in Reformatories ; places in which

it is intended that the consequences of parental wrong-

doing or neglect shall be averted from the children.

Refuges from the storms of vice that blight the spring

buds of the poor and unfortunate of our race. Hospi-
tal or asylum Refuges, into which are gathered the

young whose minds have begun to experience the evil
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effects of bad association, where preventives shall be

applied, that may secure to the young patient that po-

sition in life that is freed from temptations, and where

that education may, without exception, be obtained

which will, rightly used, secure respect from others and

competence to the possessor. None who have not

visited these institutions can judge of their wonderful

powers of good. None who have not seen the child in

squalid poverty and almost unconscious vice, and have

marked his progress to decency, and finally his advance

to respectability, can appreciate the value of these gar-

ners of the miserable waifs of society can estimate

their capabilities. None but those who have seen the

self-sacrificing efforts of the principals of these Reforma-

tories, can comprehend the usefulness of which one

man is capable, or the immense indebtedness of society

to those who give up time, interest, and strength, to

save the young from destruction.

England, I have said, abounds in charitable institu-

tions
; indeed, a visitor who took the trouble to count

up a considerable part of those of whose existence and

benefits he had heard, expressed an opinion that if

all the sickness, or all the misfortunes did not happen
to set into one channel, at any one time, there appeared
to him institutions, public, and some private, sufficient

to assist all the people. That may be rather an exag-

geration, but certainly the immense wealth of a portion

of the English finds large investment in a fund quite dif-

ferent from the consols, railroad companies, or banking-
houses perhaps the kind of investment to which I

refer, helps those interests that are considered merely

3
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fiscal. The number of industrial institutions connected

with reformatories and refuge homes, regarded as en-

tirely private and not certified, is one hundred and

sixty-five, accommodating eight thousand nine hundred

and thirteen persons. These work by persuasion only,

or by consent or desire of parents or guardians.

In addition to these, there are certified reformatories,

and industrial schools, in like manner carried on under

private management, but under obligation to the State

in regard to young people who are likely to become

offenders against the law. These certified reformato-

ries number seventy-two, and they accommodate six

thousand three hundred and thirteen persons, costing

the Government ,136,135, or about $680,675. While

the certified industrial schools in England and Scotland

number eighty-two, costing the State ,138,407, or

$692,035.

So many of these reformatories, refuges, homes,

receptions, &c., &c., have been visited or explained,

that it seems difficult to give any just idea of the par-

ticular usefulness of any one, without confounding
merits and capabilities that may be special to another.

One institution seems to have a claim upon particular

notice, on account of its position, the character of its

inmates, and the wonderful success of the efforts at

establishing and conducting it. I allude to the institu-

tion in Ann Street, Liverpool, known as the
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REFUGE AND NIGHT ASYLUM OF DESTITUTE HOMELESS

BOYS.

To understand the usefulness of this Institution, one

must know something of the class from which it derives

its inmates not merely the age of the boys admitted

and discharged, but the condition, social and moral, of

the lads and of their parents if indeed they have any

parents, as they are mostly of the class of boys denomi-

nated "
nobody's children," waifs in the street, and

along the Docks of Liverpool, the Arabs of a commer-

cial desert.

Liverpool is the rejugium I will not say peccatorium
but the refuge of the miserable, unfortunate and

vicious from Ireland driven from their native land by
causes that need not now be referred to and seeking
labor wherever it presents itself, with no habits of

economy, and little sense of domestic comfort.

Thousands who leave Ireland with an intention of

getting to America, are stopped at Liverpool for want

of means to pay their passage across the Atlantic, and

these, with many other thousands, constitute a sort of

population in that great metropolis, that is more than

happy if day by day it can earn its daily bread. These

people become parents of children that seem to have had

little sense of their capabilities of good, and yet were

able to press upon the minds of others their capabilities

of immense evil. Wild, ignorant at once of custom

and decency, they became a nuisance, and while their

hands were against the loose property of every citizen,

the hands and tongue of every citizen were against
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them. Amidst denunciations of such children, with dis-

like of them in essc, and fearful apprehension of them,

in posse, the Rev. James Nugent, a Roman Catholic cler-

gyman, conceived the idea of saving the boys to society,

and saving society from the evils of those boys. Be-

lieving that he could accomplish much, Mr. Nugent
knew it was his duty to attempt it, and he gathered a

few of these untaught, unclad Arabs, children of

nobody, with only the claim of common humanity, and

the fact that their parents were or had been of his

creed, and began the work of decency, religious,

moral education.

The Government of the country knew the condition

of this class, and gladly encouraged the work of Mr.

Nugent. He gathered them in time into a large House,

used formerly by the Circuit Judges of the nation as

their lodging in Liverpool ;
it had many rooms and spa-

cious gardens. The hands of Mr. Nugent were

strengthened by the contributions, on the part of the

Government, of three shillings per week for the small

boys, and five shillings for each lad over eight years of

age.

Teachers of the Order of " the Christian Brothers"

were employed, and the institution rose into public con-

fidence and public approval, so that now no institution

in Liverpool is more popular than the "
Boys' Refuge,"

and no man more respected than its founder and

director, Rev. James Nugent. I visited this Refuge
and examined it carefully because it was a pattern

institution, not only from the peculiarly squalid con-

dition in which the director found those whom he made
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its inmates, but from the wonderful, almost miraculous

results of his labor in their behalf.

When I visited the institution the work of education

was going on, from the primary washing of the newly-
received lad (really it looked as if the ablution was to

him a primary washing) going on from that effusion

or immersion, which was the initiatory ceremony of the

neophyte, to the highest lessons in algebra. Every

step in education to the point mentioned, viz., the

higher branches of arithmetic, was taken in that school,

and religious instruction constituted a part of the regu-
lar exercises of the children.

I have already spoken of the, music taught there. It

is proper to distinguish between musical exercises and

musical instruction. Almost all young folks contrive

to sing songs and hymns, and some to beat a piano
or worry a violin but very few are taught music as a

science. The lads of this school nearly all sing, and

more than fifty play on some musical instrument, and

all who pretend to take part in the musical exercises,

whether vocal or instrumental, read music with facility,

and understand what they read. The thoroughness
that distinguishes the musical instruction in this Re-

formatory is a characteristic of the teachings of the

Brothers who administer the affairs of this institution ;

and the black-board, the copy book, and the demon-

strations of the class-rooms show that what is taught is

well learned, and that the teachers are conscientious

and try to impart that great quality to their pupils.

But reading, writing, arithmetic are not enough.
These boys are taught trades, shoemaking, tailoring.
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basket work and the manufacture of small articles for

sale at the shops; but I was specially struck with the

appearance of a printing office. Here the boys had

been taught to set type and " make up
"
pages of mat-

ter
;
and discovering a large new press in the cellar, I

learned that the art of printing was really practised

there. One publisher of a newspaper in Liverpool

has his paper printed in that Reformatory.
" Case

work
" and "

presswork
"

all done by these lads, and

done well.

Now let it be understood that these are not children

who \\avefallen into poverty not those whose parents

have seen better days not those in whose memory
still lingers the relish of home decencies and home

enjoyments ;
their parents were always down, they

never knew good days, and in these stray ones there

could be no memory, because there was never a relish,

of decency or comfort. In this country children who
have lost one parent are called half orphans but these

boys were whole orphans both father and mother

were alive, lessening the chances of any good in the

boy, by vice and squalor in their homes to which

homes, however, the children seldom resort. These

boys had occupied odd corners in narrow streets, or

between casks and bales on the wharf, and had as little

compunction in appropriating to their own use any
article which came in their way as have their companions,

the wharf rats, in supplying themselves with a break-

fast from the merchant's cheese-box.

While I was listening to some explanation, an officer

brought in a boy who was to be made a recipient of
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the benefits of the place. The lad, about ten years of

age, seemed to look at the scene before him with a sort

of stupor. His hair, which would defy the strongest
hand to force through it a comb, looked like a Mexican

chapperal ;
his face may have had a good or a bad

expression, but all expression was denied to the fea-

tures by the superabundance of dirt that had by some

means adhered to the cheeks and chin. The rest of

his skin for though he wore what had once been

called clothing, yet so little of their original shape had

been left, that trowsers and jacket (there was neither

hat, shirt nor shoes) were reduced to a few square
inches of rags the rest of his skin seemed to be on

general exhibition, and mind and body were incrusted

with the dirt and stolidity of a wretched vagrant exist-

ence. And yet nine-tenths of the boys of that Refor-

matory had come into the care of the institution in a

mental and physical destitution and squalor equal to

that exhibited by this newly admitted member, and

more than nine-tenths of those boys exhibited ingenuity,

industry and thought, learning, manners and morals

that would grace the boys of our High School.

This Reformatory is now so well established, has

such support from the Government, and so much of

the confidence of the public, that the only difficulty now
felt is to dispose of the graduates to find employ-
ment for them. Mr. Nugent has visited this country
with a view of placing some of the older boys here or

in Canada ; so that though they are nobody's children,

they may be, at least, somebody's fellow citizens.

Though this Reformatory is entirely Catholic in its
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discipline and teachings, yet no one applying is denied,

and especially are the doors open at night for any little

vagrant that has failed during the day to obtain the

means, or to use the means for procuring a piece of

bread and the price of a night's use of any straw.

The diet of this institution is wholesome and abun-

dant. Meat is had every day, and bread and coffee

are given. The dormitory was spacious, airy and filled

with clean beds, that were all occupied at night. The
"
infirmary

" was ample in size and abundant in all

appliances, excepting patients. Nobody was sick in

the establishment, and the well furnished infirmary

seemed to be a supererogatory adjunct of the institu-

tion.

The Government contributing so liberally to the

establishment and support of the Reformatory, exer-

cised the right to appoint, and discharged a duty to

maintain, an Inspector of the institution. He is a cler-

gyman of the Established Church, and is conscientious

in the discharge of the duties devolved upon him by
his appointment. The Inspector is in perfect accord

with Father Nugent, and the Christian Brothers told

me that they regarded him, the Protestant Inspector,

as one of the warmest friends of the institution. That

was gratifying to me, especially as the same good un-

derstanding seemed to obtain in most of the public

institutions where the Protestant and Catholic clergy

are brought together.

Besides the one hundred and sixty boys who are

wholly maintained in the Reformatory, there are about

thirty who come in the morning, receive instruction and
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a dinner and supper, and return to their parents at

night.

I have dwelt more upon this establishment than upon

any one of the institutions for juveniles in England,
because it has accomplished more than any other, and

because it receives a class of boys that abound in this

country, and who seem, by their utter destitution, to

escape the attention or the care of many who require

a little more "
deservings

"
to call forth their charities.

This Reformatory in Liverpool illustrates the power
of Christian philanthropy and the capabilities for good-
ness and usefulness of the lowest of our kind.

SHIP REFORMATORIES.

Liverpool and its vicinity abound in Reformatories,

all admirably managed and needing only more resorts

for those who have completed the time prescribed for

a residence therein.

Near Liverpool are the Ship Reformatories, to which

are sent lads whose condition, when found, is not unlike

that of the inmates of the Refuge which I have just

described. These are placed in the ships, and with

the ordinary education they acquire an acquaintance

with nautical life, with the duties of seamen, and are

thus disciplined to usefulness in a pursuit which is not

overcrowded.

One of these ships is specially devoted to the class
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of boys that are at the Night Refuge, not merely as to

their condition, but also as to the religious creed of

their parents. It seems to be doubtful whether the

little fellows have much knowledge of, or attachment

to, any Christian denomination. Rev. James Nugent
has also the direction of affairs on board the vessel,

and under his direction and supervision religious truths

and habits are inculcated, and the boys are trained to

the capabilities of usefulness, most of them to be of

a class that find constant employment in England in

the National or mercantile marine. These lads, like

those in the Night Refuge in Liverpool, are taken from

a condition where uselessness would be considered a

merit a condition that insures vice and crime just in

proportion to the capabilities of the lad.

PARIS PRISONS.

THE ROQUETTE.

With some American gentlemen connected with the

direction of prison affairs at home, I visited the Roquette

prison, in a part of Paris near Pere La Chaise Ceme-

tery. On application we were admitted through the

gate into the court or front yard of the building, and

a person in uniform was dispatched to inform the Di-

recteuror Governor of our presence. But as time was

precious, we plied the keeper with questions that we
had intended for his superior.
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We learned, for the keeper gave us to understand,

that there were about six - hundred prisoners in the

"Roquette," some of whom passed into other prisons,

especially to
" central

"
prisons at a distance, others

terminated short sentences there. We learned from

our informant that the rules for the management of

this Prison were like those in other places of a similar

kind in Paris, but he was not certain that these rules

were followed exactly. When we had gained about

all the information which we could get from him, it was

announced to us that the Directeur would see us. It

seems that he had been listening from his window to

the questions and answers, and was not pleased with

the want of reticence, which had so gratified us, in his

subaltern.

The great man, after a frown to his keeper, told us

that we could not be admitted without an order from

the "
Prefet"

The pavement of the "
Roquette

"
is stained with

the blood of the victims of the murderous Communists,
the blood of men of exalted situations, of exemplary

purity and of a piety that recommended them to the

fiendish vengeance of the wretches who had seized

them as hostages, and had by such a seizure and such

a motive given a sort of sanctity to their lives a sanc-

tity, however, which seemed to excite and aggravate
murderous atrocities.

I do not know that these terrible events which dis-

tinguished the "
Roquette

"
during the recent triumph

of disorder in Paris, have made the Prison any worse

than it was before, nor that the atrocities committed
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therein owed any of their excesses to the habits of the

officers, but one sometimes connects bad manners with

the fame of bad morals.

Undoubtedly the Dtrecfeterofihe "
Roquette" has a right

to refuse admittance to any visitor who should present
himself without a permit from the Prefet, but in Paris,

and in various parts of England, the refusal, if offered,

was always in a tone that seemed to lessen disappoint-

ment. And as he kept turning over his papers while

he was talking to us in French, I let him know that my
companions did not understand a word he said, though

they perfectly comprehended his discourteous manner.

I said that we did not now need admittance, as we had

learned from the Sub-Directeur all that we wanted to

know about the administration of the place, so that I

would save him any trouble to speak about it, and

save myself and my companions from any longer ap-

pearing as intruders. The Directeur was less pleased
with my answer than he was with our departure with-

out ceremony.
It was rather an unpleasant occurrence that, after the

very disagreeable passage with the Directeur of this

bad prison, when we crossed the court-yard to leave

the premises, we found both doors of egress and the

grand gate fastened, and the warder or turnkey was

unable to open them with the passe-partout, or general

key with which he was furnished. This detained us

nearly half an hour, till the official keys were obtained.

We concluded that there were some grave excep-
tions to the general rule of French courtesy, but so far

as our own experience extended, those exceptions were
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confined to that prison of Paris which bears the worst

character of any in modern France, and in which hor-

rors have lately been perpetrated that exceed in

atrocity those of the Temple, in olden times.

i

PRISON DE LA SANTE.

After some considerable delay and some plain speak-

ing, I procured from the office of the Prefet a permit to

enter the Prison De La Sante, situated on the extreme

outside of the eastern quartier of Paris. The permit
bore upon it directions for allowing the investigation to

be thorough, and a request that all attention be given
to me and my companion, General Pilsbury, the war-

den of the great prison in Albany (N. Y). This little

extra kindness may have been gained by the little extra

rudeness in delaying its grant.

We then drove to the prison De La Sante, where we
were received by the sub-officer and conducted to the

office of the Directeur, the warden, or superintendent
as we call those officers.

He is an amiable, agreeable gentleman, of pleasant

manners, and seems to understand the duties of his

place. After the usual examination of our permit, he

desired us to sit a moment while he attended to some

little matters which, as they concerned the convenience

of individual prisoners, we should see required his im-

mediate attention.

The Directeur spoke no English, so I had to watch,

and listen, and translate.

When the demands of these prisoners had been
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made known by themselves, and the Directeurs judg-

ment was given, that gentleman announced himself

ready and willing to serve us in any way in his power,

and he recommended that we should propound ques-

tions to him, and he would answer them fully, and

then he would conduct us over the whole institution.

The walls of the prison must enclose an area much

larger than that within the walls of the Eastern Peni-

tentiary of Pennsylvania. The outer walls and those

inside serving as partitions, were made of a sort of con-

glomerate stone, that was, I presume, artificial.

The whole cost of the grounds and building was

eight millions of francs, about $1,600,000, and would

probably cost more than twice as much now in France,

and three times as much in Philadelphia.

The full quota of convicts in the prison is one thou-

sand
;
at present there are eleven hundred, the excess

coming probably from the recent political troubles.

One-half of the regular prisoners were held in

cellular confinement, that is, in what we call Separate
Confinement to see and converse with religious and

moral teachers, with the officers of the prison, and with

their friends at fixed periods, but not with any other

prisoner. There were five hundred cells, and every
one was of course occupied.

The other half of the prisoners were held in Congre-

gate Confinement that is, to labor in divisions during
the day, and to be placed in separate cells at night.

How the one hundred extra fared I could not learn,

but I know they were put to work.

Here there appeared to be a trial, side by side, of the
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two systems though I do not think that the Separate

System could be wholly and perfectly developed, and

produce all of which it is capable, in an institution not

exclusively devoted to Separate Confinement.

I asked as to the kind of punishment used in the

prison for prison offences, and I learned that for any
considerable violation of the rules of the prison, the

offender had to undergo close confinement in a dark

cell, with some reduction in his allowance of food,

rather in kind than in amount. On looking into the

department in which these punishment cells are placed,

I found them about six by ten feet, well ventilated, with

a bed frame and a good, hard board for a bed. Water

and conveniences were in the cell.

The whip is never applied to an offending prisoner,

nor is any one allowed to apply opprobrious epithets

to him. His punishment is the dark cell and short

commons all beyond that, by any one, is against the

rule. The effect of this mode of treating an offender

is excellent the mode itself is a part of the great sys-

tem of the place, and shows that the administration of

the prison includes the convicts in the list of human

beings.

On putting the question to the Directeur,
" which sys-

tem of imprisonment do you think best the separate

or the congregate," he intimated his strong preference

for the separate.
"
But," said I,

" which do the prisoners prefer ?"

"That depends," said the Directeur, "on the charac-

ter, mental and physical, of the prisoner, and especially
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is the choice influenced by the intention of the convict

with regard to the future of his life."

The Directeur then admitted to his presence a young
man of good appearance, who came to beg that he

might be allowed to pass from the Congregate to the

Separate Confinement. He said that he could not do

his work as well with others, as he could alone. He
could not profit by instruction, and he was disturbed by
the conduct and conversation of his companions. His

prayer was granted.

The other prisoner who was admitted, desired to be

removed from the separate to the congregate depart-

ment; he was a stolid, heavy looking fellow, nearly

deaf, and seemingly a good candidate for an idiot's

asylum. His request was granted. He could do very
little harm in prison, and receive very little good
there or any where else.

Some of the convicts of this prison are, after a year
of service, sent to what are called the Central Prisons,

in the interior of the Empire beg pardon the interior

of the Republic.

With these and other preliminary explanations, the

Directeur, accompanied by one of his officers, conducted

us through the establishment, explaining every part and

its use.

SEPARATE CONFINEMENT.

We were taken first to the division appropriated to

the five hundred prisoners condemned to cellular, or

Separate Confinement. Here, radiating from a com-

mon centre, were five hundred cells. These cells were
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about seven by ten feet, with about ten feet in the walls.

In each was one prisoner, at work. Of course we did

not see all but those whose doors were opened to us,

were good-looking men, mostly French. Some were

filing certain metals door handles others were turn-

ing with a lathe, brass, silver, and ivory and the work

they had completed seemed to be satisfactory.

One of these convicts, who was finishing some brass

work, had, at his own request, been transferred from

the congregate to the separate side, and when asked

why he chose that comparative solitude, he said that

"
it was impossible to labor with the others without

sharing in their conversation, and finally in their ideas.

In his cell he could work quite as well as in congre-

gate, and he could think'' I had some little conversa-

tion with him, but fearing to violate any rule, I did not

say to him all I wished, though I was not hindered.

These five hundred cells were amply provided with

water and conveniences. The air was admitted through

apertures in the wall. Ventilation was from the bottom

of the cell, and in the upper rear part of the cell there

was a large semi-circular glass window, which was

partly opened. The walls were smooth, and the floor

of these cells was made of what is called marquette

work, that is, small pieces of hard walnut wood, which

seem much preferable to brick for endurance, or to

ordinary plank for neatness and comfort.

There were no gratings to the doors of the cells. A
narrow plank door, with a small wicket closed the cell.

The lock and bolts and means of communication were

all of the nicest work a,nd appealed ornamental.

4
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Keepers were always in the corridor, so that an in-

mate of the cell could at once communicate with them

if necessary.

Having spoken to two or three of these isolated

prisoners, I put to the Directeur the following questions :

" Have these men no other exercise than that which

comes from their labor in their cells ?"

"
Certainly they have, and I will soon show to you

yards in which the separate prisoner has his walk, and

converses with his keeper if he desires to; and also

where the congregates take exercise."
" What is the effect of this Separate Confinement on

the health, mental and physical of the prisoner ? Does

it produce physical disease, or insanity or idiocy ?"

He answered,
"

I have looked carefully to that mat-

ter, and I am free to say, that I have never seen any ill

effects, mental or physical, resulting to the convict from

Separate Confinement."

WORSHIP.

We were then taken to the centre from which these

five hundred cells radiated
; there was an elevated

platform, upon which was placed an altar with candle-

sticks, &c., such as are usually seen upon an altar in a

small Roman Catholic Church.
"
Here," said the Directeur,

" on every Sunday and

grand religious fetes is given Mass, and a discourse is

preached the doors of all the cells open towards the

centre, and they are opened about eight inches for

Divine service, and fastened so that each prisoner can
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see and hear the priest without seeing or being seen

by another prisoner.

In the front of the altar there is a larger space be-

tween the radiations, and in that space are placed the
"
Congregate prisoners who can see and hear the priest

without seeing or being seen by the Separate prisoners.

The arrangements were admirable, more ingenious
than at our Eastern Penitentiary, because in the latter

prison there being no Mass
; only hearing is to be

provided for.

After looking with so much approval at the arrange-
ments for assuring to the Catholic prisoner the means

for religious services, I ventured to express a hope that

the Protestant convicts had not been overlooked.

We will see, said the Directeur, and as good John

Bunyan says, "he had us up into a high chamber,"

where there were a pulpit, and a series of boxes so

constructed that while each prisoner could see and hear

the preacher, he could not see any one of his fellow

worshippers. "This," said the Directeur, "is the Chapel
for the 'Separate' Protestants, and here they are assem-

bled every Sunday and great holiday to hear religious

instruction from a clergyman of their own creed, as

far as possible. And," added the Directeur, "I will

very soon show you the Chapel for the '

Congregate
'

Protestant convicts, and while on the subject of Divine

worship in the prison, I may as well finish its consider-

ation;" though in the course of our movements, the

explanation was not finished until we had spent another

hour in different parts of the establishment.
"
Here," said the Directeur as he opened a very nice
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room, furnished with a little pulpit and with a number

of comfortable seats,
" here is the Chapel for the Con-

gregate Protestant convicts. Here their clergyman
comes every Sunday and grand holiday to instruct them

according to their creed."

This seemed to me an excellent, liberal and satisfac-

tory arrangement. All the Catholics both the Sepa-
rate and Congregate had services to suit their con-

dition in prison, and all the Protestants were equally

provided for two congregations of each kind.
"
But," said I to the Directeur of these one thousand

regular prisoners, "how many Protestants are there

to make up these two congregations of '

Separates
'

and '

Congregates?'
'

"Monsieur," said the Directeur, holding up the thumb

and fingers of both hands,
" there are ten hundred

Catholics," and then extending the thumb and fingers

of his right hand, he added,
" and there are FIVE Pro-

testants."

"Five hundred?" I asked.

"Five only five persons," said, the Directeur.

"Why the difference is immense," said I.

"
Yes, but it is of the same proportion that exists

outside of the prison throughout France. About five

Protestants to one thousand Catholics. But," said the

Directeur, "here is another Chapel." And he opened a

door and a little pulpit stood in one end of a small

room, and several neat seats were placed in front, and

he pointed to an inscription over the door,
"
Chapelfor

the Israelites"

Though the two congregations of Protestants, viz :
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Separate and Congregate, were composed of only five

members, that is, if equally divided, two and a half for

each, I was glad to learn that the congregation of the

Children of Israel was even smaller than either of the

Protestant assemblies.

Only five Protestants were found in the prison, and

for these a pastor was found and as the flock was not

exactly of one mark, viz : part Congregate and part

Separate, two folds were found for them.

Only one Jew was found in the whole prison. Only
one among the eleven hundred condemned, and he

had his rabbi, he had his synagogue, and he had his

instructions.

SECULAR INSTRUCTION.

Secular instruction is given to the Congregates in a

large room provided with benches and desks, and a

regulated amount of time is devoted to the duties of

the school room.

The service is rendered individually to the "
Sepa-

rates." Almost all improve.
As my companion was not well, and needed repose,

I had to omit certain inquiries which are always inte-

resting such as to the effect of knowledge acquired in

prison. My own observations are that whatever a con-

vict acquires in prison, is more esteemed than that

which he had learned before his entrance, and was put
to larger use, whether good or bad. Women I have

found proud of the ability to read and write, which

they obtained in prison, and much disposed to consider
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the attainment as a motive and means for living

better.

The five hundred "Congregate" prisoners are kept
at some kind of work in different apartments, separated

usually by glass partitions. Shoemaking, bootmaking
and tailoring seemed to be extensively carried on.

Shoes and clothes are largely manufactured here for

the army, the police, the Gens d'armes, and for use

in the prison itself.

Shirts and drawers and other light wearables were

made also.

Those little boxes in which the manufacturers and

shop-keepers put up their small wares, and in which

the apothecaries and the patent medicine inventors en-

close their compositions, are made by the men. All

seemed to be busy.

In this department the instructed and experienced

eye of my companion detected two divergings from

what he thought was the true way the men faced

each other, and they talked some, and the floor of the

shop or apartment was cumbered with chips and cut-

tings, which the workmen made and suffered to lie

upon the floor. Here and everywhere throughout the

vast structure there were evidences of a true consider-

ation of the necessities of the occupants ;
and decency

and delicacy seemed to mark the ample conveniences

here, as they do in Paris, beyond the walls of the

prison.
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INFIRMARIES.

There were two large rooms called infirmaries, these

had twice the number of beds necessary for the sick

and injured at that time, and nurses were stationed in

numbers equal to the wants of the patients. Resident

physicians and apothecaries were provided, and the
"
Pharmacy" was a very handsome apothecary estab-

lishment, requiring help, which was drawn from the

congregate convicts, who were very serviceable, and

made use of their acquirements, it is said, when released.

Unfortunately, I think, Napoleon the First, in his zeal

for French, ordered all physicians' prescriptions to be

written in French but he did not order them to be

written legibly, and perhaps that answers as well as if

Latin was permitted. In the apothecary shop, well-

gilded bottles, and neat, handsome pots, for unguents,

ornamented the shelves but the bottles were marked

eau instead of aqua and the fine mystification of Latin

abbreviations yielded to the simple French.

I noticed on the benches, near the door, a double

row of earthen jugs, or amphora marked "absinth,

vin" that is
" wormwood, wine."

I asked the Directeur whether these were prescribed

by the physician.
"
Yes," said he " when he wishes to build the prison-

ers up, so as to be able to go out"

"Why," said I, "these are the very things that bring

in our prisoners."

The Directeur smiled, and said that very few of his

prisoners owed their imprisonment to drunkenness.
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Wine is the common drink of the people, but the drink

is seldom excessive and if the water were more plen-

tiful and better, perhaps less wine would be drunk. It

is also probable that if the wine were better, more of it

would be drunk.

Temperance, however, is the general rule of the city

and the country, though those who are able by per-

sonal observation to compare the present with the past,

are compelled to admit that many of the working class

have substituted rhum for sour wine, and many of the

wealthier class have passed from the cooling claret to

the sparkling and exciting champagne and from the

eau fraise of the spring, to the eau de vie of the distil-

lery. Crime against the person seems to multiply, and

suppressed rebellions and convicted communism have

done their share in the work.

Prisons are crowded in the United States, and the

keepers declare and the victims admit, that, but for in-

toxicating drinks, four-fifths of the convicts might have

been at liberty, without the disgrace of having been

imprisoned.

The prisons of France are crowded, and the keepers
admit and the convicts declare that intoxication had

nothing to do with crime, and that there is no relation

between intemperance and imprisonment.
Where shall we search, then, for that cause which

produces in all countries such effects ?

"If it were not for the established distinctions of

society, which ensures wealth to one small class, and

condemns to poverty, real or comparative, another

and a large class," says the English chartist,
" we should
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have little crime and few prisoners." And the English

prisons are filled.

"If it were not for the oppression of a hard and self-

established government, that sustains itself by military

force," said the French patriots, "we should not have

to mourn so many of our compatriots who languish in

prison." And the French prisons are full.

"If it were not for the obstinacy of the Bourbons,"

said the people of Naples,
" that persist in withholding

encouragement to enterprise, and thus keeping back

demand and reward for labor, our prisons would not

be crowded as they now are, with men capable of labor

and willing to toil." And the Neapolitan prisons were

crowded.

In the United States there is no established aristoc-

racy to prevent the exchange of wealth, and thus

restrain effort. In the United States there is no mili-

tary power to crush the spirit of the people. In the

United States no Bourbon incubus sits upon the people
to repress enterprise, and thus repress labor and for-

bid its reward. And yet the prisons of the United

States are crowded with convicts.

There is an explication of this apparent mystery, but

it is not here and now that such an explication will be

attempted.

It is perhaps not quite enough to say that man's

heart is evil, and that that evil finds expression in the

mode that most readily presents itself and that various

countries produce various criminals all producing

many, who vary only in the circumstances which call

into exercise their bad qualities.
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The question, however, is one of vital importance in

social science.

It would appear from the kinds of industry that were

practised in this prison, De la Sante, that in our own

country the whole resorts had not been exhausted, for

the introduction of the turning lathe into the "
Sepa-

rate" cell, indicates an enlarged means of employment

not, perhaps, profitable to the establishment at first,

but good for the prisoner, and ultimately advantageous
to the prison.

There was on the ground floor a depository for meat,

and near it a room filled with green vegetables, carrots,

cabbages, &c., while "
dry vegetables," as they were

denominated rice, potatoes, and the like, were placed
in an upper room.

In one room on the rez-de-chaussee (the ground floor),

there were placed two large, black, marble slabs, with

channels near the edges these were for the dead. In

the next room was a white marble slab, elevated a few

feet, for the purpose of autopsy.

Even the dead are provided for and made useful.

There seemed to be no disposition on the part of the

officer of the prison to conceal anything from us, or to

prevent our conversation with the prisoners.

The time which was before us allowed of little talk-

ing. We, however, could judge of the character of the

discipline of the place by the manners of the Chief, his

officers, and the prisoners. In England, wherever I

visited, I saw tokens of an old-fashioned military harsh-

ness, that did not please me did not correspond with

my ideas of the relations between prisoners and their
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guardians did not look as if reformation of the crimi-

nal and his restoration to society were points of much
consideration in the prison they did not seem to enter

into the calculation of those who formed or those who

administered, the rules of the place nor into the inten-

tions of the prisoners themselves. There was a stern-

ness which constantly reminded the convict of his con-

dition, and there was a lack of all appearance of sym-

pathy on the part of the authorities, that experience
shows to be necessary to good, moral influences, nor

was that all, it was not alone the cold bearing of the

keeper to the prisoner that distinguished the govern-
ment of English prisons, but it was the almost menial

subserviency of each inferior officer to his superior. A
concatenation of mean oppression downward, and of

restrained dislike upward. Of course there were ex-

ceptions to this statement.

In Paris, while the prisoner received with apparent
thankfulness the direction and instruction, always given
in a kind tone, of the keeper directly over him, each

keeper, of all ranks, seemed to illustrate the idea of co-

operative and reciprocal courtesy, and when the Direc-

teur (that is, the warden, or governor), of the prison

came among his numerous subordinates, there was no

rushing to the wall, with hands elevated to the eyes,

as if to shade them from the effulgence of superior

place and power, and answering with bated breath

questions curtly put. No man seemed to shrink into

the wall or into himself, as if to show that he wor-

shipped, as they did in old Nineveh, the bad spirit, to

propitiate his terrible power.
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When we commenced our inquiries relative to the

discipline of this prison, I have already stated that the

Directeur remarked that not only was there no corporal

punishment that is, no application of the whip but

that no harsh language, no opprobrious epithets were

used towards convicts, and as we passed along from

group to group of the congregate prisoners, I noticed

with pleasure that the Directeur saw in his unhappy

prisoners human beings, who had not been ignorant of

the courtesies of life, though they had violated its laws

and proprieties ;
while they had learned that though

he was their Directeur, he was also their friend. And
as he turned towards a number engaged in work, they

arose and bowed to him with the general salutation,

"Bon jour, Monsieur le Directeur" while he, with true

Christian condescension, replied "comment se va-t-il?

How does all go with you ?"

The words were made most expressive by the man-

ner in which they were spoken on both sides, and I

was reminded of that beautiful passage in the second

chapter of the Book of Ruth. Boaz is said to have

been " a mighty man of wealth," and it is added,
" and

behold, Boaz came from Bethlehem, and said unto his

reapers,
' The Lord be with you.' And they answered

him,
' the Lord bless thee.'

'

On entering into conversation with the Directeur of

the Prison when I presented my "
permit

"
from the

Prefet, we talked of systems. I told him that my ac-

quaintance with prisons had led me to the preference

of one particular system above all others that I had

known or read of, and that that preference was con-
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firmed and strengthened by what I had heard in

speeches in the recent Congress in London what I

had seen in the English prisons, and especially what I

had gathered in private conversation with gentlemen
who took an interest in penitentiary affairs but I had

to repeat to him what I had often said to, and written

for, others, viz : that while a good system is necessary
to the accomplishment of all the purposes of imprison-

ment, and the fulfillment of all the wishes of the phi-

lanthropist, that good system would have to yield to a

less wise system if that were administered with more

care, ability and devotion than could be brought to aid

the less desirable system. It is the administration that

secures the best fruits.

When we were taking leave of this courteous Direc-

teur, he turned as if to learn what, on the whole, we

thought of his great prison of eleven hundred convicts.

"You will call to mind," I said, "Jlf. Directeur, what

I remarked, when I was about to visit your Prison, rela-

tive to the importance of administration over system.

In the Prison De la Sante you have not combined, but

used two systems, that of the Congregate (by day) and

that of the Separate at all times. You have done ad-

mirably. By the Separate System you have learned

that a better class of men, while they desire to be better,

desire to become subjects of the separate discipline,

and you have seen and declared that it is easier to

improve these men by this system than it would have

been by the congregate mode. They are more easily

influenced in both opinion and conduct."

"You have shown to us that a lower order of mind
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seeks, when it can have a chance, the '

Congregate
'

part

of your prison, and our observation satisfies us that the

utmost care of your subordinates does not prevent
verbal intercourse, and, therefore, with such a class no

benefit certainly can come from companionship."
"Their industry may diminish something of the cost

of their maintenance, but that industry is kept up by
that strict surveillance which allows of no affection for

the toil, and, therefore, insures no dependence upon
the art or trade when the sentence shall have been

completed. Your good administration, even of that de-

partment, has been productive of temporary good, but

your better administration of the Separate System has

been productive of permanent benefit to the individual

and to society. It is the good administration of the best

system that shows the vast capabilities of that mode of

dealing with convicts. It is your administration of the

least valuable, the Congregate System, that shows your
abilities to give respectability, at least, to such an im-

perfect arrangement."

THE ACTION OF THE CONGRESS FURTHER PRESENTED AND
ILLUSTRATED BY RELATION TO THE PRISONS AND

REFORMATORIES VISITED.

Having interrupted the statements relative to the

Congress and its proceedings with a statement of what

I saw and heard in Prisons and Reformatories in

England and France, I return to the proceedings of the
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Congress, and present some of the leading questions

discussed, with results, and especially with comments

upon points that most nearly touch the institutions of

our country, their administration and their deficiency,

and especially do I dwell upon the Penitentiary Sys-
tem that distinguishes Eastern Pennsylvania, and which

seems to receive the approval of all Europe, as either

a whole or an essential part of penitentiary policy, and

it seemed to be generally conceded that the more ex-

tensive its adoption, and the more thorough its admin-

istration, the more fully the great ends of Penitentiaries

were obtained
;
and the presentation of the results of

visits to the Prisons and Reformatories enables me to

present more satisfactorily my views, strengthened or

improved by the discussions of the Congress.

SYSTEMS.

The proceedings of the Congress will be published

in extenso, and a volume of more than a thousand

pages will scarcely contain the record. Especially will

the various theses of the members swell the book. The

discussions will be interesting, as they touch the philo-

sophy of prison system and prison discipline, and will

arrest and reward the attention of all who feel an inte-

rest in this branch of Social Science. For these parti-

cular things I refer the Society to the volume, which

will appear, I suppose, early next spring (not before
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that, I think). Meantime, some of the points that were

discussed by the Congress, and which most interest the

Society, I shall notice more at large than others. Among
these are the importance and means of reforming the pri-

soner, and the amount of reformation secured or attain-

able. These are means, and the end of prison discipline

as professed by our Society. And I shall include in

these considerations, not merely what the Congress

heard, but what I saw in my examination of Prisons

and Reformatories in Europe, and what impression I

received from interesting conversation with persons
of both sexes who felt a deep interest in the question

of prison discipline and its results. First then of

systems.

THE SEPARATE SYSTEM.

To this I give great importance and first position ire

the discussion of means, because all prison discipline

must be accommodated to the system which is to> be

administered, and hence it is of the first importance to

fix upon the system, whether Separate, Congregate or

Mixed.

This movement for National and International Con-

gresses will, of necessity, bring into discussion,, and

force to decision, some elements of prison discipline

that have hitherto been left less in abeyance than in

unsatisfactory use. Some of them have entered into

the System of Prison or Penitentiary Government, and
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have by the ability and devotion of those who officially

or voluntarily directed them, been eminently useful,

while the same elements have, in other places, been

brought into discredit and allowed to drop into disuse by
the ignorance or idleness of those entrusted with their

direction. And it was an unfortunate part of the ex-

hibition of this Congress that those who had failed in

administering a good system were more able to de-

nounce what they could not comprehend, or by false

views or utter incompetency had failed to conduct with

success, than they were to defend, an unsystematized
direction of a penal establishment. The great ques-
tion upon which the public mind is divided, viz : whether

convicts should be kept separate from each other during
their imprisonment, or whether they should be allowed

to associate in their labor or their amusement, occupied
the attention of Congress, but did not receive that full,

perfect investigation to which its importance entitled it.

No question before the Congress no question touch-

ing prison discipline before the world, is of greater

magnitude than this because upon its settlement rests

almost all the questions of prison regulations that

occupied that Congress and divide the views of peno-

logists generally.

Grades and classification of prisoners were dwelt on

as important to the government of Penitentiaries, and

no less important to the attempts to improve the pris-

oner. This question and many others would be at once

solved if it were understood that no one prisoner

should associate with another during the continuance of

imprisonment; and it may be said that such a separa-

5
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tion in prison is almost the only means of preventing

association of the same persons after their discharge.

This question of Separate Confinement, however,

occupied the attention of the Congress, and was dealt

with directly. The representatives from the eastern

portion of this State presented the question in the light

in which they saw it, and dwelt upon the advantage to

the prisoner of a separation from other convicts. This

view found an antagonism in some who would conceal

a failure by passing the blame from the instrument to

the system.

Separate Confinement as a part of the sentence was

advocated in a manly way by those who believed that

the Irish system was preferable.

But it may be mentioned here, that while much ear-

nestness and sincerity were evinced in the arguments
of those who advocated the Congregate System, wholly
or in part, it was evident that many of them felt and

admitted the force of the argument in favor of the

Separate System. The objections that were seriously

urged being those that relate to the effect of confine-

ment upon the prisoner, and those that relate to the

greater value of the labor, I mean, of course, the greater

profits upon the labor of Congregate prisoners. Both

of these objections, we know by experience, are easily

removed, and it was felt that nothing but a little expe-
rience was wanting, with time, to insure to the cause of

the Pennsylvania system, the suffrages of many of the

delegates to that Congress, who, having an hereditary

attachment to the old systems, are as yet unprepared
to give full efficacy to the irresistible appeals which the
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Separate System makes to their judgment not quite

prepared to let go the Congregate for the Separate,

especially while those they represent have not had the

advantage of the same arguments which have, in some

measure, influenced the Representatives' minds.

But while it was remarked that the friends of the

Congregate System felt and were yielding to the argu-

ments used by the advocates of the Separate System,
it was no less evident that the experience of the advo-

cates of the Separate System was so much in favor of

that kind of discipline, that Representatives from vari-

ous countries in Europe Belgium, Germany, Bavaria,

and partly of France refused to be influenced by
a vote of Congress that might favor any system not en-

tirely of the Separate kind and expressed their deter-

mination to urge upon their respective countries a con-

tinuance of that system where it had been adopted,

and an adoption thereof where other systems had

prevailed.

The growing favor for the Separate System may be

inferred from the fact presented by the author of a

small pamphlet that carefully sets forth in a condensed

form the character of the Congress and its results, viz. :

" that after discussing the question of System, and hear-

"
ing all that was said on each side," the Representatives

"of Belgium, Eastern Pennsylvania, Holland, Baden,
"
Bavaria, Wurtemburg, Saxony, and some of those of

" France and Prussia, supported the views of the supe-
"
riority of separation. And these generally intimated

" their fixed resolve to maintain the System, whether
" endorsed by the Congress or not. So strong was
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"this determination, that although a certain English
"
party appeared inclined to press for a different conclu-

"
sion, the question was left open by Congress."

It may be asked here, why there is such a growing
sentiment in England and in this country in favor of

what is called the Irish System a system so denomi-

nated not because invented in that country, but because

it has been applied in that country, and in that country

alone.

The answer to such a question must be three-fold.

In the first place, its paternity shed upon it a lustre

that attracted to it attention. The Right Honorable

Sir Walter Crofton, a native and resident of England,

conceived the idea and assisted to develop it, where

it could be made practical. The system there should

be honored with the name of CROFTON.

In the second place, the system of prison discipline

had been so bad in Ireland, or the management of

prisons in Ireland had been so without system, that any

plan that really systematized the administration, was a

great advance in the work, and produced benefits so

much superior to any which had resulted from the gaols

and penitentiaries before, that it was not strange that

those who desired to see something good in prisons

should think that such an advance was the ultima thule

of penitentiary requirement.
And thirdly, let it be said that the Crofton plan is

really a good system ; it has in it the elements of entire

success. Those elements need augmentation in some

points, and distribution in all. But the system bears

with it the impress of a master mind, that took in the
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wants of society, the deservings of the offender, and

many of the means of supplying those wants, and

securing the deservings. No man more than Sir

Walter Crofton has studied the question of prison dis-

cipline, and had he fully comprehended the entire adap-
tation of the Pennsylvania system to the whole require-

ment of prison discipline, which at the same time pun-
ishes the felon and improves him, and when he should

be sent forth to the world, would fix* the benefits and

rewards, and the character of that improvement, by

saving the discharged convict from the almost certain

disturbance and frequently the ruin that follows his

contact abroad with his fellow-tenant of the peniten-

tiary. Against that terrible evil the Crofton System
does not apply safeguards, that were to make it

perfect.

Andfifthly, the Crofton System owes a portion of its

popularity, and may, hereafter, in some other countries,

owe its adoption to the admirable administration which

has distinguished it, ever since its first trial in Ireland.

There, lies the secret of effect upon the minds of those

who have read of its administration, and of those who
have witnessed its workings in its different departments.

The system is carried out in all its details. Those to

whom is committed the direction, and those who labor

even in the lowest ranks of the officers or employees,

are conscientious in themselves, or are kept up to their

work by the conscientiousness of their superiors.

Much machinery is kept in operation to complete the

work of this system, and good results from it.

Little machinery is required in the Pennsylvania Sys-
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tern, and constant, abundant good results from its ad-

mirable administration.

The following replies to a certain question pro-

pounded for the Congress show how the Cellular or

Separate System is practised in Prussia, and what are

its positive and comparative fruits. The writer says :

"The Separate System, that is to say, not only in

"
keeping the prisoners entirely apart from each other,

" but also in keeping them constantly at some work
" suited to their aptitude, and causing them to participate
"
in the instruction, and to be present at the religious

"
services, procuring for them choice reading, and having

" them visited regularly by those who have the care of
" the cells, the clergyman, the physician and the teacher,

"has produced the most favorable results, as much
"
upon the mind and the body of the prisoner, as in all

" that regards their conduct as prisoners, and the pro-
" ductions of their labor."

" Let us add, that in Prussia there has been no signs
"of the inconveniences and bad results which are
"
charged upon the Separate System by those who have

"
presented themselves as its adversaries.
" There are found among these inmates of the Sepa-

" rate Cells, none of those remarkable phenomena,
" such as mental trouble, derangement and depression
" of the spirits, suicide, physical weakness, vices against
" nature. Their appearance, where found, is less and
"
daily more rare.

" The appearance of these prisoners is healthful, and
" there is rarely found among them those stolid faces
" that are so numerous in other prisons. They generally
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"love labor, follow the instructions and the sermon
" with more attention than the other kind of prisoners,
" and enjoy the visits of their friends. The infractions
" of the discipline and the punishments that result
" therefrom are comparatively rare among these Sepa-
" rate prisoners. As to any grave offences, none have
" been registered for many years."

Such is the opinion of those who have had an op-

portunity to try both systems, and such seems to be

the opinion of all who have had experience in the

administration of the Separate and the Congregate

plans experience, with knowledge to direct and ap-

plication to insure the best results, and especially with

singleness of purpose. Those who make the answer

relative to the Prussian System have full experience of

the positive and the comparative merits of the two

modes. In one of their answers they allude to

what is called a Mixed System, which is applauded

by some, but of the merit thereof they have no know-

ledge.

Such, also, it will be seen is the opinion of the Direc-

teur of the Prison De la Sante, in Paris, which will be

found expressed in the extended account given of a

visit to that large and well conducted Prison, in which

the two systems are carried on at the same time. Five

hundred prisoners being in Cellular Confinement con-

stantly, and five hundred being Congregates by day
and Cellular at night.

In Prussia, the prisons contain twenty-six thousand

five hundred prisoners. Forty-seven prisons are pro-

vided with cells for Cellular or Separate Confinement
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by day and night. These contain two thousand two

hundred and forty-seven cells.

There is only one prison which is exclusively reserved

for the complete execution of the "Separate System,"
while in the other forty-six prisons both systems, Cel-

lular and Congregate, are practised in each.

In reply to the question, "What are the results ob-

tained by the two systems ?" It is said :

" From expe-
" rience had, especially in Prussia, it is scarcely possible,

"all things considered, to doubt that the number of

"recedives (repeated convictions) among the convicts is

" lessened where they have previously undergone their

"
punishment in

'

Separate Confinement.' And while
"
advantages of this kind are recognized, there is reason

" to believe that they would not have been obtained
" under the '

Congregate System.'
"

In Speaking of the advantages of the Separate over

the Congregate System in the treatment of convicts

who have been led by their passions to commit felo-

nies that lead them to prison, the German report

says :

"
It is incontestable that a great number of crimi-

" nals of that character submitted to the Separate
"
Regime have been restored to society completely

"
changed and corrected."
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FREEDOM OF VISITATION.

On this point I wish to offer a few words, as I think

it of vast importance, indeed, of primary importance.

When I visited a prison, I made special and close

inquiries as to the kind of moral instruction, including,

of course, religious advice, which was obtainable by
the convicts

;
who came to see them, and what privi-

leges were granted by the government, either of the

nation or the prison ;
and of such importance did I

deem this part of the subject, that I propounded ques-
tions to English, Continental and Asiatic delegates to

the Congress as to the amount and character of instruc-

tion given to the prisoners beyond those supposed to

be imparted by the official, resident or visiting clergy-

men and teachers.

I have already stated that in countries where there

is an established religion, there, a clergyman is a part

of the staff of the chief officers of the prison, and

generally access is given to clergymen of a creed

differing from that professed by the resident minister.

So far as I could see, there was a growing liberality or

justice in this part of prison administration. But while

these religious instructors were supplied and secular

instruction was also, in some degree, provided for,

there was in most places an evident deficiency of that

direct dealing with the prisoner which brings home to

his heart what he has lost home to his conscience

what he has done, and recalls the affections of home,
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which he has outraged, and awakens in him the desire

first, and then the resolution, to redeem his losses and

re-establish his position.

Now, as in England, Scotland, Wales and Ireland,

not to speak of the Continent of Europe, there cannot,

as compared with our own State of Pennsylvania, but

especially with our own city, Philadelphia, be a defi-

ciency in that self-sacrificing spirit which sends the

benevolent to the cell of the convicted felon with mes-

sages of kindness and lessons of moral improvement,
I was led to inquire for the causes of the difference

in the manifestation of the workings of that good spirit.

And I think I discovered the cause.

In almost all large prisons in Europe, not in Great

Britain and Ireland alone, but also on the Continent,

and, be it said with some hesitancy, in the United States

also, there is a great unwillingness on the part of the

officials generally, to receive visitors to the interior of

the prison, either occasionally or regularly. There are

some reasons for this exclusive feeling. One may be

the unwillingness to expose the convict to the gaze of

the unfeeling ; another may be certain ideas of the

danger of assisting in some way to escape ; another

may be the probability of disturbing for a time the

established and necessary order of the place ;
and

another may be that the authority may not like the

inconvenience of visitors perhaps they may not relish

the ventilation which is given to the interior arrange-
ment by the exposure at all times of the minor part of

the administration to those not in power.
Whether all these, or any one of them, may be re-
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ceived as causing the seclusion to which I have referred,

it is certain that the work of voluntary, regular, unre-

mitted visitation by laymen to the cells is not carried

on in England as it is by the Committee of the Prison

Society in Philadelphia. The restrictions in Great

Britain deter from the good work those who would

willingly undertake it
; while in Philadelphia the mem-

bers of the Acting Committee of the Society for Alle-

viating the Miseries of Public Prisons have, by the laws

of the State, free access at all times to all the convicts

of the public prisons in the State, and the Monthly

Reports of their labors prove that, in this city, they

make full use of that legal liberty, while their experience
shows that the principal officers of the prisons which

they visit are no longer opposed to their presence in

the gaol, their influence being altogether in favor of

order in the prison as well as of permanent improve-
ment in the prisoner.

I repeat now, that if London, with its noble army of

prison philanthropists of both sexes, with its profusion

of fiscal means, and its profuse use of those means, had

a single organization like that of the Pennsylvania So-

ciety for Alleviating the Miseries of Public Prisons, and

a law giving to the members of that Society the liberties

granted by the Pennsylvania Legislature to our mem-

bers, and if it had, what appears to me to be a sine qua
non, viz : attentive, vigilant Agents, such as the Phila-

delphia County Prison and this Society have, that city

of millions of inhabitants and of crowded gaols, would

in a few years show an improvement in the morals and

manners of the convicts, and a diminution of their
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number that would gladden the spirits of a Howard

and a Fry,

"If the freed spirit heeded aught beneath

The brightness of the new existence."

IMPROVEMENT OF PRISONERS.

While consideration was given to the great question
of construction of prisons, of the number of prisoners

in one establishment, of the mode of administration of

the systems ; Separate, Congregate, Mixed, or Progres-

sive, discipline, exercise, punishment, &c., there was

less said of the means of reformation, beyond the natu-

ral operation of the system, and its prescribed and

ordinary functionaries, than would have been heard had

not the first consideration been the detention, and the

second the employment, of prisoners.

Reformation was, of course, spoken of, especially by
those who advocated the Separate System ;

indeed it

was spoken of by some who pleaded for the Congre-

gate plan but while the former, the advocates of the

Separate, looked to the successful labor of voluntary

visitors, under particular regulations, some of the others

appeared to think that if the established chaplain

preached the Gospel to the convicts, not much else was

necessary. Whose gospel was not mentioned, nor was

particular emphasis laid on the moral or literary quali-

fications of him that was to preach it.
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The forms of Divine worship are maintained in all

the prisons of Great Britain, according to the Ritual of

the Church of England, and in Ireland, and in some

other parts of the United Kingdom, Roman Catholic

and Dissenting clergymen are paid for services

according to their respective Churches. And in

the prisons thus served, great good results from

the ministry of these clergymen. The amount of

benefit, of course, depends greatly on the zeal, know-

ledge, and constancy of the chaplain. But there, as in

this country, especially in Philadelphia, the great work

is done by voluntary prison visitors, who address them-

selves to the consciences, the interests, the mental pro-

clivity, and sometimes to the prejudices of the convict,

and always with more success, as they more and

more are found to sympathize in the early acquired

religious feelings of their auditor.

It is said that there was an almost unanimous feeling

in the Congress that more voluntary Christian visita-

tions are greatly needed in prisons generally, and espe-

cially in British prisons. The United States prisons

and those of Holland are at present far in advance of

other nations in this important respect.
" In England the opposition to facilities for voluntary

"
visitation has repeatedly arisen from a quarter whence

"
it should be least expected ;

viz . from the gaol chap-
"lains who, on mere sectarian grounds, sometimes
"
object to any other religious or moral counsels to the

" inmates than those communicated by their own indi-

" vidual efforts. The Congress was reminded that
"
many or most of the improvements in English prison
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"discipline, in modern times, have arisen through the

" exertions of voluntary and non-official visitors, as John
" Howard, Sir Folwell Buxton, Elizabeth Fry, Sarah
"
Martin, Miss Dix, Thomas Wright, and others. The

"advocates of the separation of prisoners also urged
"
thaj, in proportion as criminals are separated from the

"
companionship of their evil associates (a fundamental

"principle of their reformation), it becomes the more
" essential that they should be increasingly brought into

" contact with Christian and beneficial society. Indeed,
" the latter is the indispensable complement and adjunct
" of the Separate System. This view is prominently
"
urged by the Dutch, German, and Pennsylvanian sup-

"
porters of the Cellular System."
On Friday evening, fifth of July, the Rev. Dr. Bellows,

of New York, delivered an address before the members

of the Congress, on the life and character of Howard.

On that occasion, the Archbishop of Westminster, Dr.

Manning, presided, and when rising to put to vote a

motion of thanks to the distinguished lecturer, the Arch-

bishop made the following remarks, with reference to

the character of visitations to the prisoner, and espe-

cially of the advantages of the visitor manifesting sym-

pathy with the creed of the auditor :

"
I am glad to see a proposal has been made in this

"
Congress, not only to admit the most full and free

" action of religion upon every criminal according to the
" man's belief, but also that visitors, wisely selected,
"
having the spirit of Mrs. Fry and John Howard, shall

"be invited to enter our prisons and exercise that per-
" sonal apostleship of charity and prudence whereby,
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"
speaking face to face and alone with criminals, the

" work of their reformation may be accomplished. I

" ask for the most full and free admission of the re-

"
ligious teaching which every man conscientiously

"accepts and seeks for himself, and for this reason : If

"
you have got a perverted will to deal with, I would

"
ask, in the name of Christianity and in the name of

" common sense, whether you are likely to bring back
" that perverted will by presenting to him Christianity
"
in that form which to him is repugnant ? Is it not

" obvious you must treat that perverted will as you
" would treat a fever patient approach him according
" as he is able to bear it ? Therefore, as in the prisons
" of Belgium, we must allow the full and free ministra-
" tion of religion to every prisoner according to his

"
faith and conscience. The sum of the lecture I con-

" ceive is this that reformation can be accomplished
" now only as it was in the beginning, by the personal
"
presence and personal influence of the wise and chari-

"
table, whose working on the perverted nature of the

" criminal wins that part back again unconsciously to

"
himself; and to do this those who are most near to the

"
example of our Great Master will be the best govern-

"
ors, wardens, chaplains, and visitors of prisons. It is

"
this which gives men power over the hearts of others

;

" without this we may touch them externally, but we
" shall never change their wills."

My observation in the prisons did not confirm all

that is said in one of the above quotations relative to

the jealousy of gaol chaplains of the interfering teach-

ers of other denominations. I saw in the Cold-Bath-
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Fields Prison in the Tottenham, Westminster, female

Prison, and in the gaol in Liverpool, ample provision

for the full and separate worship of Catholics and of

Protestants, and in Liverpool I heard the Episcopal

chaplain speak in the highest terms of his colleague,

the Roman Catholic priest, in charge of a part of the

prisoners. It may be that in some parts of England
and Scotland such a jealousy exists. It will give way
as soon as the public are furnished with an opportunity
of judging of the beneficial effects of the kind of prison

teaching recommended by Archbishop Manning, and

practised in the Liverpool Borough Gaol, to the satis-

faction of visiting magistrates and the public generally.

Systems, like men, if good for anything, are more ap-

proved as they are better known, and the prejudice

which springs from a want of acquaintance, and is

strengthened by want of association, soon gives way
when a common object is found strong enough to en-

list the feelings and judgment in the use of means for

its attainment.

But my observations in European prisons, and espe-

cially my experience in this city, enable me to bear

testimony to the truth and applicability of the remark

of the Archbishop that "
in prisons we must allow the

"
full and free ministration of religion to every pri-

"
soner, according to his faith and conscience."

In this relation it may be proper to speak of some

general views of the effects of imprisonment on the

convict which were developed by conversation or by
incidental remark.

In England, as in this country, the great mass of
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people regard a prison only as a place to detain for

trial a person who is charged with a violation of the

laws, or to detain for punishment, or as a punishment,
a person who has been convicted of a violation of the

law. Prisons, with them, exist only for the safety of

the public, and the vengeance of the law. Such peo-

ple, if they do not ridicule the efforts of philanthropists

to improve the condition of the convict by reforming
his principles and aiding him to think and do right,

give no credit for the motive or the success of those

efforts. They do not seem to have any idea of the

improvement of a prisoner.

That improvement seemed to them of such doubtful

possibility as to cause a smile when any argument was

built upon that hope or end in the debates in the Con-

gress. Instances were given of the good effects of

certain treatment, but all such statements, and the

arguments founded on them, were smiled at as the

visions of enthusiasts, and only steady punishment and

hard labor were considered the true ends of conviction

and imprisonment.
While the Congress was in session, special invita-

tions were extended to the members to visit most of

the penal and reformatory institutions in the country,

and times were fixed for the reception and entertain-

ment of the visitors. Unfortunately, these interesting

points were so numerous, that necessarily several of

the appointments occurred on the same day. This

was the case with a visit to Chatham Docks, where

one thousand six hundred convicts are employed upon
the public works. A previous acceptance of an invi-

6
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tation to another institution deprived me of the pleasure
of visiting Chatham with many other members of the

Congress so I did the next best thing, I inquired of

a gentleman who had spent the day at the Docks and

made himself acquainted with the operations there.

He declared that he was astonished at the admirable

discipline of the institution, and the amount of work

which the convicts were made to do. Their health,

he said, was good.
"
But," I asked,

" about the improvement. What have

you to say to that ? because that ought to be the great

end of all penitentiary discipline."
" You are right," said he,

" and I was careful to look

after that."

" And what was the result did you learn any par-

ticulars of their improvement?"
"
Sir, these convicts have made six new docks, and

the whole harbor of Chatham has been improved."

You see that "
improvement

"
is the end and object

cherished by most who take an interest in prison regu-

lations. But what improvement and whose improve-

ment, is the question not yet settled to universal

satisfaction. To some it seems the improvement of

the State Navy Docks is the measure ;
to others, the

improvement of the State funds is the one thing need-

ful ;
to others, the improvement in the morals and

conduct of a human being seems the best use of a

prison the reformed man, the best offering to an

injured society.
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VARIOUS PRISON QUESTIONS.

Besides the important questions of system and dis-

cipline, which I have noticed in this report, and which

were ably discussed, various other subjects connected

with Penitentiaries and Reformatories were introduced

and considered. Such as

TRAINING PRISON OFFICERS.

It was thought that a careful course of subordinate

prison duty and actual practice of the discipline is the

only effectual training that can be secured. It was

also thought that prison officers should not be exclu-

sively selected from military men, nor from any single

class of the community.

CRIMINAL STATISTICS.

It was stated that ambiguous and indistinct statistics

are valueless and misleading. A committee was ap-

pointed to secure a system of international criminal

statistics.

REMUNERATIVE LABOR.

Mr. Frederick Hill read an interesting paper on

remunerative prison labor.

RESTITUTION.

Mr. Hill urged the importance of considering the
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proposition that a prisoner be made to contribute, by
his labor, to restitution of what he had done injurious

to another.

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PRISONERS.

The question as to the maximum number of prisoners

that should be allowed in one prison or penitentiary

was discussed. Herr Eckert, of Germany, and M.

Stevens, of Belgium, thought that the maximum should

be five hundred. Some English and Americans thought
that one thousand, or more, could be taken care of.

The weight of argument appeared to favor the smallest

number.

WORKING OFF A PORTION OF PUNISHMENT.

It was the general opinion that the convict should

have it in his power to shorten his imprisonment by

good conduct. This provision is found extremely use-

ful in Pennsylvania.

SENTENCES.

Much fault was found with the English system of

sentencing offenders, without adding to the time in

consequence of repetition. The long sentences in

England were considered as too long the short, as

too short.

REFORMATORIES.

This subject is so prolific, in consequence of the vast
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difference in character and means of support, and the

chance of assisting the graduates, that it scarcely ad-

mitted of discussion. It was the opinion of many that
"
Homes," instead of congregated treatment were best.

INSTRUCTION OF PRISONERS.

It was stated that in Cellular Imprisonment the

instruction was usually better than in the Congregate.
It is found that instruction is not sufficiently considered

in prisons.

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT.

The subject of Capital Punishment was not considered

in the Congress. A conference was held under the

auspices of the Howard Association, at which the sub-

ject was thoroughly considered. This meeting was

attended by most of the Foreign Delegates, and pre-

sided over by the Baron Von Holzendorff.

CRIME CAPITALISTS.

A paper was read by Edwin Hill, Esq., on the sub-

ject of Crime Capitalists. Of course Crime Capitalists

are those who sustain the thief and robber, and take

and pay for the goods stolen. Severity toward this

class of persons, even greater than towards the thief,

was considered as the best means of ridding society

of their bad deeds.

The other leading points that excited the most inte-

rest and elicited the most earnest debate, and which,
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as principles and practices seem most interesting to

American readers, have been given more at large

under their respective heads, less in the form of debate

than in the general views of the questions, and the

character of the support which they received.

LITERATURE OF THE CONGRESS.

The books laid upon the tables of members of the

Congress, the theses, the explanations, and the accounts

of existing institutions, form a library in themselves,

and will be read
;
no one had time to read many of

them while the Congress was in session, but they will

have been read, and with profit, by this time.

Certainly our own country was ably represented in

the volumes which treated of penitentiaries. Edward

Livingston's great work was abundantly supplied to

the members, and almost every phase of every ques-
tion was presented in book or pamphlet form.

Perhaps the best work presented to the members of

the Congress on System of Prison Discipline, was that

by our townsman, RICHARD VAUX, the President of the

Board of Inspectors of the Eastern Penitentiary of

Pennsylvania. It was a history of that institution,

primus aborigines, and then it stated facts rather than

theories, or rather, facts which were stated, illustrated,

and showed the entire adaptability of the "
Separate

System." We have admirable treatises on that sys-
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tern, but this was a simple, clear, well-digested state-

ment of facts of events that showed the true adminis-

tration of the system, and of its applicability to all penal
institutions that are intended to reform the inmates.

Penology has never received a more valuable contri-

bution than this by Mr. Vaux, and it is eminently de-

sirable that it should have a large circulation in this

country.

Among those who contributed pamphlets, essays,

and statements, was Mr. William Tallack, of London, a

gentleman distinguished for his active zeal in the cause

of suffering humanity, and for his knowledge of the

workings of various prison systems, and the progress
of various reformatory plans in his own country, on the

Continent of Europe, and in the United States. He
was an outspoken friend of the "

Pennsylvania System,"
which he seemed to understand he had studied the

theory, and had made personal examination of its ad-

ministration in this city.

RESULTS.

The question is often put to me as to the fixed re-

sults of the deliberations and discussions of the Con-

gress ;
on what measures did they take a final vote,

and what did that vote determine.

While I think that question natural and pertinent, I

think the leaders of the Congress were right in re-
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solving that however thoroughly any question of con-

struction, arrangement of the prison, or discipline,

employment and instruction of the prisoners, or the sur-

veillance of discharged convicts, may have been exam-

ined and discussed, it should not be submitted to a vote

of the Congress, because it was inexpedient, perhaps

dangerous, for such a result to go forth to the world,

as the deliberate, secured opinion of the members of

that body, even though that result should be arrived at

by a decided majority of members voting in its favor.

But it may be asked " what was the use of discussing,

if no conclusions were to be arrived at?"

I answer,
" the discussion led to the presentation of

views of men who had been thinking of the subject, but

often viewing it without those facts or results which ex-

perience furnishes, and, thus, while they maintained what

had appeared to them the true side of the question,

they did not feel entirely at liberty and at once to yield

themselves fully to arguments whose cogency they

could not fail to admit. It is difficult often for us to

distinguish between those forces of rhetoric that con-

fuse and those that convince. The best arguments,

sometimes, like the most successful experiments, de-

mand time to secure consent. For example, First,

several members of the Congress were earnestly in

favor of the Separate System of imprisonment that

is, the Pennsylvania System.

Second. Some were much opposed to it, chiefly a few

who knew nothing about any system of prison discip-

line or who knew only enough about a system to feel

that they were incompetent to its administration.
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Third. Some held to the great efficacy of the Sepa-
rate System as a primary step ; say the first year in a

sentence of four or five years, favoring what is called

the Mixed System.
Fourth. Others believed that the Congregate Sys-

tem, that is, associate labor during the day, and sepa-

rate cells at night, to be best.

Fifth. Others had seen the benefit of the Separate

System in Belgium, and in other countries, but were

doubtful whether it would not be well to try in some

instances the Mixed System.
Sixth. A large part of all the Representatives of

nearly every country, were influenced by what they re-

garded as the danger of any system costing too much.

But it was gratifying to find that a large number of

Representatives from the Continentof Europe professed

a willingness to profit by further inquiries, and to

recommend to their respective governments the adop-
tion of a system that on the whole would produce the

most benefit.

To have pressed the question to a vote in such a

state of mind would have undoubtedly forced a ma-

jority to vote against the Separate System, while a

large majority were hesitating and becoming more and

more in favor of that system.

That view was taken in regard to nearly every ques-

tion that came under discussion. The object was not

to get a vote, but to give and obtain information.

That such information was obtained from the action

of the Congress, may be inferred from the fact that a

distinguished member of the Congress desired to has-
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ten home to Germany, where the parliament was con-

sidering the question of Penitentiary systems, and he

believed that the information which he had gained in

the Congress would greatly influence the action of his

country's parliament, of which he was a member.

Other distinguished European statists professed to

have derived similar benefits from the discussions, and

declared that they should use their new views and in-

formation in modifying the laws of their respective

States.

I have said that direct votes were not taken on any
measure however fully discussed by the Congress, but

the general nature of the views of the Congress is thus

briefly stated in the concluding Report of the Execu-

tive Committee :

GENERAL VIEWS OF RESULTS.

First. Recognizing, as a fundamental fact, that the

protection of society is the object for which penal codes

exist, the Committee believe that this protection is not

only consistent with, but absolutely demands, the enun-

ciation of the principle, that the moral regeneration of

the prisoner should be the primary aim of prison dis-

cipline.

Second. A progressive classification of prisoners

should be adopted in all prisons.

Third. In the treatment of prisoners all disciplinary

punishments that inflict unnecessary pain or humiliation

should be abolished.

Fourth. To impel a prisoner to self exertion should
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be the aim of systems of prison discipline, which can

never be effective unless they succeed in gaining the

will of the convict.

Fifth. Work, Education and Religion are the three

great forces on which prison administrators should

rely.

These seem to be the views of the general results

of the labors of the Congress, as bearing simply on

the question of prison discipline. But it will be noticed

that progressive classification is spoken of as being

important, and no doubt it may be important, but the

settlement of that question, as of many others dis-

cussed by the Congress, depends upon the system to

be adopted. If the Congregate System is used, then

progressive classification, and much other of that kind

of prison machinery must be employed.
But if the Separate System is carried out, classifica-

tion can only mean grade as it regards the individual,

it can have nothing to do with two or more prisoners,

Separate Confinement dispenses with a considerable

part of the cumbersome machinery of large prisons.

E. C. WINES, D.D. LL.D,

In noticing the character and position of this Con-

gress, and concurring heartily in the opinion that its

labors will result in much good in every part of the

world that had a representative in that body, that it
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will, indeed, greatly promote the benefit of society, and

the cause of sound philanthropy, I should do injustice

to my own feelings, to the opinions of most of my
fellow delegates in that Congress, if I should omit to

make particular mention of the Rev. E. C. Wines,

D.D., LL.D., with whom was the conception first of a

National Prison Convention, and then the resulting

idea of an International Congress.
It is not very difficult to arouse and direct the feel-

ings of certain men towards a good movement, the ob-

ject of which coincides with their own wishes and views,

but to arouse nations to a work of philanthrophy, and to

insure their consent to, and co-operation with, a great
scheme that has in it no direct relation with political, and

no element of national, distinction, is indeed a work that

might startle the first mover in contemplating the vast-

ness of this view of means, as it did those who had

been delegated to assist in the great work. It is not

so much the labors of the Congress that will at first

strike the contemplating mind, as it is the labor of

producing that Congress, of gathering from Hong
Kong, from Yeddo, from Calcutta, from Constantinople,

from Moscow, Berlin, Geneva, Rome, Brussels, London,
New York, Philadelphia, Chicago and Mexico, the dele-

gates who formed the Congress, many of whom bore

the credentials from their own Government.

Dr. Wines had not been active in the specialties of

prison discipline or prison visitation ; he had opinions
of his own, but his mission seemed to be to collect the

experience and views of others, and he was enabled

by the amenity with which he wielded the baton to
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produce harmony in an orchestra composed of those

who knew little personally of those with whom they

were to co-operate.

It was considered marvellous that Dr. Wines should

have succeeded so admirably with his lack of individual

experience. But we suppose the Crusade owed less

to the military knowledge than to the religious zeal of

Peter the Hermit, who seemed to have an almost mira-

culous power of concentrating resolve upon a question

of deep interest, and was willing, when he had per-

formed the labor of gathering his hosts to share in the

hottest contests to which he had invited them.

The esteem which Dr. Wines won from the mem-
bers of that Congress, and those who witnessed its

deliberations, must have been a satisfactory reward for

the Herculean task which he performed.

AN OBJECTION ANSWERED.

Prison Discipline is at once a science and an art

from the exercise of the art men have risen to a com-

prehension of the science. The art must 'often fail for

want of science, and the science will often prove valu-

less by a want of a thorough understanding and admis-

sion that circumstances must govern its application,

and that the moral treatment of prisoners must often

be different, in different subjects, in the same prison, as
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physicians find it necessary to vary their practice

among patients in the same hospital.

One remarkable error pervades the mind of people
who contemplate plans for the reformation of prisoners

without improving any opportunity of witnessing the

administration and the effects of those plans. That

error may be best exposed by quoting a remark or

two which often falls from the mouths of persons who

really have humane feelings, and are not generally
more inclined than many others to punish offence with

any striking severity, and the newspapers, too, sharing
in the want of discrimination that results from a lack

of information, often join in the remark:

"These philanthropists that would deal so kindly
" with the guilty convict, seem to overlook the injury
" that society has sustained in the felonies of the pri-
"
soner, and desire to withhold from him the punish-

" ment which the moral sense of the community and
" the justice of our laws would inflict upon him."

Let me meet that idea by a simple statement of the

motives of those who labor in, and who labor for, the

alleviation of the miseries of public prisons. There is

neither effort nor desire to withhold nor withdraw the

felon from punishment the full punishment which pub-
lic safety requires and the law awards.

The felon's sentence is imprisonment and labor. No
one asks that the imprisonment should be withheld,

because all admit that the safety of the public requires

his separation from society and detention in a place
where there is no great danger of the felon adding to

his public offence, this constitutes not only the fulfillment
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of the law, the vengeance of the law if such is admis-

sible but it is the .fulfillment of \hejirst wishes of the

philanthropist who gives himself to the improvement
of the prisoner. Here all agree.

The careful citizen, who thinks that crime ought to be

punished, and that felony is best dealt with in a prison,

finds his views realized in the imprisonment of the felon.

The philanthropist who is as likely to have as just

views of what is due to the community as any other, he

being himself a member of that community, applauds
the arrest and the imprisonment of the felon here all

parties agree.

But the philanthropist sees that the aggregate of in-

dividual virtue or vice is the sum of public virtue or

vice, and he thinks it due to that same public, to inquire

whether the individual withdrawn from public relations

may not be restored to society in a morally healthy con-

dition, and thus contribute, by a virtuous course, to

make some amends for the injury which his vice

inflicted.

Now the convict, unless sentenced for life, or unless

he should die in prison, must be restored to some so-

ciety at the termination of his sentence. All agree on

that. Philanthropists only inquire how the released con-

vict may take back to society, to which he returns, vir-

tuous resolutions as part of the repentance which it is

hoped will be wrought out in prison.

These Societies, these Assemblies, these National

Conventions, and these International Congresses on

Penitentiaries and Reformatories, are only to institute

those inquiries and elicit the proper answers.
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How may that imprisonment, which secures society

from the depredations of the felon during his imprison-

ment, be made to do the most good to society, by res-

toring that felon as an honest man ? The answers are

slightly various, but all denote observation, experience,

and profound investigation, and discernment and com-

bination, and will in time give the true practical res-

ponse.
There are then no grounds for this complaint against

the philanthropist's efforts in behalf of the prisoner.

Confinement and hard labor for the convict are as

much a part of the views of the philanthropist as of any
other person. The philanthropist looks further, and

inquires how this confinement, this restriction, this

labor may benefit society, by being used for the moral

improvement of the felon, who must return to society

either hardened in his felonious intention or improved
to wishes and habits of virtue.

It is plain then that while these complaining citizens

think that the philanthropist tries to lessen the punish-

ment of the felon, by diminishing the amount of time

and labor which are assigned to him by the Court the

philanthropist really asks that the felon may be arrested,

placed in close confinement, as the punishment for his

crime, in order that he, the philanthropist, may be able

to secure the attention of the convict to lessons of

affectionate reproof and advice as to the avoidance of

future crime. The philanthropist can do nothing abroad

in the world, (where temptations and evil associates

abound), to make the criminal understand the sinful-

ness of his sin, and to induce him to good resolves.
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The indignant citizens know that while the offender is

abroad the safety of the community is in danger.
The citizens say :

"
Imprison the rogue ; keep him

"
close, that he may do no wrong, at least for the term

"of his sentence, and punish him severely, that he may
"
suffer more for the wrong he has inflicted on society."

The philanthropist says :

"
Imprison the rogue, that I

"
may show him how much wrong he has done to

"
society and to himself, and inflict upon him the proper

"
severity of the law, that he may the more willingly

" and readily accept and follow my advice, that he plan
" no mischief now, and do no more wrong to the
"
public."

The philanthropist does not desire to save culprits

from punishment, he only desires that they shall not

continue culprits.

I cannot leave the subject without dwelling one mo-

ment longer on what was the character and what is

likely to be some of the influences of the Congress.
In that assembly we found the true means, and thence

must flow some of the true and beneficial results, of

that "
solidarity of peoples

"
about which certain

vagabond politicians were wont to wound the public

ear, and disgust the informed and the prudent.

While man exists as man, a thousand causes must

operate to make national divisions and create inde-

pendent political, as well as separate social, interests.

" Mountains interposed, make enemies of nations."

Color, parentage, habits and position are elements of

aggregation of individuals, and the means of the segre-

gation of masses. And the people of one water-shed

7
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of a dividing range of hills will hate, fight, conquer and

sell into slavery their brothers of the other side, till

civilization gives a new direction to conquest, and the

subjugation of the nation is the alternative of the

slavery of the individual.

Pride, hatred, thirst of gold, or the unholy appetite

for power in nations is only the aggregate of the meaner

principle and practices of humanity.
In the London Congress were assembled men from

China, India, Japan, from every Christian nation in

Europe, and from Mohammedan Turkey, from seventeen

of the States of 6ur own Union, and from Mexico and

South America. Jews, Mohammedans, Catholics, Pro-

testants of almost every denomination, and even Pa-

gans were there.

The good of every country grew better as they com-

prehended the development of goodness in others.

The heriditary nobleman ennobled his nature and ex-

alted his rank by his participation in works of social

reform, and added new lustre to his coronet as he

pleaded for human rights, and devoted himself to

human improvement. The crosier of the Bishop had

new significance as its holder showed himself ready to

consider and adopt the best means to -gather back the

strayed ones of his flock, and lift into Christian pro-

prieties and benefits the sensualist, the vicious and the

guilty.

Never did human energies seem more worthily em-

ployed than in that Congress. And while all were

seen devoting themselves with the true spirit of human-

ity,
to make the misfortunes of the young, and the
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punishment of the vices and crimes of the old, the

fulcrum upon which to elevate them to virtue and use-

fulness
; it was gratifying to perceive that the lever of

philanthropy was moved by the spirit of religion, and

that men and women of all creeds had found a work

upon which they could gratify the highest and holiest

of their aspirations without the sacrifice of a single

dogma of their religion.

CONCLUSION.

In looking back upon the great International Con-

gress, one is struck with the character of its compo-
nents, the extent of interests represented, the ability

with which those interests and views were presented,

and the zeal, according to knowledge, with which they
were advocated.

As late as the early part of this century International

Congresses were unknown. The close of the career of

the first Napoleon suggested international conferences

as to the means of retaining power in the hands of

Kings and Emperors, as much against the uprising of

their own subjects, as against the rising up of a hostile

sovereign. The political interests of nations, and the

personal interests of monarchs, were alone consulted.

Since that time popular interests have had time to aug-
ment into consideration, and while religious bodies

have, as of old, held Congresses, or General Councils,
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that were in their character international, though only

denominational in their title, questions of social or

business consequence have been considered by inter-

national representatives, and the conformity of weights
and measures, and coins, have been considered and

recommended.

But it was reserved as the distinctive feature of this

year, for nations to come into council upon a question
that was independent of commercial regulations and

appliances, above mere political considerations, and

aside from religious denominational distinction a

question of pure humanity, that involved the best uses

of politics, and illustrated the purest qualities in the

citizen, for till the individual is corrected or rightly

reared, crime must disturb social life, and unchecked

ambition weaken national association.

We have seen that Emperors meet and consult upon
the means of consolidating their powers. They talk of

the peace of Europe but only when war would

weaken their influence.

Science has her congresses and religion her convo-

cations, all of which produce good directly, by promot-

ing the main object of deliberation indirectly, by

causing new interests to overlap nations.

But the London Congress brought together men
who seemed to have no common interest but that of

their common humanity, and they deliberated how best

the great principles of that humanity could be estab-

lished, and how administered, for general benefit.

Each individual will, indeed, gratify his gentler feelings

in promoting the good of the erring, and add, to his
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own community, the security and respectability that re-

sult from the reformation of the criminal, but the

great spirit of Christian philanthropy, that is not limited

by geographical boundaries, is operative to general
ends and while it inspires efforts that at first are ope-

rative in limited areas, contemplates with delight the

extending influences of its power, and triumphs in the

universality of the results.

Respectfully submitted by

JOSEPH R. CHANDLER.









ARTK'LK IV

The Treasurer shall keep the moneys and securities, and pay till

orders of the Society, or of the Acting Committee, signed by the

Presiding officer and Secretary ;
and shall present a statement of

the condition of the finances of the Society at each Stated ."

thereof.

All bequests, donations, and life subscriptions, shall be safely in-

vested
; only the income thereof to be applied to the current

penses of the Society.

ARTICLE V.

The Acting Committee shall consist of the officers of the Society,

ex-officio, and fifty other members. They shall visit the prison at

least twice a month, inquire into the circumstances of the p;

and report such abuses as they shall discover, to the proper ofti'

appointed to remedy them. They shall examine the influence of

confinement on the morals of the prisoners. They shall keep

regular minutes of their proceedings, which shall be submitted at

every Stated Meeting of the Society ;
and shall be authorized to fill

vacancies occurring in their own body, whether arising from death,

or removal from the city, or from inability or neglect to visit the

prisons in accordance with their regulations. They shall also IK

the sole power of electing new members.

ARTICLE VI.

Candidates for membership may be proposed at any meeting of

the Society or of the Acting Committee; but no election shall take

place within ten days after such nomination. Each member shall

pay an annual contribution of two dollars
;

but the payment of

twenty dollars at any one time shall constitute a life membership.

ARTICLE VII.

Honorary members may be elected at such times as the Society

may deem expedient.

ARTICLE VIII.

The Society shall hold Stated Meetings on the fourth fifth day

(Thursday )
in the months called January, April, July and Octo-

ber, of whom seven shall constitute a quorum.

ARTICLE IX.

No alterations of the Constitution shall be made, unless the same

shall have been proposed at a Stated Meeting of the Society, held

not less than a month previous to the adoption of such alterations.

All questions shall be decided, where there is a division, by a ma-

jority of votes
;
in those where the Society is equally divided, the

presiding officer shall have the casting vote.
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